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ABSTRACT
THE WOMAN HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPAL IN TENNESSEE:
A QUALITATIVE STUDY
by
DORIS WALLING VANHUSS
The purpose of this qualitative study was to give an indepth
and insightful description of the personal and professional
worlds of the women high school principals of grades 9-12 in
Tennessee in 1993. Specific areas which were addressed in
the study included: (1) personal background information, (2)
career paths and goals, (3) personal influences upon the
women (4) possible barriers, (5) the role(s) of the woman
high school principal, and (6) job demands.
The data were gathered through a demographic questionnaire
and the process of the long interview with open-ended
questions with all seventeen of the women high school
principals in Tennessee in 1993. Instead of aggregate
descriptions, the intent of the analysis was to utilize the
direct quotes of the women whenever possible to present a
clearer representation of the women's individual perceptions
or "life-world."
The findings of the study indicated some overall
commonalities, specifically in career decisions, educational
background, and career paths. The women were greatly
influenced to enter teaching by their parents and their
teachers. Most of the women had undergraduate majors and
minors in English and social studies. Only one of the
seventeen women began her career with any career plan other
than teaching.
The women did not perceive that they had experienced major
career barriers, particularly relative to family
responsibilities. However, the majority perceived that being
"female" was in itself a barrier. The women characterized
themselves as spending more time in management than in
instructional leadership. Overwhelmingly, the women
mentioned "time constraints."
The women acknowledged the recent or current existence of a
"good ole boy network" in their school systems. They
recognized the importance of "mentors," "visibility," and
"networking" to career advancement. They recommended to
women high school principal aspirants to learn all they can
about the job, be visible, work hard, and not be discouraged.
The results of this study should prove pertinent in the
field of education and particularly to women administrative
aspirants and administrative preparation programs.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Society has seen some dramatic changes in the numbers
of leadership roles being assumed by women in such areas as
business and industry, medicine, and engineering.
Ironically, however, this has not been the case in
education.

Although often characterized as a woman's field,

primarily because the majority of teachers are female,
education has not opened its doors as readily to women
aspirants to administrative positions.

Recognizing the

paucity of women in administration, Weber, Feldman, and
Poling (1980) referred to the phenomenon of "the vanishing
woman administrator." According to Lynch (1990) "In the
years between 1928-1984, the number of women principals
continually dropped from 55 percent to 18 percent" (p.

1).

Mertz, Grossnickle, and Tutcher (1980) in an article
entitled "Women in Administration?

You've Got To Be

Kidding 111 admitted that women "have come a long way babe,"
but not in educational administration, and even alluded
humorously to the fact that women administrators may be an
endangered species (p. 35).
In a more serious vein some years later, Shakeshaft
(1989)

presented somewhat the same perception by referring

to women as a "gender at risk" and by supporting this view
with data concerning administrative positions held by women
from 1905 until 1985.

She reported that men have dominated

school administration in this time period - except for the
elementary principalship around 1905.
l

In fact, Shakeshaft
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found that in the year 1984-85, women accounted for 83.5% of
the elementary school teachers but only 16.9% of the
elementary principals; 50.1% of the secondary teachers but
only 3.5% of the secondary principals. The term secondary
here, as in most other sources unless specifically
indicated, includes both middle school or junior high school
and high school.

For this very reason, Shakeshaft added

that caution be used with regard to these figures as
definitions of these roles vary and information by sex was
not readily available in all instances.

However, this does

not diminish the fact that women represent approximately
two-thirds of the population of school teachers in this
country while only a small percentage are found in
leadership positions, thus giving credence to the concept
that men control the power in our public schools (LoveladyDawson, 1980).
This sexual inequality in education has continued to
become a major source of contention.
(1990)

Whitaker and Lane

acknowledged that women are not advancing into

leadership roles in education as they are in managerial and
executive positions in other fields.

Xn fact, the gender of

an aspirant to an educational administrative position is an
important, if often not a determinating factor, in the
selection process:

"The relevant data on equality of

opportunity in educational administration reveals that sex more than age, experience, background, or competence determines the role an individual will hold in education (p.
8 ).
The nineties have seen some increases.

Banks (1995),

writing on the impact of gender and race as factors
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affecting educational leadership and administration, cited
several sources which indicated small gains for women in
administration but which still showed the numbers to be
disproportionate with regard to the number of women teachers
and to the number of higher administrative positions held by
men.

Citing Jones and Montenegro (1990), Banks wrote that

88% of the high school principalships were held by men.
Citing Saks (1992), she indicated that women in 1991 held
7.7% of the high school principalships and 12.1% in 1992.
Because of the disparity in the numbers of men
administrators as compared to the numbers of women holding
higher-level administrative positions, it should not be
surprising that many authors attempt to answer the question
of whv women are so underrepresented in administrative
positions and to offer various remedies to correct the
problem.

Generally speaking, these writers have tended to

cite such reasons as social bias and tradition,
stereotyping, employment discrimination, and lack

of

professional preparation by women for the lack of women in
administrative positions in education.

Other reasons for

women not assuming administrative positions, as suggested in
the literature, included the lack of mentors, lack of
networking, and internal barriers

which include a lack of

self-confidence, career goals, motivation, and mobility
because of family responsibilities.

All of the previously

cited reasons for why women are so underrepresented in
administration give credence to the term glass ceiling
coined in the Wall Street Journal in the mid-eighties to
describe "...the invisible barriers that keep women from
reaching executive and managerial positions" (Faber, 1991).
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In addition to the literature attempting to answer why
women are so underrepresented in administration, other
writers have sought to compare and contrast men and women
administrators on various criteria and from numerous
perspectives.

What has received only minimal attention in

the literature, however, is a more personal, indepth look at
those women who have made it into educational leadership
positions, and most notably the position of the high school
principalship.

Attention then to the personalities and

perspectives of those few women who are high school
principals, therefore, seems important to the general field
of educational administration and specifically to other
women who are attempting to pursue administrative positions.
A definitive report on the administrative positions held by
women in Tennessee was included in a document entitled
Summary Report of the Invitational Symposium on Recruitment.
Selection, and Retention of Principals (1990).

The report

was the result of a statewide symposium held in Nashville,
Tennessee in Hay, 1990.

Pertinent demographic information

was given concerning both principals and assistant
principals in Tennessee.

White and black females accounted

for a combined total of 332 positions (20.7%) of the total
1611 principal positions in 1985-86.

Showing an increase in

1988-89, the white and black females accounted for a
combined total of 373 positions (23.9%) of the total 1561
principal positions.

Unfortunately, the data provided in

this report did not breakdown the principalships by grade
levels, specifically the traditional elementary, middle
school or junior high school, and high school.
Similarly, in a publication entitled Women and
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Minorities In School Administration:

Facts & Figures 1989-

1990 (1990) by the American Association of School
Administrators, comparable figures were presented.

A total

of 43 states and the District of Columbia provided data,
which when compiled, indicated that there were 67,327
principal positions nationally in 1989-90, of which 18,414
or 27% were held by women. This represented a three percent
increase from data on the principalship two years before.
As for the principalships in Tennessee for 1989-90, the
state data as reported to AASA indicated a total of 1448
positions; of that number 74% were held by men, and 26% were
held by women.

As in the symposium follow-up report, the

AASA publication did not indicate percentages of
principalships for women by grade levels.
In summary then of the two reports just cited, the
symposium indicated that women held 23.9% of the
principalships in Tennessee for 1988-89 while the AASA
figure for principalships held by women in Tennessee in
1989-90 was 26%

The national percentages of principalships

held in 1989-90 as indicated by the AASA was 27%.

This last

figure seems in line with Shakeshaft's (1989) national
figures, cited earlier, for 1984-85 which showed that women
made up 16.9% of the elementary positions and 3.5% of the
secondary principals for a total of 20.4%

It should be

noted again that neither the Shakeshaft figures nor the
symposium or AASA figures which indicated the Tennessee
figures for women principals in 1988-89 and 1989-90,
respectively, separated the junior high or middle school
principalship from the so-called high school principalship,
specifically grades 9-12.

Only Shakeshaft's data was
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separated by grade levels, but even then secondary was
inclusive of junior and senior high school.

One must be

careful to scrutinize these data because grade levels may
not be readily understood, because the definition or
interpretation of administrator in some studies is not made
clear, and because, as in the AASA report, only 43 states
and Washington, D. C. provided data.
In retrospect of the national data on women in
administrative positions, Shakeshaft (1989) indicated that
for 1984-85 women held 20.4% of the principalships, and the
AASA (1990) for 1989-90 found women held 27% of the combined
principalships positions.

In a later study by Banks (1995)

that cited Saks (1992), the national percentages for women
holding high school principals was somewhat higher than
Shakeshaft's 1984-85 that indicated only 3.5% of the
secondary principalships to be held by women.

In fact,

Saks' figures revealed that for the year 1992 women held
12.1% of the high school principalships.
Whatever the exact figures as revealed by these
agencies of studies, the fact still remains that women are
underrepresented in administrative positions and
particularly in the position of high school principal.
Whereas much of the previous research focused on either why
women were underrepresented or comparisons and contrasts of
male and female administrators, it is appropriate at this
time in the evolution of the field of educational
administration that we begin to concentrate as much energy
to studying the few women who have made it into these
educational leadership positions.

Would it not be more

purposeful and productive to look more closely at the few
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women who have made it to the position of principal,
specifically at the high school level for insight about
these women, their lives and careers?

Would not this type

of study serve as a help to these women themselves, to other
female administrative aspirants, and as relevance to the
field of education which attempts to prepare women for this
role?

Would such a study not be beneficial to the overall

social and institutional realm of education per se?
The Research Problem
Realizing the barriers that women must surmount to
acquire an administrative position, Biklen (1980) cited a
study by Estler (1975) that concluded:
Given the higher selectivity of the selection process
for women in the principalship, however, these data may
suggest only that to make the grade women have to be
superior to men or that the greater striving and
loneliness required in the process of ascending the
career ladder insures that only the best women will
succeed,
(p. 10)
This quote, on first reading, may be construed to be
feminist-biased.

However, it is used here as a catalyst for

the idea that for a woman to succeed to the position of
administrator, she would have passed "the higher selectivity
of the selection process."

Consequently, she certainly

would seem to be "special" in some sense of the word and,
therefore, worthy of study as a role model perhaps for other
women.

Unfortunately, very little of a true personal

insight has been written about women administrators,
specifically at the high school level.

What is needed, it

would seem then, is an insightful look at the personal and
professional lives of these women relative to their
attaining and assuming the position of a high school

8
principal.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to describe in context
the personal and professional development, challenges and
opportunities, of the women who have become high school
principals in Tennessee.

Specific areas which were

addressed in the study included:

(1) background

information, (2) career paths and goals,

(3) personal

influences upon the women high school principals,

(4)

barriers to the women seeking an administrative position,
(5) the role(s) of the women high school principals, and (6)
demands of the position upon the personal lives of the women
high school principals.

Consequently, the researcher sought

to answer several broad-based questions:

(1) Are there any

commonalities in the personal backgrounds and career paths
of these women?

(2) To what person(s) or event(s) in their

lives do these women attribute their career decisions to
enter education and to pursue an administrative position as
a high school principal?

(3) Do these women perceive that

they have experienced career barriers; if so, what
mechanisms have they used to overcome the barriers women
face who choose to seek high school principalships?

(4)

What is life like for these women, personally and
professionally, as high school principals.
Setting and Methods
The study included 18 women who were identified as
principals of public high schools, grades 9-12, in the state
of Tennessee in 1993.

The long interview with open-ended

questions was the major form of data collection for the

study. The interviews were conducted at the respective high
school of each of the women principals.
Significance of the Study
The fact that women in America constituted
a mere 3.5% of the secondary principalships for 1984-85
(Shakeshaft, 1989) and 12.1% (Saks, 1992) as cited by Banks
(1995) is truly reason for concern.

Numerous authors have

attempted to address this underrepresentation of women and
to suggest reasons for it.

still others have sought to

compare and contrast the male and female administrators to
discover likenesses and differences or to suggest who
performs better in specific roles of the principalship.
What continues to be lacking in the research, for the
most part, is a concerted look at those women who have made
it to the position of principal, particularly the position
of high school principal.

As Simmons (1981) wrote, "An

initial and primary problem, however, would be to understand
the phenomenon that causes women to become administrators.
It is necessary to identify, understand, and encourage the
development of those characteristics that influence women to
seek and secure the principalship" (p. 8).

It would seem

then that any woman who continues to strive for what has
been such an elusive position and who is finally able to
achieve that goal is herself a "phenomenon" and someone who
should be studied.'
As Shakeshaft (1989) wrote most of the information
about women administrators has involved aggregate
descriptions of women and what histories, case studies, or
ethnographies exist are primarily about the male principal
or superintendent.

"To get a true picture of the woman
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administrator we must rely on a collection of studies, most
of them mail surveys reported in dissertations, of women
administrators as a group.

We learn of the 'average' woman

administrator but little of the individual” {p. 57).

An

exception is the ethnographic study by Shenkle (1985) of
Betty Bowers, an elementary principal, entitled The Woman in
the Principal's office.

This study, like its counterpart

The Man in the Principal's Office bv Harry F. Wolcott
(1973), is an excellent indepth study of its subject and
invaluable for its "slice of life” perceptions.

Given this

cursory background information about the topic of women as
educational administrators, it is obvious that there is a
definite need for a qualitative study —

for what Denzin

(1989) has termed thick description and thick
interpretation, for insight and, consequently, a more
personal-based investigation of the woman secondary
principal.

Therefore, it was the intent of this researcher

"to flesh out" with as much rich contextual detail as
afforded by the long interview any common generalizations of
what has made these women successful; what these women are
like as administrators; why they made the choice to seek
their position as a high school principal; and how they
manage the roles and responsibilities of the position.
Operational Definitions of Terms
For the purposes of this study, the following terms
were used:
1.

Career path

-

Generally speaking, one thinks in terras

of a progression of hierarchial steps when the term career
path is used.

Shakeshaft (1989), quoting Bledstein (1976),

wrote that traditionally a career has meant "a preestablished total pattern of organized professional
activity, with upward movement through recognized stages,
and advancement based on merit and bearing honor" (p.

64).

What this concept has done in most instances is negate
teaching as a career and resign it to "a job" because there
is no upward movement.

In Tennessee, however, teaching does

offer some "upward movement" and "advancement based on merit
and bearing honor” as defined by Bledstein (1976).

This

recognition system is called the Career Ladder program and
provides an opportunity for teachers to be evaluated for
three levels - Career Ladder I, II, and III.

With the

attainment of these ranks comes merit pay and opportunity
for extended contract opportunities.

Even with this

evaluative process, however, teaching has yet to receive
public recognition as a "career"; instead it is more
generally accepted that "only administrators have careers
because teachers have jobs" (Shakeshaft, p. 64).

However,

for the purposes of this study, teaching was considered a
career and not just "a job."

Consequently, the term career

path was used to recognize teacher advancements in the
Career Ladder program, continued professional growth and/or
increased professional activity in education, specifically
the taking on of more duties and responsibilities.

The

achievement of these aforementioned activities generally
resulted in getting the attention of superiors or G.A.S.inq
(cited by Walcott, 1973; Ortiz, 1982) which, in turn, is
effective in securing career promotions.
2.

High school - The grades assigned to the three most

typical levels of public education - (1) elementary,

(2)
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middle school or junior high, and (3) high school or
secondary - vary according to demographics.

In fact, high

schools may take on such configurations as 9-12, 10-12, and
7-12.

Generally though, the literature tended to speak of

elementary as being K-6 and secondary as 7-12, 9-12, or 1012.

Typically, the term secondary in the literature

included both the middle school and high school grades,
whatever the specific pattern.

In Tennessee, however, the

most predominant grade distribution for high school was
grades 9-12.
3.

Role - Broadly speaking, the term role applies to the

functions of an identified individual in context.

According

to a document entitled The Principal in Tennessee's Schools:
A Policy Statement (1991) prepared by the Tennessee State
Boards of Education, "The principal is the primary leader of
the school" (p. 2).

The study went on to recognize that the

role of the principal in the nineties is in flux due to such
divergent factors as (1) more systematic evaluation of
faculty and staff, (2) more statewide reporting of student
test scores by system and school,

(3) increased'attention to

changing social conditions for children and families, (4)
more direct supervision of the instructional program by
principals, and (5) increased use of technology in managing
information and reporting (p. 2).

In line with the growing

demand for change, the State Boards of Education continued
their interpretation of the principal's role in their policy
statement:
While principals are responsible for the results of the
school they administer, they also must tap the
abilities of others in leading various aspects of the
school. The principal involves faculty, staff,
students, parents, and community leaders in schoolbased decision making to determine goals, operational
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objectives, and the methods to accomplish
implementation of programs and services. Shared
decision making is a process to achieve meaningful
participation and can be a powerful tool to build
consensus, develop a positive school culture, and
accomplish school improvement. School-based decision
making is a process for involving and empowering people
to determine and accomplish desired results, thus
ensuring commitment and follow through.
It is the responsibility of the principal to work in
concert with the faculty, staff, students, parents, and
community leaders in planning how the school will be
accountable for the resources and programs under its
control. Ultimately the principal is accountable for
the decisions and results at the school and for overall
leadership and management of the school facility,
personnel, and students. The effectiveness of a
principal depends on the development of good
communication and professional work relationships
characterized by collegiality and mutual respect,
(pp.
2-3)
Therefore, this researcher sought to investigate the role(s)
of the women high school principal utilizing the policy
statement of the principal's role as delineated by
Tennessee's State Boards of Education.
4.

Secondary principal - The secondary principal is the

person directing the high school's activities and personnel
and whose responsibilities have been previously addressed in
the preceding term.

Also called the secondary administrator

or the high school principal, this person is responsible for
the leadership and the direction of the high school.
Limitations of the Study
Utilizing the format of a long interview limited the
study in time and subsequent opportunity for interactive
exchange.

This was true to the extent that even though

there was no set time limit for the long interview, it was
held to one sitting.
The fact that the researcher herself is a woman
assistant principal at the secondary level and knowledgeable

of the setting of the study night also increase the
possibility of preconceived ideas and bias with regard to
the study.

Consequently, the researcher attempted to

maintain objectivity and to use good sound judgment at all
times, in addition to including specific checks and balances
to the study in the form of audits, journal writing, and
debriefing.
The study was limited to the population of women
secondary principals (9-12) of public high schools in
Tennessee and, subsequently, to those granting their
permission to participate.

CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF RELATEDE LITERATURE

Introduction

A review of the literature was conducted to identify
relevant themes and research essential to a qualitative study
which sought to produce descriptive and contextual portrayals
of the woman high school principal, grades 9-12.

The

beginning portion of the literature review dealt with
obstacles and barriers which women face in their attempts at
administrative positions.

Attention was given to both

internal and external barriers and societal and
organizational barriers to women's attainment of
administrative positions as principals.
The second section of the review of literature described
some of the strategies suggested to overcome the barriers to
women's assuming administrative positions, thereby, hopefully
reversing the underrepresentation of women in positions of
power in public education.
The third section presented the concept of a female
career path to administration, specifically the career path
of the woman high school administrator.

The fourth section

discussed the overall characteristics or profiles of women in
administration, with focused attention on the woman high
school principal.

This section addressed such

characteristics as age, educational background, teaching
experience, marital status, motivation, and job satisfaction.
The final section of the review of literature discussed women
15
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in their administrative roles as instructional leaders, the
effective schools literature as it relates to the principal,
perspectives of androgynous leadership, leadership styles,
and women as leaders - primarily as secondary principals.
Barriers_to Women in^Educatlonal Administration
Women continue to be underrepresented in all
administrative positions in public education, particularly in
the superintendency and in high school principalships.

Banks

(1995) cited a study by Saks (1992) that indicated women held
12.1% of the secondary principalships.

A report released in

January of 1994 on the positions of women in public and
private schools, which used data from the National Center for
Education Statistics' 1987-88 and 1990-91 Schools and
Staffing survey (SASS), indicated that there are more women
principals in the private schools than in the public schools.
Likewise, the report found that the positions of women in
public school principalships showed more increase in the
elementary level and in the combined schools.

Shakeshaft

(1989) indicated for 1984-85 that women held about 20% of the
principalship positions in the United States - 16.9% of the
elementary principalships and 3.5% of the secondary
principalships.

Women, likewise, accounted for two-thirds of

all school personnel but only 3% of the superintendent
positions.

The AASA report (1990) for 1989-90 of women and

minorities in school administration reflected that women held
27% of the principalships in the United States and 26% of the
principalships in Tennessee.

Figures from a U. S.

Department of Education survey released in 1988 indicated
that 96% of the superintendents are male and 97% are white
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and that 76% of the principals are male and 90% are white
(Lynch, 1990).

To attempt to answer whv there is this

paucity of women in administrative positions in education,
numerous studies have been conducted that seek to find what
constraints and barriers prevent women aspirants from
attaining these positions of power.
The answer to the complex question of whv there are so
few women in administrative roles in education is, indeed, a
complex endeavor, particularly in light of claims that women
are advancing in the areas of executives, managers, and
owners in business (Staff, 1991c).

Though there have been

claims that business and industry have seen advances in the
numbers of women who have achieved leadership positions, the
reality of the situation still suggests that men account for
two-thirds of all management positions and that the highest
management levels are barely even open to women.

In fact,

figures have indicated no more than 2% of the top management
positions are held by women (Powell, 1988).

This is further

substantiated in an article entitled "Women Mean Business"
(1991)

in an equity newsletter called Tennessee Opportunity.

In the article, the Bureau of Labor Statistics was cited as
indicating that 30% of both men and women in the labor force
are considered professionals or managers.

In another article

in the same issue of the aforementioned newsletter entitled
"The Glass Ceiling," however, more insightful figures of
women's true positions in business were given.

The figures

supplied by the Anderson Graduate School of Management's 1980
survey of top level executives and CEO's of America's 1,000
largest corporations indicated that only 1% of the top level
jobs were held by women.

A 1990 follow-up study indicated
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that in the ten year span, only an additional 2% of the top
level positions were held by women.

The same article also

cited a study in 1990 by The Federal Office of Contract
Compliance Programs.

This study looked at the promotional

and pay practices of 94 companies and found that although
women held 16.9% of the management positions, they held only
6 .6% of the executive level positions.

The claim must be

then that women's advance into higher levels of management
and executive ranks is only gradual at best.
This barrier between middle management and top
management in business has become known as the glass ceiling
(Faber, 1991).

The term itself was coined in the Wall Street

Journal in 1986.

In a 1991 Fortune magazine survey of top

business executives, 80% of those surveyed indicated that
they felt stereotypical attitudes about women's roles could
account for this "barrier."
Evidently then, women in education, as well as women in
the business community are experiencing barriers to their
career advancement.

The overriding reasons appear to be a

strange mystique combining persistent social and cultural
issues.

Yet stereotypical attitudes is only part of the

melange of specific reasons that have been cited in the
literature as barriers to women's underrepresentation as
educational administrators.

Although studies often have

delineated long lists of barriers, researchers have generally
identified three distinct theories for women's limited
representation in school administration.
theories include:

These three

(l) because of socialization, women are

not suited for administrative positions; (2) there are
structural barriers of organizations that prevent women from
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assuming administrative positions; (3) male dominance in
society in general acts as a barrier to women seeking
administrative positions in education (Lynch, 1990).

Even

though these three theories are broad in scope, they have
been repeated in varying form and terminology throughout the
studies of women in administration.
With regard to the superintendency which is considered
the apex of power in the formal public school hierarchy,
women have been identified as holding anywhere from three to
five percent of the positions (AASA, 1990; Lynch, 1990;
Shakeshaft, 1989).

Banks (1995) citing (Saks, 1992)

indicated that women held 10.2% of the superintendency
positions.

Concerned with the continued low representation

of women as superintendents, Renner (1991) conducted a study
which attempted to identify factors that motivate and inhibit
female school administrators in Nebraska to seek the school
superintendency.

The 21 outstanding women administrators who

participated in the interview study recognized the following
as barriers or inhibitors for women to pursue a
superintendency: public stereotyping of female roles, the
nature of the job, undeveloped career plans, family
considerations, mobility issues, budgeting inexperience, a
lack of female role models, limited jobs, and .the instability
of the position.
In another study of 10 women superintendents and one
assistant superintendent conducted by S. A. Marshall (1986)
at the request of AASA, various hurdles were addressed by the
women superintendents.

These included role prejudice which

was considered the most far reaching; societal perceptions;
the lack of opportunity to become a secondary principal which
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has been the typical career path for men to the
superintendency; the formal and informal networks? mobility;
"benign neglect" caused by myths and erroneous assumptions;
stereotyping; being perceived not to have power; some
internal constraints which made some feel that they needed to
perform as superwomen; and being patronized and not taken
seriously.
As has been indicated, women hold only a minimal number
of superintendent positions in the United States; figures
previously quoted range from three percent to five percent
(AASA, 1990; Lynch, 1990; and Shakeshaft, 1989) to 10.5%
(Banks 1995 citing Saks 1992).

Therefore, it should not be

surprising that this inequality in superintendency positions,
which has its own barriers as previously discussed, has also
been cited as one of the barriers to women advancing in
administrative positions in education.

Regardless of

credentials, even when all aspects are equal, the male
superintendents were more likely to chose males for
administrative positions (Lovelady-Dawson, 1980; Taylor
1973).
Greer and Finley (1985) cited a study by Prather (1982)
which indicated administrators used the argument that women
were not capable of managing power positions for the reason
women were not hired to administrative positions.

The

authors also cited a study by Heath (1981) which put the
blame for the lack of women in administration to the male
administrators who do the hiring, and suggested that even
though the administrators say they comply with federal
guidelines, "...hallmarks of their non discriminatory
practice are ambivalence and footdragging" (p.- 2).
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Shakeshaft (1989) has also viewed the influences against
women assuming administrative positions from several
perspectives.

For one, she has recognized that researchers

have tended to deal with women's underrepresentation in
educational administration by utilizing the Woman's Place
Model that relies on social norms; the Discrimination Model
that one group has tended to exclude another; and the
Meritocracy Model which believes those of merit are advanced
and since women are not advanced they lack merit or are
incompetent.

Similarly, Adkison (1981) has also recognized

the following as barriers: sex-role stereotyping and
socialization, career socialization, organizational
characteristics, and devaluation of women's perspectives.
Shakeshaft (1989) has also identified the additional
framework of internal and external barriers to women assuming
administrative positions.

Internal barriers refer to those

internal or psychological perceptions which can be overcome
by the individual choosing to do so, whereas, external
barriers are those imposed by society and its institutions
and, therefore, require social or institutional change.
Additionally, Shakeshaft has acknowledged the barriers of
overt and covert sex discrimination: the former implying
obvious and blatant discriminatory practices and the latter
implying discrimination that is more subtle.

Although

Shakeshaft's findings are more specific and more numerous,
they still fit the umbrella theories espoused by Lynch
(1990).
A study by Stephanz (1981) identified yet more specific
barriers impeding women's rise to administrative positions in
education:

a lack of role models and mentors;-a lack of
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adequate training; fewer women than men who are prepared for
administrative positions or who actively seek them; and the
fact that superintendents and school board members tend to
prefer men to women for administrative positions.

Another

important finding of the study was that the educational
system and its gendered role positions appear to reinforce
accepted sex roles and male dominance by the sheer
continuation of men in positions of authority in education.
A study by Porat (1985) investigated the internal
barriers women administrative aspirants face in Canada.

For

the year 1982-83, only 13% of the principalships in Canada
were held by women even when women held the overwhelming
majority of all teaching positions.

The Manitoba Teachers'

Society study found that women don't apply even when they are
as well qualified as the men.

"Negative self-perceptions,

lack of confidence in their qualifications and experience,
and low expectations of success create genuine psychological
barriers for many women" (p. 298).

In addition,

discriminatory hiring practices and selection procedures also
accounted for the low representation of women in
administrative positions.
These discriminatory selection and hiring practices have
also been termed "filtering methods" by Timpano (1976) as
cited in Lovelady-Dawson (1980). The study documented
employment practices of school districts in New York between
1974 and 1975.

During that time period, the following were

recorded as "filters"; recruiting filters, application
filters, selection criteria filters, interview filters, and
selection decision filters.
Another perspective in the literature as to why woman

are so underrepresented is that women themselves do not help
their own advance into administrative positions (Porat, 1985;
Smith 1978 citing Epstein 1971; Heller 1988).

Porat even

went so far as to say that women are often their own worst
enemies because women administrators are highly critical of
one another.

Likewise, women who have a more traditional

approach to life, seeking the domestic life instead of a
career, often hinder the advancement of women (Porat, 1985;
Smith, 1978).

Also, "...women who have advanced to elite

positions in American society may reject association with
spokespersons for the sex equality cause.

Women thus do not

always help other women advance in their career aspirations"
(Smith, 1978, p. 115).

Given their low representation in

administrative positions and the barriers that they face
women must promote their own. Women
be encouraged to support other
leadership roles.

in administration must

womenin

their aspirations for

Women need to provide access to

information, power, and support to other women aspiring to
administrative positions (Robinson, 1991).
Edson (1988), writing of the situation in which a woman
who makes it into management fails to support the advancement
of other women, has called this the "Queen Bee Syndrome."
Edson, likewise, cited works by Berry and Kusher, 1985;
Caplan, 1981; Huws, 1982; and Staines, Tavris, and Jayaratne,
1974 which have dealt with themes about the Queen Bee.
Having made it into administration without help, this type of
woman believes every other women should have to make it on
her own as well, which is selfish and unfortunate given the
fact that these women are often in a position to provide
encouragement and support.
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In perhaps a different context of women sometimes being
their own worst enemies, Taylor (1973) cited Sanford Reitman
who believed that the shortfall of women in educational
leadership was the fault of women themselves because of their
basic passivity.

Also mentioned by Taylor is Matina Horner

(1970) who opposed the idea of women being typically docile
but believed, instead, that women are conditioned to avoid
success.

Thus Lynch's (1990) theory of women's socialization

process and the male dominance in society acting as barriers
to women's career aspirations are applicable in these studies
as well.
Calabrese and Wallich (1989), in an article for The High
School Journal entitled "Attribution: The Hale Rationale for
Denying Women Access into School Administration," used the
term attribution to mean "...

causes are attributed to women

for their low representation in school administration" (p.
105).

The study by Calabrese and Wallich "...hypothesized

that male administrators, more so than women, attribute blame
to women rather than organizational or structural causes for
the low numbers of women in public school administration and
that women do not accept social traditions as justification
for discrimination" (p. 106).

The results of the study

supported the hypothesis that men strongly attribute reasons
for the low female representation to societal factors not
organizational factors,

some of the 17 causes that male

administrators believed were a cause of low female
administrative representation included: women do not want to
be school administrators; a woman's family responsibilities
interfered with becoming an administrator; women are too
emotional in conflict situations; women do not have enough
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administrative experience; discrimination does not play a
major factor against women being hired; women are too
submissive to be effective; a woman's sexuality interferes
with her ability to relate professionally with males; a male
network does not exclude women; overt and covert sexual
harassment does not hinder women from applying; and women are
encouraged to apply.

The study thus showed a gender bias on

the part of men to actually blame women for their lack of
success without regard for their (the men's) own social
biases.
Another perspective in the literature that addressed the
barriers women must face were the myths associated with women
aspiring to administrative positions in education (Fauth,
1984; Lovelady-Dawson, 1980; Smith, 1978 citing Clement,
1975; Whitaker & Lane, 1990; and Young, 1976).

Young (1976)

refuted each of the following identified myths with facts and
figures:

(1) Women rarely possess the education and

certification required for administrative positions.

(2)

Women rarely aspire and/or apply for administrative
positions.

(3)

Women are unwilling to make the necessary

commitment to an administrative position; the position of
housewife and mother still plays the major role in the lives
of women educators.

(4) Women don't have to work - their

efforts are merely second incomes.

Fauth (1984) acknowledged

the following as the four most prevalent myths concerning
women as educational leaders:
takes.

(1) Women don't have what it

(2) Women lack support of teachers and the community.

(3) Women don't want the job.

(4) Women have no training and

experience.
Whitaker and Lane (1990) looked at the myth of women as
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nurturers and men as managers.

Unfortunately, the school

setting is like the home in terms of socialization in that
the men are expected to manage and the women to nurture.
This concept of ,flike home - like school" was also addressed
by Jacques Callage, education minister for the Netherlands,
at a conference on women in educational leadership where he
called for an end to the "housewife culture" as it relates to
education (Bruce, 1991).
This stereotypical myth has perpetuated the concept in
education that women are teachers and men are administrators.
Unfortunately, as the research of Yeakey, Johnston, and
Adkison (1986) has indicated, "It appears that the very
preponderance of women and minorities is seen to diminish the
status of a profession, such as teaching and nursing"
138).

(p.

This stereotypical myth pervades not only school and

home but society in general:

"...the basic problem of the

exclusion of minorities and women from administrative
positions is the subordinate role of women in all parts of
society"

(p. 137).

majority in the

Banks (1995) wrote, "Women are a

u. s.

population.

They are considered a

minority group because, like people of color, they lack
access to power"

(p. 67).

Likewise, organizational

literature has supported the belief that women will never
have equal pay, equal opportunity, equal status, and equal
representation in organizations such as education until there
is a dramatic change in society itself.
According to Shakeshaft (1989) this stereotyping of
roles and the socialization process that has rendered women
as less than equal to men is the result of our living in an
androcentric society.

Androcentrism is described as being
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synonymous with patriarchy or the idea that the male
perspective dominates the world view and reality above that
of the female.

There is thus a hierarchy of gendered

positions whereby the male position is more valued.

The

three theories distinguished by Lynch (1991) in the
literature which have attempted to answer the question as to
why women have been so underrepresented in the literature
also recognized "the male dominance" aspect in society.
Unfortunately, as Shakeshaft (1989) added, "Only in an
androcentric world can a man have a better chance than a
woman of succeeding because of his sex" (p. 95).
Without using the term androcentrism. Lyon and Saario
(1973), Millsom (1973), Fiske and Sandbank (1982), and
Greyvenstein and van der Westhuizen (1991) have, nonetheless,
pointed out that sexual discrimination or sex stereotyping or
gender-typing is mainly responsible for the inequity of
opportunities for women.

According to Fiske and Sandbank

(1982), "Sex, as determining membership to a superordinate or
subordinate group, has long been the means by which an
individual's potential and value is measured.

Sex grouping

has thereby become an agent of discrimination” (p. 227).

In

fact, "Most women believe that persistent stereotypes account
for the discrimination they experience" (Edson, 1988, p.
1986).

Adkison (1981), although recognizing other factors,

realized the importance of the socialization process and
sexual stereotyping and cited studies that indicated women
may be discouraged from seeking administrative preparation;
that women are less likely to express a desire to be school
administrators; and that even women in administration were
reluctant to seek those positions because of sex typing and
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sex role socialization (Cottrell, 1976; McMillan, 1975; Gross
& Trask, 1976; and Schmuck 1975).
Millsom,

(1973), likewise, addressed the idea of sex

roles but in reverse fashion.

Generally speaking, the

literature has cited women as the disadvantaged in the arena
of sexual discrimination, sex stereotyping, or gender-typing,
but Millsom's article argued for both sexes.

"Since the

roles of principal and teacher require quite different
skills, the man with a genuine talent and love for teaching
may be as frustrated as a principal as is the female teacher
with administrative skills who must remain in the classroom"
(pp. 100-101).
To the question of why women constitute a majority of
the teaching profession and such a disproportionate number of
administrative positions, Lyon and Saario (1973) responded:
"The problem is obviously not one of entry into the
profession.

After all, most males who hold administrative

positions in public education began their careers as
teachers.

Thus the issue must be one of differential

advancement for males and females within the ranks" (p.
120).

Additionally, "Women are accepted as, and encouraged

to be, administrators of the classroom, but not
administrators of the classes," (p. 228) and, consequently,
"Merit and ability take a back seat to the 'old boys'
network'" (Fiske & Sandburg, 1982, p. 229).
Taylor (1973) writing about her doctoral thesis on
attitudes toward women in administration related that men are
still preferred for these positions of power.

"My study

showed that all other things being equal, superintendents
(male) were not likely to hire women as administrators" (p.
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125).

considering the variables to hiring such as age, type

of position, length of experience, size of the school
district of background, Taylor found "...that the only factor
which appeared to have any significance on the hiring process
was that of sex" (p. 125).
written that "...

Erickson and Pitner (1980) have

sex more than age, experience, background

or competence, remains a major determinant for the
occupational role an individual will hold within the
education profession" (p. 13).
Even though the discussion of the literature thus far
has recognized repeatedly the theme of a male-dominated
society or androcentric society and its subsequent
stereotyping which has acted as a barrier to women aspiring
to administrative positions, a study by Langdon (1975) failed
to come to that conclusion.

In fact, her study of women

teachers/ career aspirations found that sex role stereotyping
was not a major deterrent for their seeking administrative
positions.

However, her results were inconclusive as to why

women are still underrepresented in educational
administration.
The curriculum and instruction in our schools have also
been criticized for promoting subtle sex stereotyping.
Whether in use of pronouns, offering of stereotypical
classes, or segregated classes, the curriculum has been seen
as promoting a male perspective (Millsom, 1973).

Likewise,

studies have indicated for over twenty years that gender bias
exists at every level of our schools.

Only recently, though,

has the study by the AAUW, which indicated that teachers
interact more with boys than girls, rendering girls invisible
members of the classroom, startled the attention of the
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public (Charles, ed., 1992).

The very presence of

predominantly women teachers and men principals has also been
a constant but subtle reminder of sex role typing.

In light

of these and other complaints about our educational system,
we must give pause - "For what is first needed in all the
furor surrounding the redefinition of sex roles is
consideration of how we can best be educated to maximize our
potential as human beings and how we can best carry out our
human roles as human beings rather than as men or women"
(Millson, 1973, p. 101).
An interesting study which utilized qualitative
techniques examined the gender discrimination prevalent in
the organizational and social reality of administration in
public education.

Hyle (1991) presented over a dozen

vignettes that reflected the experiences of women in
educational administration.

The experiences were of female

colleagues, aspiring women administrators, practicing women
elementary and secondary principals and assistant principals,
and district superintendents.

According to Hyle, public

education operates out of a global hypothesis that "The
organizational manifestations of equality, equity, fairness
and honesty will be exercised for each of us" (p. 2).
However, the women in this study experienced their worth
being challenged because of their gender, their ability to
discipline challenged because of their gender, and their
access to information such as notification guidelines and
advertising policies limited because of their gender.
Consequently, the women experienced a change in their inner
perception of what is true about the organizational and
social reality of women and administration.

"For in the
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occurrence, the realities of life in public education and
public school administration are revealed not only for what
they espouse to be, but for what they can also be perceived
to be" (p. 2).
Pavan and Robinson (1991) conducted a qualitative study
of women administrators holding principalship and
superintendency positions in Pennsylvania.

Pavan (1985) had

conducted a study of 93 women administrators in Pennsylvania.
Using this list, Pavan and Robinson eventually used 18 of the
women in the earlier study who had since changed positions.
These women identified only gender-bias and family
responsibilities as barriers to their advancement.

According

to Pavon and Robinson, "Eventhough [sic) the women appeared
able to overcome barriers of gender-bias and family
responsibilities on one the hand [Bic], they appeared to
succumb to the societal expectations and perceptions of the
other.1' (p. 30)

In allowing the influence of such societal

pressures, the women let low self-esteem and self-confidence
influence the way in which they pursued their careers.
A study by Hawkins (1991) used both men and women
school leaders to respond to the question of why women are
underrepresented as administrators in public education.
Hawkins focused on the comparison of male and female public
school leaders concerning two major variables - reasons given
for any underrepresentation of females in leadership
positions and changes which would likely increase female
leaders.

The males in the study identified four barriers:

•responsibility for family and home, lack of leadership
experience, scarcity of female role models, and lack of
motivation.

The females in the study identified three
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barriers:

lack of inclusion in the "old boys'" network,

responsibility for family and home, and current male
leadership.

Interestingly, both mentioned responsibility for

family and home.

Likewise, the women listed items that

reflected male influences as barriers.
In a study by Asbury (1993), figures from the Alabama
State Department of Education indicated that the number of
women holding secondary principalships has increased from
8.5% in 1983-84 to 14.2% in 1992-93.

The women in the study

perceived a significantly higher degree of discrimination
than the men in the same administrative positions.

The women

listed the top three barriers or inhibitors for women not
being secondary principals as (l) not interested,

(2) belief

that many male supervisors think that females should not hold
secondary principalships, and (3) lack of experience in
leadership activities.
One last barrier that has already been discussed to some
extent in other listings and in the myth literature
is marriage and family responsibilities (Young, 1976).
(1988)

Edson

cited the research on female administrators by Paddock

which revealed that "the divided role of professional and
homemaker is one of the biggest barriers to women's career
development"

(p. 84).

However, the female aspirants of

Edson's own study did not perceive marriage and family
responsibilities to be a barrier.

Nonetheless, they did

acknowledge concern over balancing the time constraints of
home and career and admitted there was sometimes marital
friction because of the long hours.

Biklen (1980) has

written "Women who have careers are the subjects of research
studies for the same reason that women must face constraints
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in their work lives; to be a woman and to have a career is
not yet socially accepted as natural.

Consequently, it

emerges as a subject for study" (p. 13).

Biklen,

subsequently, recognized that family constraints do create
pressures on women in their jobs.

These constraints included

the limitation on mobility, problems of support demanded by
the family, and problems of feminine ethics, even guilt,
stemming from the effort to combine career and family.
G o e H e r (1992), relating job-related gender barriers, ranked
"Having family and home responsibilities" as number one in
her study.
In summary, the list of barriers which have been offered
as answers to whv women are so underrepresented is quite
lengthy.

Nevertheless, Lynch (1990) has indicated that

researchers have identified three distinct theories:

(1)

women are not suited for administrative positions; (2) there
are structural barriers of organizations that prevent women
from assuming administrative positions; (3) the male
dominance in society in general acts as a barrier to women
seeking administrative positions in education.
For the most part, however, androcentrism, stereotyping, and
discrimination have been recognized as the most pervasive
barriers to women seeking to become administrators in public
education.
overcoming the Barriers
To combat the barriers discussed in the previous section
of the review of literature, strategies must be continued
and/or implemented to offset the disparity of women in
administrative positions in education.

Although the success

of any one of these strategies in bringing about equity for
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women in administrative roles of leadership is questionable;
nonetheless, taken as a whole they offer the possibility of
making a definitive change in how women are perceived in
society, in general and thus in the field of educational
administration.

One of the most obvious places to begin to

implement strategies for counteracting the
underrepresentation of women in educational administration is
education itself.

Unfortunately, all too often our schools

are themselves perpetuators of sexual inequality.
Researchers have determined that gender makes a difference in
our schools relative to achievement scores, curriculum, and
teacher-student interaction.

Even though the public has been

told for over 20 years that gender bias is a major problem at
all grade levels, little has been done to actively eliminate
the gender bias and replace it with gender equality.

For

example, studies have indicated that teachers interact with
boys more than with girls.

The "Halo Effect" of the behavior

of girls in class, who as a rule are generally quiet and
polite so that they do not receive negative attention from
the teacher, also makes girls invisible members of the
classroom (Charles, ed., 1992).

"It is the hidden curriculum

inherent in a system which rewards dependence in a girl by
locking her into the role of the well-behaved student that is
perhaps the most pernicious element of sex bias in the
school" (Lee & Gropper, 1974 cited in Stephanz, 1979, p.
152).

To provide gender and racial equality, the education

system in the United States "needs to include both
minorities' and women's concerns throughout processes of
teaching, learning, and managing...." (Lovelady-Dawson, 1980,
p. 24)

Only through this integration can true equality and
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equity be reached within our schools.
Any indictment against education for its perpetuation of
sexual inequality must not be leveled only at public
education.

Unfortunately, the burden must be shared by the

very colleges and universities who are in the business of
preparing teachers and administrators.

The circumstances of

women's high representation in teaching but low
representation in administration in public education demands
that dramatic changes must also be made in the traditional
educational programs preparing teachers and administrators.
"Women have been ill-trained in techniques for securing the
jobs and succeeding in the field [of educational
administration]" (McCarthy & Webb, 1977, p. 50).
Lyon and Saario (1973) and Young (1976) in their studies
made the following specific recommendations for the schools
of education:

(1) schools of education should recognize

discrimination exists and develop affirmative action; (2)
they should recruit women for faculty positions in schools of
education; (3) they should recruit women in programs related
to leadership positions in education, including educational
administration; (4) all degree programs should have flexible
registration and enrollment practices; (5) women should
receive financial support as individuals, independent of
marital status; (6) placement offices should establish
priority for employment of women in leadership positions; (7)
placement offices should encourage women in teaching and
administrative programs to achieve leadership positions in
education; (8) departments of education should encourage and
support research related to women in administration; and (9)
departments of education should serve as clearinghouses for
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material related to women in school administration.

The

strategy of recruitment (Lyon & Saario, 1978; Shakeshaft,
1989) was also suggested by the study of Peterson (1973)
which found that there was little effort toward the
recruitment of women for secondary administrative positions
and that graduate schools could do more to recruit and train
women for such positions.

Shakeshaft (1989) also recognized

the recruitment of women into special programs.

These

programs have been provided under such names as WISA, ICES,
and SEEL. "The strategies used in all of these programs have
ranged from large-scale awareness programs to asking
administrators to nominate individual women for training
programs, but all have the goal of finding and encouraging
women to have the paper credentials to become administrators"
(p. 129).
There is, thus, a need to reevaluate administration
courses, to change the content and perspective of what is
taught, to add courses that are helpful to women, realizing
that most courses are already geared toward the male
perspective.

Poole (1991) found in her study that the

factors which male and female respondents acknowledged as
positively affecting their career highlight that each gender
views the role of educational administration from a different
perspective.

Therefore, administrative preparation programs

must be reviewed so that they become "genderized" or
incorporate both a male and a female perspective.
Likewise, Laird (1988) and Noddings (1990) have
acknowledged a definite need for the fields of teacher
education and administrative preparation programs to include
a feminist pedagogy to challenge what has been recognized in
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the programs as either a gender-neutral concept or male
dominated concept of teaching and administration.

Noddings

(1990), writing of the need for feminist theory, stated: "In
contrast to law and nursing, writers in education draw
relatively less often on the rich and growing body of
feminist literature" (p. 407).

This feminist literature

should be incorporated into teacher education programs and
administrative preparation programs.
McCarthy and Zent (1982), after studying eight school
districts from each of six states, found that women were more
apt to be central office holders than principals; in fact
more than one-fourth of the elementary principals and only
one-tenth of the secondary principals were female in 1980.
As strategies for the eighties, the study recommended that
school districts and preparation programs for administrators
provide more entry-level experience, such as internship
programs.

These experiential opportunities would provide an

excellent transition for women into future administrative
positions.

Although school districts and preparation

programs were advised to offer these internships, only
special programs such as VISA, SEEL, and AWARE have often
been the major source to offer women this opportunity
(Shakeshaft, 1989).
The preponderance of male professors in the teacher
education and administrative preparation programs has also
been seen as a barrier to women and their career
advancements.

Thus strategies for overcoming the barriers to

women assuming administrative positions have also included
the importance of colleges and universities hiring women
professors (McCarthy & Webb, 1977? Shakeshaft, 1985;
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Stephanz, 1981).

The addition of more women as'professors of

these preparation programs would not only impact the sex-role
stereotyping of the position itself, but the women professors
would serve as important role models and advisers to the
female students.

These women professors could function as

instructors on a full time basis or as visiting professors,
workshop directors, and discussion leaders (Stephanz, 1981).
With reference to specific skills within the programs,
McCarthy and Webb (1977) suggested that training programs
teach women to be assertive rather than copy male behavior
such as aggressiveness; to rely on their competencies, not to
expect special treatment; to be prepared for discrimination;
to deal with both male and female subordinates; and to
understand the fraternal or "good old boy network."

This

nurturing of female equality could also be achieved by data
revealing women's strengths, by eliminating sex bias from
courses, recognizing the contribution of women to research in
the curriculum, and active recruitment of women for
fellowships.
In addition to the strategies already discussed,
Shakeshaft, Gilligan, and Pierce (1984) and Stephanz (1981)
have taken the position that women are needful of special
courses within the curriculum of administrative preparation
programs.

Shakeshaft et al. (1984) reported that almost half

of the enrollment of the school administration programs at
Hofstra University in the 1970's were female and that the
school subsequently developed a course entitled "Women in
Administration" to meet the specific needs of women.

The

authors affirmed that the course had made a difference
because a three-year follow-up of its participants indicated
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that nearly half of all three years' participants had assumed
some level of administrative position.

In like manner,

Stephanz (1981) also called for colleges to provide courses
in sexism, women's studies, and development of leadership for
women.

Stephanz also realized that women's administrative

training should also include budget process and finance
"...because superintendents perceive this to be a deficient
area of expertise among women administrators" (p. 108).
Perhaps because the typical coursework for women in
educational administration programs has failed to meet the
specific needs of female aspirants to administrative
positions, various workshops and seminars have been provided
to address these specific needs of women.

A study by

Apostolon (1980) revealed that short-term extra-institutional
training programs can demystify administrative roles and
increase women to take active steps toward professional
growth and career development.

Although some colleges and

universities offer these short-term alternatives, many are
provided by such organizations as WISA, SEEL, ICES, FLAME,
and AWARE.
(1989)

Kimmel, Harlow, and Topping (1979) and Shakeshaft

have noted several of these specialized programs that

have attempted to reach women teachers and students, as well
as influence a greater circle of people to the inequities of
women.

These special programs attempt to enable women to

cross the sex-role barriers.

They include Women in School

Administration (WISA), A Project of Internships;
Certification Equity-Leadership and Support (ICES); Sex
Equity in Education Leadership (SEEL); Project DELTA (Design
for Equity: Leadership Training Attitudes) whose purpose was
to develop a model for women's entry into higher education as
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administrators; The Women and Administration Institute (WAI)
which provided an opportunity for women to explore leadership
and learn about sex-role socialization; and an organization
named FLAME (Female Leaders for Administration and Management
in Education} which has provided scholarships and stipends so
that women could pursue administrative careers.
The American Council on Education (ACE) Fellows Program
discussed in Green's study (1984) tracked the success of
participants in the ACE program from 1978-1983 and found that
the participants were moving faster into administrative
positions and as fast as the men.

A very unusual program in

Canada was explained by Rees (1991).

As in the United

States, there is a disproportionate number of women in
administrative positions in Canada.

According to Rees,

citing a 1990 study of hers, in the year 1988, 12% of the
principals and 17% of the vice principals were women at the
secondary level and 15 to 38% of the principals and 25 to 51%
of the vice-principals were women at the elementary schools.
Yet, in each province and territory when asked why there were
so few women in administrative positions, the answer was
either there was a lack of qualified women or school systems
were shrinking and needed fewer positions. In Ontario though,
any person who wanted to be the principal of a school of more
than 125 had to take a two-part course for preparing
potential school administrators.

This was in addition to

degree requirements; in fact, in Ontario in 1978-79, 49% of
the master's of education candidates were women, but in 198889, women accounted for 71%.

As Rees concluded, the problem

was not one of lacking a qualified female pool, but one of
perception.

"The suggestion, then for changing hiring
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patterns is to change perceptions - by showing that women are
competent for the educational leadership roles to which they
aspire - by means of both institutionally designed
opportunities and by the women's own strategies and
intentional choices11 (p. 15).
Shapiro, Secor, and Butchart (1983), Johnson and Douglas
(1985), Metzger (1985), and Greyvenstein and van der
Hesthuizen (1991) have also conducted studies that promote
additional specialized programs as avenues for female
aspirants to administrative positions.

Shapiro et al. (1983)

conducted a study to assess the transportability of a
management training program for women in higher education.
Although the study proved the model's adaptability, it was
the model itself which was so intriguing.
called The Next Move.

The program was

"The Next Move was designed to address

the slow pace of career mobility for women in postsecondary
institutions and the importance of developing a positive
self-concept11 (p. 465).

There was a need for such a program

because the authors' citing of Van Alstyne and Withers (1977)
indicated that only 16% of higher educational administrative
positions were held by women.

The program which focused on

developing leadership potential was at the same time
successful in changing the careers of its women participants.
"Within 10 months of the program's introduction, 20 percent
of the 105 original women reported positive career changes"
(p.

470).
Another program-type strategy that has been identified

as promising to women aspirants to administration in
education is the assessment center (Baltzel & Dantler, 1983;
Johnson & Douglas, 1985; and Mero, 1984)).

"An assessment
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center is a rigorous, standardized, highly structured method
of evaluating a candidate's performance on behaviorally
defined skills.

Such skills have been documented as those

needed by principals if the educational effectiveness of a
school is to be sustained*1 (Baltzel & Dantler, p. 105).

The

NASSP has more than 35 centers in which more than 600 have
participated.

Surveys were sent to 549 of those who had

participated at the centers; 332 responded.

Of that number,

82 had received promotions following their participation at a
center.

Of the number not promoted, 77 indicated that they

expected to have the opportunity to advance.

To the

perceived influence of the assessment centers on the women's
advancement, 8% felt the center was totally responsible for
their promotion; 44% indicated the center was partially
responsible; 22% did not perceive that the center influenced
their promotion; and 12% did not know the impact of the
center.
Metzger (1985) outlined the history of Castle Hot
Springs which later became officially titled AWARE West as a
program for women aspiring to become principals.

An

indication of its success was subsequently found in the
increase of women into principalship positions.

In four

years, from September 1980 to September 1984, the number of
women principals increased from 121 to 217.

Of those 217, 70

or 32% had attended the Castle Hot Springs workshops (p.
293) .
Greyvenstein and van der Westhuizen (1991) proposed a
model like the one used in South Africa to promote greater
gender equity for women in educational administration,
particularly at the secondary principalship level.

Called
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the South African Women Into Educational Management program
(SAWIEM), the model was holistic and based upon three
subprograms - ancillary, auxiliary, and educational
management development.

The ancillary programs included a

complex and major program for bringing about attitude change.
An example was the promotion of gender reality research in
all levels of education, as well as planned and controlled
affirmative action.

The auxiliary programs included national

education policies of equity, the recruitment of women
faculty members, the recruitment of women students for
educational management, and the inclusion of gender-related
subject matter.

The education management development program

was handled in a dual-sex training program, or it could
require a single-sex (all female) program.

Primarily, the

program operated through short seminars or workshops, inservice or staff development, and experiential learning
opportunities.
Yet another strategy to combat the barriers to women
assuming administrative positions is the conscious building
of networks (Hampel, 1987; Johnson, 1991; Osbrink, 1993;
Pancrazio, 1991; Rawles, 1995; Rosser, 1980; Schmuck, 1986;
Shakeshaft, 1989; Weinrich, 1994).

Most of these authors

recognized networking for women as a means to overcome the
"good ole boy networks" and to provide opportunities for
advancement.

According to Sister Joyce Hampel (1987), "An

exploration of women's leadership styles and the use of
networking in administrative structures provides the greatest
indication of future success for women in educational
leadership" (p.

44).

Schmuck (1986) searched diligently for the etymology of
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networking or £o network.

She was unable to trace its true

roots, but recognized that the term has been typically a
biological and a computer term.

However, she has written

that a good guess for the origin of the term is the women's
movement.

Women in both the public and private sectors have

long understood the masculine ascent to career success was
via the buddy system, the old boys' network, or the old boys'
club.

Citing Kleiman (1980), Schmuck quoted the following:
It is secret and it is informal, but it is such an
inbred, automatic response that men don't think twice
about it. Good Old Boys don't say, 'Well, today is the
day to pick one of our own as the new vice president in
charge of transportation.' They just do it. Hen grow up
knowing all about how to network. They play team
sports. They are taught to collaborate and work with
each other. They learn not to hold grudges. They learn
to share. Along with reading, writing, and arithmetic,
they absorb the fact that they need each other....
(p.
61)

To counteract the unconscious, informal, and private aspects
of the good ole boy network, women have attempted to develop
networking that is conscious and deliberate, formally
constructed and promoted, and in full view of everyone.
Where the good ole boy

network was used for male career

advancement primarily,

the women's networking is not onlya

conscious source for career advancement but a source for
validating feminine worth.

"Networking is not only a

replacement strategy for the existence of the Old Boys' Club,
but an opportunity for women to seek sisterhood and establish
female bonds that encourage self-esteem and confidence" (p.
61).
Tabin and Coleman

(1991) have taken the perspectivethat

women who have recently joined the

male ranks as

administrators may, in fact, have joined the old boys' club.
The authors distinguished two groups of women elementary
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principals in British Columbia in their study - (former
appointees) those who were appointed before September 1982
and (recent appointees) those who were appointed after
September 1987.

"Findings indicate that recent appointees

received greater male support, experienced less explicit sex
discrimination and harassment, and possessed greater career
initiatives and a more diverse range of teaching and
administrative experience" (p. 1).

Whether the women in this

study have truly joined the old boys club is questionable;
what is not questionable is that "... they are at least
accepted and supported now by their male peers, unlike former
appointees" (p. 30).
Edwards (1993), Rosser (1980), and Thomas (1986) have
even called this networking by women the "new girls network"
or the "good old, girls' network."

Whatever this emergence of

women into the mainstream of educational activity is called,
it is a collegial-based model of networking because of its
psychological benefits and the fact that it offers mutual
support rather than the traditional mutual exploitation and
mediocrity of the old boy network.

Instead, this collegial

networking of women provides a strategy for obtaining jobenhancing information, making professional contacts, and
exchanging social support (Pancrazio, 1991).
is not without some drawbacks.

Yet networking

Even as a means for women to

permeate the glass ceiling, networking, nonetheless, brings
with it its own set of barriers to women who might join.
These network barriers include women's lack of time and
information, socialization factors, and undervaluing network
utility (Johnson, 1991).
Another strategy for overcoming the barriers to women
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aspiring to administrative positions is similar to
networking.

That strategy is, simply put, visibility.

For

all practical purposes, it borders on the idea of networking
and G.A.S.ing (Getting the Attention of Superiors cited in
Wolcott, 1973 and Ortiz, 1982).

Visibility is achieved by

volunteering for committees that are job-related and taking
on extra duties which offer both name recognition and
networking opportunities.

Becoming a selective joiner of

various professional organizations, as well as community
activities, also increases visibility.

Even writing about

what women know best results in visibility.

These visibility

tactics often afford women the opportunity for getting the
job in administration (Witte, 1980).

Beason (1992)

acknowledged that men principals had had the benefit of the
"old boys' club," role models, and being at the right place
at the right time to help them advance in their careers.

The

women principals had relied on visibility and developing
themselves personally and professionally as strategies for
advancement.

Cartwright (1994) indicated that women aspiring

to become high school principals should be visible and
present a positive image to the public.
Somewhat in line with the idea of women's networking to
achieve more administrative positions is the idea of
mentoring.

Johnson (1991) has written: "There is a fairly

close relationship between networking and mentoring.
Networking and mentoring can comfortably overlap.

The

sharing of information, the benefits of mutual support, the
potential for tutelage and guidance are all features common
to both networking and mentoring" (swoboda & Hiller, 1986, p.
3).
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Bova and Phillips (1984), Dodgson (1986), Dressier,
(1981), Erikson and Pitner (1980), Fleming (1991), Hampel
(1987), Lynch (1990), and Osbrink (1993) to the benefits of a person having a mentor.

all have spoken
According to

Fleming:
Mentoring is an intense, caring relationship in which an
older experienced person (mentor) sponsors a younger
promising associate (protege or mentee) to promote both
the professional and personal development of this
protege. The process is intentional in that both
parties must want to [sic] involved to the growth of the
protege for his or her upward progression in the
organization. The knowledge and wisdom of the mentor is
acquired by the protege and is applied in the workplace
with the support, and under the protective umbrella, of
the mentor. The mentor in return gains satisfaction and
recognition from the accomplishments of his protege.
(pp. 27-28)
Also, as Lynch has written, there is a real need for man-toworaan mentoring as well as woman-to-woman mentoring.

The

argument against just woman-to-woman mentoring is that it
will not break the barriers of the male dominance in the
educational environment.

Bova and Phillips (1984) cited the

work of Phillips and Jones (1982) who presented a profile of
the mentor and categorized mentors as: traditional mentors,
supportive bosses, organization sponsors, professional career
mentors, patrons, and invisible godparent.

The supportive

boss appeared to be the most common career mentor today.
Dodgson (1986) interviewed 24 women in administration
beyond principal in seven school boards of Canada.

The

research indicated that women do need mentors to advance in
their careers in education, and most specifically at two
points in their careers - in the progression from teacher to
vice or assistant principal and when they seek to advance to
a senior administrative position.
Pavan and Robinson (1991) in their study of 18 women
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administrators of varying positions in Pennsylvania found
that "...mentoring served as the vehicle into administration"
(p. 14).

However, the women also acknowledged that the

mentors did not facilitate their getting advanced positions
because of sponsorship, but rather "...provided opportunities
for the mentorees to learn, experience and grow in terms of
their leadership abilities and styles"

(p. 15).

Another strategy found in the literature cited various
educational agencies with the task of removing the barriers
to women aspiring to administrative positions.

These

agencies included those of local school districts, state
departments of education, and the national level of
department of education (Cronin & Fancrazio, 1979; Lyon &
Saario, 1973; Young, 1976).

Cronin and Pancrazio (1979)

calling women's rise to administrative positions in education
a "gradual accession," admonished educational agencies to
take a more active part in providing for true equal
employment opportunity.

Specifically, they recommended: "The

state school board associations, administrator associations,
and state boards of education need to follow the example of
the American Association of School Administrators, which has
sponsored national conferences for women who aspire to
management positions," and "State education agencies can give
women information on certification requirements, areas of
growth in the state, trends in education, and other general
information" (p. 585).

Likewise, state education agencies

were called upon in a study by McCarthy and Zent (1982) of
eight school districts from each of six states to serve as
"model employers" and to promote the discussion of equity and
to provide a network for administrative vacancies to which
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women could look for potential administrative jobs.
Additionally, there are several suggestions for
overcoming the barriers to women aspiring to enter
administration that do not fit in any specific
classification.

The first was offered by Calabrese and

Wallich (1989).

The authors, as part of four strategies,

recommended that male administrators be retrained.

This

retraining would offer opportunities for the men to develop a
clearer understanding of how ingrained personal biases impact
on hiring practices (p. 109).

Another strategy advised that

both men and women in education who wished to eliminate the
stereotypical attitudes of society which relegate women to
lesser jobs and handicap educational institution's leadership
development to take some active steps for correction.

In

other words (1) examine the research on sexism in education,
(2) join one of the women's organization or caucuses, if a
woman, or talk with women in the women's movement, if a man,
and (3) seek out and recognize women educators with executive
talent (Dale, 1973).
Although similar to the literature on mentoring, the
strategy of "encouragement" is yet distinct in its own way.
A study by Renner (1991) sought the factors that motivate and
inhibit female school administrators in Nebraska to seek the
school superintendency.

The 21 women recognized as

outstanding women school leaders who participated in the
interviews listed the following as motivators:

the challenge

to change education, leadership experience, positive role
models, mentoring, career aspiration, networking access,
family support, and financial gain.

However, the strongest

motivator for females to pursue a superintendency position
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was "encouragement."

In another study, 18 women

administrators were interviewed in Pennsylvania.

Few of the

women perceived themselves as leaders but most pursued
administration on the "encouragement" of colleagues or
mentors (Robinson, 1991).
One interesting success story for increasing the number
of women in administrative positions that bears repeating is
that of Bear Lake, Minnesota.

The strategy used in this

situation was active recruitment by the local school system.
Though the increases were marginal and influenced to a degree
by administrative staff reductions by the board, the plan and
its implementation were successful.

"The White Bear board

agreed not to establish quotas or preference scaling
techniques, but to recruit women aggressively and hire the
best people, with constant attention to overall goals for
women in administration" (p. 33).
A study by Stockard (1979) included data from 812 of 824
adults who were interviewed and responded to all items used
in the analysis.
questions:

Each respondent was asked the following

(1) Different people have different reactions to

women in higher levels of public school administration.

For

example, how would you feel about having a woman as principal
of an elementary school in your local area?

At this point a

scale ranging from +5 indicating strongly agree to -5
indicating strongly disagree was given to the participant.
(2) Now, using the same scale, how would you feel about
having a woman as a high school principal in your area?

(3)

And finally, how would you feel about having a woman as a
school district superintendent in your area?

(4) Within the

past ten years, have you happened to know or had any contact
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with women school administrators?
Part of the results of the study indicated that the
region of the interviewed person affected the attitude
towards women elementary principals and women superintendents
slightly more than attitudes toward women secondary
principals.

Also, the people with higher educational levels

were more supportive of women administrators.

Correlations

also indicated a slight trend for those who had not known a
woman school administrator in the past ten years to be less
supportive of women holding administrative posts.

Also, the

younger people interviewed were more supportive of women in
administrative posts than older people.

Overall, the results

"... suggest that neither affirmative action programs nor
changing generations will automatically result in less public
prejudice toward women administrators or in alterations in
regional and class differences in attitudes" (stockard, p.
93).

Instead, "If attitude change is to occur, women must be

hired specifically for the most powerful line positions as
well as for staff positions.

Until women fill more of these

posts, it may be premature to expect significant attitudinal
change" (p.

93).

The question left unanswered is:

How do women get these

posts to begin with, if, in fact, attitudinal change toward
them getting such positions apparently will come only when
women hold more such positions?
Porat (1985) interviewed several women principals in
southern Alberta; their advice for other women who aspire to
administrative positions was summarized in terms of having
commitment, being visible, believing in oneself, having a
definite career plan, and letting people know of their career
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expectations.

Much of their advice placed the responsibility

of career advancement in the hands of women themselves, to
have a belief in themselves and the motivation to succeed.
Peters (1980) and Robinson (1991) have also written about the
importance of women believing in themselves - of maintaining
determination in their aspirations, of perceiving themselves
as capable and worthy of leadership - even to the point of
calling them a new breed of women with a quest.

"In order to

find continuing satisfaction in educational employment, she
must obtain positions which are congruent with her increased
feelings of self-esteem and equality" (p.

16).

Finally, in

a study by Davis (1980), the following were recognized as
major aids to promotion of women to secondary principalships:
education, experience, and training; competence; affirmative
action; leadership ability; mentors; and the growing
acceptance of women.
In summary, various strategies - networking; mentors;
special programs such as WISA and ICES: restructuring our
schools to include fair representation of women and
opportunities for girls; adopting a female pedagogy in
teacher education and administrative preparation programs;
changing the administrative preparation programs to include
courses for women and including androgynous research - have
been reviewed.

All of the strategies offer the possibility

of advancing the role of women in educational administration
and for establishing some sort of true "equal opportunity."
However, as the last citings indicated, attitude change will
come when there are more women in positions of leadership.
Likewise, women's commitment and belief in themselves and the
motivation to succeed must also be considered as strategies
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for overcoming the barriers they face as female aspirants to
administrative

positions.

Career Eaths of Women in Administration
Women administrators do not have the same career paths
as their male counterparts although both begin their careers
as teachers.

In fact, it is important first that the terms

career and career path are defined.

"Career patterning

involves a sequencing of positions in order that each
provides the necessary experience to ensure success in
subsequent positions" (Yeakey, Johnston, & Adkison, 1986, p.
133). This definition of career patterning is similar to the
traditional definition of career by Bledstein (1976) as cited
by Shakeshaft (1989):

"... a pre-established total pattern

of organized professional activity, with upward movement
through recognized preparatory stages, and advancement based
on merit and bearing honor" (p. 64).

shakeshaft also cited

Biklen (1985) who said the definition of career should
include the experiences of women, arguing "...that we have
recorded what men do and then labeled it a career" (p. 65).
This is particularly true when one considers the
"career" of teachers.

According to the traditional

definition, teaching is not a "career" as it does not, for
the most part, include any upward movement, but instead must
qualify as a "careerless" profession or only as a "job."
This, however, is not accurate.

Teaching does qualify as a

career; it simply does not include the typical hierarchial
advancement synonymous with most careers.

Instead, "Growth

and experience substitute for movement up the hierarchy"
(Shakeshaft, p. 65). Likewise, school systems such as
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Tennessee have adopted a career ladder program that
recognizes levels of teaching expertise and offers
appropriate merit pay.

Thus in terms of the previous

definitions and explanations of career, teaching is not just
a job but a professional career offering growth and a wealth
of experience.
The Carnegie Task Force on Teaching as a Profession
(1986)

and the Holmes Group (1986) were part of a movement to

professionalize teaching (Noddings, 1990).
Noddings' citing of Sykes (1987),

According to

"Both recommend the

establishment of standards controlled by the profession, an
emphasis on graduate level professional training, and the
creation of advanced positions in teaching" (p. 413).

It was

in the creation of hierarchial steps, career ladders, or
positions of advancement that most obviously acknowledged
that teaching needs the same professionalization as other
"professions."
The trend to upgrade the profession of teaching is best
reflected in the statement:

"It appears that the very

preponderance of women and minorities is seen to diminish the
status of a profession, such as teaching and nursing"
(Yeakey, et. al., 1989, p. 138).

"A new generation of

feminists in law, nursing, and education urges both women and
men to place a higher value on the activities traditionally
called 'women's work.' They call for appreciative reflection
on the qualities historically associated with women.

These

feminists want transformation, not assimilation, and they
argue strongly that the welfare of women, men, and children
alike depends on the choices we make now"

(p. 416).

It is

generally recognized that there are few studies which deal
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with career patterns of women in educational administration
(Shakeshaft, 1989; Stockard, 1984).

"Although very little

research has been undertaken to understand the career paths
of women in administration, that which exists is modeled upon
male-generated assumptions of careers" (Shakeshaft, 1989, p.
65).

However, whether modeled upon male generated

assumptions of careers or not, the following research
represents several studies which deal directly or indirectly
with the career paths of women, and specifically with women
in administrative positions.
Funk (1988) addressed the career paths and work patterns
of women in mid-management roles in both business and
education.

The study used a structured interview of 25 open-

ended questions which were asked of 45 managerial women in
business and education.

Because the data were not separated

according to the views of women in business and women in
education but combined, the results were a synthesis of both
and were summarized by Funk as follows:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

The profile of the managerial woman in this study
reveals that they have been in management positions
for 5 to 10 years, have college degrees, are
married, and are the eldest children in their
families.
Many of these women did not establish life goals
until later in their lives, and they now wish they
had done more realistic career planning, had higher
expectations for themselves earlier in their lives,
and been more proactive in their career and life
planning.
Changes these women would make in their careers
include attending college earlier, taking business
and finance courses, and taking their education more
seriously.
The philosophies of leadership of these women
indicate that they promote teamwork and commitment
through motivation techniques, goal-direction,
fairness, delegation, and participative decision
making.
The father of these women and their mentors have had
the greatest influence on their leadership styles.
The primary motivators that caused these women to
move into management positions were obtaining higher
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7.

8.
9.

10.

salaries, wanting to serve as a change agent and
needing a challenge.
The most common motivational techniques these women
utilize with their employees are recognition through
the use of praise, management by consensus, and
advancement.
While most of these managers considered themselves
to be assertive, less than half considered
themselves to be risk-takers.
There were no differences in managing men and women
or in the effectiveness of the leadership of men or
women, according to the majority of these mid
managers.
Advancement in the managerial ranks was seen bv
these women as the result of a broad experiential
base, being well educated, being visible, keeping
current, being a team player, and setting goals.
(pp. 16-17)

Marshall and Heller (1983) studied the career paths of
men and women into the position of school board members.
Their study indicated that women seek the position after
having been directly involved with the school and community.
For them, their choice reflected a personal interest in
education.

As for the men, they sought board membership more

as a civic responsibility.

Because of their prior direct

links with the school in various school system organizations,
the women were more knowledgeable about the schools and
education.

Unfortunately, stereotyping continued to exist

even though women brought their own orientation and
perspectives to the board.

The men generally assumed the

primary leadership within the board, and the women assumed
the role of board secretary.
Marshall (1986) at the request of AASA conducted a study
of 10 women superintendents and one assistant superintendent
with the idea of generating a "profile" of these women.
Instead, Marshall, by asking specific questions to all, found
images and impressions instead.

With regard to the barriers

these women faced, one specific barrier relative to career
path became evident.

"Typically, the career path for male
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superintendents has been the high school principalship, and
that job has not been open to women.

Although women are

qualified academically for the super!ntendency, they are
perceived as unqualified experientially without secondary"
line experience" (p. 11).
Brine (1988) used one and one-half to two hour semi
structured interviews to investigate the career patterns of
fifteen women administrators who had risen to the role of
deans or presidents in the Massachusetts Community College
System.

Some of the facts gleaned from the study indicated:

eight of the fifteen were the first born children; all their
undergraduate degrees were in liberal arts; half had attended
all women's colleges; they were all second careerists in that
the majority of them began their work lives in other areas;
nine were married - three were single - and three were
separated or divorced; and networks and training programs
were instrumental in their making contacts with other women
who could assist them in their career patterning.
Another example of career paths of women in educational
administration was conducted by Slimmer (1984).

The study

researched the patterns of advancement of 188 home economics
administrators.

When asked how they located the open

position they now held, they indicated their own direct
personal application and personal friends as an important
source.

As for the most important items in getting the job,

they responded with work experience, academic background, and
personal recommendation.

The women were aware of their

aspirations and believed themselves to be professionally
competitive with men and other women*

Seventy of the 188

women began their careers in higher education following
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graduation, and 85 indicated taking a ’’stop-out” in their
career path for more than one year because of marriage,
birth, or relocation because of the husband's job.

Although

more of the women indicated beginning their careers because
of self-actualization, the income variable correlated with
various aspects of job satisfaction.
Paddock (1980) also pursued information regarding the
career paths of women administrators and found that women are
more likely to major in education at the undergraduate level;
are less likely to major in educational administration per
se; pursue graduate programs at an older age; do not begin
seeking administrative positions in their twenties; and do
not pursue administrative positions as persistently as men.
The study also revealed that "While men and women differ in
their preparation for, entry into, and attitudes about the
principalship, once in the position they have remarkably
similar careers" (p. 4).
In Samuelson's study (1985) of women in administrative
positions in education in New York City, she found that the
women perceived themselves to have been unsupported in their
career aspirations by their early socialization and by their
families.

Instead, the women administrators tended to rely

on self-confidence, professional competence, and perseverance
often at personal costs to marriage and family.

Brine's

study (1988) revealed the opposite; the women felt that they
had been encouraged by their families, particularly their
mothers, and later by their husbands and children and that
mentors and networking were vital to their career paths.
The career patterning of the elementary principalship
was studied by Prolman (1982) as cited in Yeakey et al.
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(1985).

The study of 59 school districts in Chicago

"examined the formal elements of career mobility to the
elementary principalship and the opportunities for acquiring
technical administrative skills" (p. 133).

The study

revealed that even though there were a number of paths
leading to the elementary principalship, all of them began in
the classroom.

However, since women had longer teaching

experience and were more concerned for the needs of teachers
in the classroom when they themselves became administrators,
Prolman concluded that "...differences in the administrative
behavior of elementary principals is a function of their
career paths that are shaped by gender" (p.

134).

It has

been well acknowledged that the most common path to the
principal's position is the assistant or vice principal
position (Cartwright, 1994; Gaetner, 1981 cited by stockard,
1984; Gallant, 1980; Ortiz, 1982; Romig, 1983; Stockard,
1984; Shakeshaft, 1989).

In Stockard's own study of women in

the United States who held the positions of superintendent,
assistant or associate superintendent, or secondary school
principal, the principals were also more likely to have been
an assistant principal, counselor, or librarian and to have
spent slightly more time as a teacher.
Shakeshaft (1989), likewise, acknowledged the importance
of the assistant principal position in the career path of
secondary administrators, but also pointed out the high
incidence of athletic directors to an administrative post.
She cited a study by Haven, Adkinson, and Bagley (1980) that
found that by 1977, the proportion of guidance counselors who
became secondary administrators was 18%; 54% were assistant
secondary principals; and 35% had been athletic directors.
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While men have used athletics as a stepping-stone to the
principalship, women have involved themselves in such quasiadministrative roles as committee chairs, student
organization advisors, department chairs, and in general
extracurricular duties (Fauth, 1984).
Fauth (1984) cited Paddock (1978) whose work related
that women principals are significantly older than men in
those roles and Carlson (1972) that women appear to make a
late decision to enter administration (usually in their late
thirties) while men make the decision earlier (usually in
their mid-twenties).

Studies of the career paths of women

also indicated that women interrupt their teaching and
administrative careers more than men (Clement, 1975 cited by
Fauth, 1984; Romig, 1983; Slimmer, 1984; Shakeshaft, 1989).
The traditional career pattern is where a woman engages
in significant employment with interruptions for
childbearing and indeterminate period of childrearing.
Further, this pattern often denotes employment in a sexappropriate (traditionally female) field. This career
pattern is descriptive of the females in the teaching
profession and is consonant with American mores and
female role expectation (Simmons, 1981, p. 12).
Of the women in Slimmer's study, 80 of 188 indicated
taking "stop-outs" in their career paths for more than one
year.

However, because women who rise to administrative

positions do so at an older age, the concept of a "stop-out"
for women administrators is not as viable a concern.
Career socialization of women in school administration
is a filtering process for employees by race and by sex as
they seek to climb to higher hierarchial levels.

Women,

along with their sex role stereotypes, are depicted as seeing
teaching as an "in and out" career, allowing them to marry
and opt out for a family and re-enter if they choose
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(Slimmer, 1984).

Men, on the other hand, see teaching as a

"stepping-stone" to administration.

Adkison (1981) also

acknowledged women's lack of role models, women's lack of
sponsorship, and cultural and career conflicts as factors
inhibiting women's career path.

"The career socialization

research has shown both that the informal organization
provides opportunities for learning administrative behaviors
and attitudes and that women are less likely than men to have
access to informal networks of administrators" (p. 324).
Research by Ortiz (1982) resulted in two distinct types
of career patterns being recognized for women in educational
administration.

The first career path denoted women who were

in the track of elementary principalship, supervisor, or
specialist and the second track denoted women who were in the
secondary principalship, associate, assistant, and deputy
superintendents and superintendents.

The theory behind the

two track system was that one's potential career path is
determined by the track one begins in (Crandell & Reed,
1986).
It is perceived that women begin their educational
careers more dedicated to teaching; in fact, "women's career
paths in education predominantly exist at the teacher level"
(Shakeshaft, 1989, p.

65).

What also becomes obvious is

that by entering education to be a teacher, these women lack
any career plan (Burns, 1965; Neal, 1991; Porat, 1985;
Robinson, 1991; Webster, 1985).

Porat (1985) found that, as

in most other studies, the women administrators in the study
in Canada did not start with a specific strategy, a long
range plan, or with intentions for visibility.

"These women

slipped quite naturally into leadership roles in areas of
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education that they found interesting and conducive to their
personal and professional growth.

They began by achieving

'master teacher' status for their own satisfaction and then
moved upward from there** (p. 299).

They generally agreed

that advancement to administrative positions was basically
haphazard and subject too often to being in the right place
at the right time.
Similarly, "They [women in leadership positions in
selected California school districts] reported that their
formulation of goals relative to administrative assignments
was a slow outgrowth which occurred after experience as
teachers" (Burns, 1964, p. 2822).

In a study of the career

paths of women deans and presidents of community colleges,
Brine (1988) has written of a "sunburst phenomenon," wherein
the timing of the women's careers alligned with the right
social, political, and historical context for their assuming
these leadership roles.
Pavon and Robinson (1991) found almost the very same
results in their study of 18 women administrators of varying
positions in Pennsylvania.

These women admitted becoming

teachers because of their love for children and/or societal
expectations,

only one of the 18 women actually had the

career aspiration to become an administrator early on.

Most

of the women acknowledged that they did not have a long-range
career plan when they entered teaching and that what might be
called their career path was serendipitous.

An explanation

for women's late entry into administration was given by
Shakeshaft (1989) who felt that the literature on life stages
of women indicated that career becomes a focus of midlife.
Barnett and Baruch (1979) found that at midlife, self-esteem
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increased and women discovered self-worth.

"This, coupled

for women with children with fewer demands as mother, means
that middle age often marks the birth of new or renewed
career commitment and focus" (p. 61).

Yet even with this

"new focus," Pavon and Robinson (1991) cited Crandall (1986)
who "...reported that women do not demonstrate an urgency to
move beyond the principalship" (p. 12). What has become
obvious in the literature is that many women may inhibit
their own career paths by not beginning their educational
careers with career goals.
In summary, career paths in education differ for men and
women.

Women tend to begin their careers dedicated to being

teachers while men see teaching as a "stepping stone" into
administration.

Women administrators are older and have had

more teaching experience than men.

They enter the arena of

administration later, perhaps because the life stages theory
for women indicates that career becomes a focus of midlife.
Of major consequence to women who eventually seek
administrative positions is their lack of a career plan or
strategy early on.
Characteristics/Profiles of Women in Administration
The literature on women in administration included
aggregate descriptions or profiles of the women involved in a
particular study.

Included in the profiles, generally, was

basic demographic data having to do with age, education,
years of teaching experience, family background, etc.

In

addition, some studies recognized basic characteristics of
the women administrators.
For example, Woods (1975) asked the question "What does
it take for a woman to make it in management?" to nearly 100
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women in management in Los Angeles and to the men working
with or for them.

The subsequent answers identified the

following ten characteristics: competence, education,
realism, aggressiveness, self-confidence, career-mindedness,
femininity, strategy, support of an influential male, and
uniqueness.

The successful Los Angeles businesswoman's

profile also included being well-groomed, soft-spoken, slim
and youthful; probably had a bachelor's degree; began at a
low-entry level; and was as apt to be married as not married.
In the area of realism, both the women and the men admitted
that the woman had to be better than the man to get the job,
and the men even admitted that the women had to prove
themselves longer.

The women believed that they must never

let their self-confidence slack and that they needed to be
aggressive but not offensive, thus keeping their femininity.
Some of the women also pointed to fathers and husbands as
sources of influential support, but others included bosses or
friends who provided encouragement and assistance.
Motivational characteristics were investigated by Finley
(1985) who sampled 545 public school administrators in six
New England states.

The findings revealed that the women

were highly motivated toward positions of responsibility and
personal challenge, but were negative toward risk factors.
The study also found that for certain situations, the
variable of age, experience, and education make a difference.
Almost the opposite was found in a study by Sample (1976) as
cited by Fauth (1984).

The study considered personality

variables and societal and institutional variables.

The

results indicated that these women had significantly lower
aspiration levels than men.
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Slimmer (1984) conducted a study of administrators of
home economics in higher education,

of the sample of 232

administrators, 188 were used in the study.

As a whole, ages

ranged from 29 to 65, with the age group of 46-55 being most
prominent.

Most were married, and most acknowledged

responsibility for children under 18.

"Over ninety-two

percent of the respondents devoted time to teaching and
research as well as administrative duties" (p.

7).

"Findings from this study indicated that women in higher
education had a high satisfaction with their academic
preparation, supportive relationships, goals for career
aspirations, and coping skills" (p. 8).
Marshall and Heller (1983) presented the "prototypical
woman school board member."
board members.

They sent surveys to school

They received 210 responses.

Of those

210 responses from school board members in DuPage County,
Illinois, 57% were male and 43% were female.

They then

generated a profile of the woman school boarde member:

She's

between 30 and 49 years old, has a relatively high level of
formal education (30% had at least a bachelor's degree), is
married (89%), is relatively affluent (60% had a total gross
family income of $40,000 or more), is employed part time or
holds no job outside the home (78%), is a parent (97%), has
lived in the district 12 years, was elected rather than
appointed to her board (78%), and at the time of the survey
had been a school board member for approximately four years,
(p. 31)
Piggott (1979) conducted a study of 343 women
administrators who were employed in 45 North Carolina fouryear colleges and universities above the level of department
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chairperson.

The results of the study provided an overall

profile of the typical women administrator:
...she was first-born in a family of less than five.
She is married to a man who is employed in education or
business, and they have two children above age twentyone. She is between the ages of 45 and 54. She holds
the master's degree from a public institution, and she
entered administration between the ages of 21 and 35.
Her present salary is less than $23,000— about $17,913.
She enjoys the challenge of her job, especially the
humanitarian service to students, and she is satisfied
with her performance and job. She believes that women
bring unique qualities to administration, and she agrees
overwhelmingly that women have as much need for
achievement as men do (p. 5679).
O'Donnell (1985) pursued the question of gender and
communication style.
cited.

To this end, various studies were

Attention was given to both the words chosen by women

and men and their nonverbal behavior.

For example, Berryman-

Fink (1982) found that women managers possessed three
communication skills necessary for managerial effectiveness:
listening skills, verbal/writing skills, and nonverbal
communication skills.

However, the women needed

assertiveness, confidence building, public speaking, and
dealing with males.

As recognized by O'Donnell, "Host of

these studies portray the effective leader as one who is
'masculine,' dominant, emphatic, assertive, and direct." (p.
66).

Miller (1981) was then cited for the list of techniques

and tactics for women to achieve the aforementioned
characteristics:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

State positions or views without equivocation or an
implicit request for approval.
Be selective and descriptive in your choice of
adjectives - avoid unnecessary or tentative
qualifications.
Refuse to feel inhibited or intimidated by males
who speak forcefully.
Speak up and command your fair share of the
conversation.
Assert yourself - interrupt, or at least refuse to
tolerate being interrupted.
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6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Be cautious about how much you disclose -offer no
more than is necessary.
Do not be the first to withdraw from a distasteful
or argumentative interaction.
Be more aware of your tendency to smile and, if
necessary, curtail it when applicable.
Look directly into the other's eyes.
Minimize opportunities for others to touch you or
maximize the opportunities to touch them.
Increase distance and reduce contact with others.
Cultivate being clear and direct when
communicating.
Learn how and practice saying "no" without feeling
guilty.
Don't apologize for doing what you want or saying
what you believe (pp. 66-67).

Just as each study previously mentioned established its
own specific profile - of business women in management, home
economics administrators in higher education, women school
board members, and women administrators in colleges and
universities - the studies dealing with women in
administration, for the most part, delineate profiles
specific to a study.
Pavan and Robinson (1991) conducted a study of 18
Pennsylvania women administrators who held principalship or
superintendency positions.

Because these same women had been

studied by Pavan (1985), the latter study contained both a
1985 profile of the women and a 1990 profile of the women.
In the 1985 study, the women were either aspiring or
incumbent administrators.
with 40 being the average.

The women's age ranged from 33-54
They were married.

received or were working on a doctorate.

Most had

In the 1990

profile, the women had attained a new administrative position
in the 1985-1990 period.

The typical woman was 45 years old,

married, and had a doctorate.
from 38-59.

Specifically, the ages ranged

Fifteen of the 18 had doctorates.

Eleven were

married; four were divorced; and three were single (pp.
7).

6-

Many spoke of the effect of career upon their personal
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lives and especially upon their family responsibilities.
In a study of 47 secondary women principals and
assistant principals by Robinson (1978), the "typical'1 woman
administrator was found to have entered administration later
in life, was between 46-55 years old, married, and with
children 15 years old or older.

The most predominant

undergraduate major of the group was English.

This

undergraduate English major was also supported by a study by
Najib (1981) of women aspiring to administrative positions at
the high school or central office level.

Robinson also found

that the master's degree was usually in guidance and
counseling.

The career route most often seen was teacher,

counselor, and administrator.

These women averaged 11 years

of secondary teaching, and 66% of them acknowledged
satisfaction with their jobs in administration.

Woo (1985)

wrote of a study of 450 top women administrators who were
studied by the Center for Women in Educational Leadership at
the University of Worth Carolina, Chapel Hill.

The center

was established in 1979 to address the issue of women's
access to leadership roles in education.

Of the participants

in the study, a composite profile evolved of a married woman
with 1.8 children, a graduate degree, and an annual income of
$20,000 to $40,000.

The composite administrator grew up in a

two-parent household where the mother did not work outside
the home.

She received encouragement from both parents, took

piano and dance lessons, and was a Girl Scout, in addition to
participating in a team sport.

"As this profile suggests,

the successful female administrator communicates effectively
and evaluates situations perceptively,

she is composed,

self-confident, and knowledgeable in her field.

She is both
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sensitive and assertive.

She strives to appear efficient,

capable, and aware" (p. 291).
The major reason for her success was not what might have
been expected.

Her success was not attributable to

affirmative action or flexible work hours, or assertiveness
training and special career guidance, or because of mentors.
Her professional success stemmed from her own strong personal
motivation to succeed.

Parot (1985) also found that the

women administrators in Canada whom she interviewed stressed
much the same thing - believe in yourself and be committed as a means to success.
Brooks (1981) interviewed 28 women secondary school
administrators.

The aggregate profile of the women

administrators included a close father-daughter relationship,
a security base provided by family and/or friends, and an
integrated work and personal life.

The intent of the study

was to determine if secondary school women administrators had
similarly distinctive backgrounds and career attitudes which
made them similar to men administrators and different from
women teachers (which had been proved true in earlier
research in business about women managers).

The women

secondary administrators were found to have neither the
characteristics of the women teachers nor their male
counterparts.
Beason (1992) found in her study that the female
secondary principals were White, in their mid-40fs, and
married with one to three children.
their careers to raise children.

Some had interrupted

The women secondary

principals had more years of teaching experience and were
older when they assumed their first administrative position
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than their male counterparts.
Yeakey, Johnston, and Adkison (1985) wrote "Token women
who progress in administration are likely to be exceptional
and are subject to constant public scrutiny" (p. 135).

As in

other studies, they tended to be older than their male peers
and to have had more technical expertise.

The women were

skillful at managing their public image probably because of
their high visibility as a minority.

They also could have

had someone give exceptional support as a sponsor from the
organizational structure.

However, the women were not as

likely to receive credit for their successes.
Zimmerman (1979) investigated the differences between
female and male principals and assistant principals of
secondary schools in Pennsylvania.

The study found

significant differences as would be expected in ages and
marital status but similarities in socioeconomic background.
The women exhibited a higher achievement in academic
preparation but waited longer to enter administration.
Parot (1985) wrote that the women who have advanced to
administrative positions are described in the literature as
being curriculum-oriented; have spent on the average 10 more
years in the classroom than males: are committed to personal
growth; are practical and able to deal with detail; are
sensitive and intuitive about possible problems; and work
hard at maintaining relationships within the organization.
According to Simmons (1981), "Personality
characteristics play an important part in the selection of an
occupation for which college training is required" (p. 13).
According to a citing by Baehr (1978), "Personality and
personal background information has been used for almost a
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century to indicate interest, attitudes, abilities, and
vocational choice"

(p. 13).

Simmons' study thus included

women principals and teachers who worked for the Chicago
Board of Education:
1.

2.

3.

Female principals and teachers in this study are
more similar in personality and background
characteristics than they are significantly
different. If there are not sufficient
characteristics to discriminate between the two
groups, then personality and background
characteristics may not be the variables that
influence a female to become a principal.
Certain personality and background characteristics
do not reveal themselves at the time principals are
teachers either in the same quantity or level of
intensity. The differences in personality
characteristics between the principals and the
normed population appear later perhaps as latent
characteristics affected by age and work
environment.
Female teachers change their career in middle age
mainly from the female domain of teaching to the
male domain of administration. It is undetermined
whether this change is motivated by a change in
personality characteristics or whether personality
characteristics are changed by age and/or changed
work situation*
(pp. 95-96)

In summary, this section of the review of
literature has attempted to present both characteristics
and profiles of women in business and education, and
specifically in educational administration.

Profiles have

included such demographic information as age, family
background, education, years of teaching, marital status,
levels of job satisfaction and the like.

In addition,

attention has been given to specific personality
characteristics as they relate to women in administrative
roles.

According to Simmons (1981):

In order to reverse this trend and indeed to
decrease [sic] the number of females in principalships,
a series of problems must be attacked. An initial and
primary problem, however, would be to understand the
phenomenon that causes women to become administrators.
It is necessary to identify, understand, and encourage
the development of those characteristics that influence
women to seek and secure the principalship.
(p. 8)
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Women High School Principals and Their Administrative Roles
The role of the principal in public education has become
an issue of mounting importance since the 1970 's .

Much of

this attention to the role the principal plays in the school
is a direct result of the effective schools literature which
has done much to establish the importance of the role of the
principal as humanistic instructional leader responsible for
student and teacher performance within the confines of a
supportive school climate.

Other studies have, likewise,

added information with regard to specific responsibilities
the principal should address.

Additional studies have

compared and contrasted the achievements of men and women
principals, and still others have captured the perceptions
and accomplishments of women administrators in the arena of
either a female leadership style or an androgynous leadership
style.
Tennessee, the site for this study, acknowledged the
importance of the principal in the changing times of the
1990s.

In fact, the State Boards of Education (1991) adopted

a comprehensive policy statement with regard to the
principal's role:
While principals are responsible for the results of the
school they administer, they also must tap the abilities
of others in leading various aspects of the school. The
principal involves faculty, staff, students, parents,
and community leaders in school-based decision making to
determine goals, operational objectives, and the methods
to accomplish implementation of programs and services.
Shared decision making is a process to achieve
meaningful participation and can be a powerful tool to
build consensus, develop a positive school culture, and
accomplish school improvement. School-based decision
making is a process for involving and empowering people
to determine and accomplish desired results, thus
ensuring commitment and follow through.
It is the responsibility of the principal to work in
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concert with the faculty, staff, students, parents, and
community leaders in planning how the school will be
accountable for the resources and programs under its
control. Ultimately the principal is accountable for
the decisions and results at the school and for overall
leadership and management of the school facility,
personnel, and students. The effectiveness of a
principal depends on the development of good
communication and professional work relationships
characterized by collegiality and mutual respect,
(pp.
2-3)
This policy is much a product of the times - times which have
seen the impact of the effective schools literature.

In

essence, the effective schools literature has promulgated the
dictum that effective principals make for an effective
school, thereby emphasizing the importance of the principal
(Bartell, 1991; Bickel, 1983; Lipham, 1981; Howan, Bossert, &
Dwyer, 1983; Rutherford, 1981; Shoemaker & Fraser, 1981).
In actuality, studies have been able to discern
distinctions between more-effective and less-effective
principals (Rutherford, 1985).

The belief of the Eighties

concerning the effectiveness of schools was based upon
independent studies of the seventies.

In general, these

researchers in the seventies took into consideration such
factors as race, socioeconomic status, and home background.
Accordingly, the role of the principal must recognize four
themes which emerged from the survey of the research:

(1)

assertive, achievement-oriented leadership; (2) orderly,
purposeful, and peaceful school climate; (3) high
expectations for staff and pupils; (4) well-designed
instructional objectives and evaluation system (Shoemaker &
Fraser, 1981).
Lipham (1981) has stated his philosophy of effective
schools: "Over the years, as a reporter, I have never seen a
good school with a poor principal or a poor school with a
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good principal'1 (p. v).

To underscore his philosophy he

cited the following from the U.S. Senate, (1979): "If a
school is a vibrant, innovative, child-centered place; if
students are performing to the best of their ability, one can
almost always point to the principal's leadership as the key
to success" (np) and from Blumberg and Greenfield (1980):
"...it takes a unique person to help give a school, first, an
image of what it can be and second, to provide the drive,
support, and skills to make that image approximate reality"
(np).

Relative then to a school's success are eight issues

principals must make decisions about:

the goals of the

school, the educational values, the organizational
relationships, the leadership behavior, the decision-making
process, the instructional program, the educational change,
and the external environment (Lipham, 1981; Shoemaker &
Fraser, 1981).

According to Daly (1980):

(A) The principal

is seen as an effective leader, that is one who stresses the
importance of teamwork, who supports the development of new
ideas, who encourages the free flow of communication, and who
provides expert advice and guidance in matters relating to
teachers' performance of their jobs.

(B) The internal

working environment is one where teachers support and trust
one another, and where cooperative, collaborative group
processes are the norm.

(C) Both the leadership style of the

principal and the internal environment created, in part, by
the teachers, are conducive to the use of participative
decision making practices at all levels of the organization.
Bartell (1991) has used the concept of the effective schools
literature with the principal who acts as an instructional
leader to determine how a select group of individuals
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perceived their roles as instructional leaders in their
schools,

she decided to focus on secondary principals

because she felt their leadership role is less well-defined
and examined.

She cited the following from Little and Bird

(1987) to substantiate her choice:
...instructional leadership in secondary schools is the
toughest case. The requirements and demands of
leadership are confounded and compounded by school size,
curriculum complexity, and the scale of administrative
obligations, observing the multiple (and often
competing) goals to which secondary schools aspire, and
other conditions that limit joint work among teachers,
some critics doubt the possibility that either
administrators or teacher leaders could exert much
influence on instruction, (p. 119)
The population of her study, thus, included principals who
had been chosen as "outstanding principals of the year" by
the state chapters of the NASSP for 1985 and 1986.

Those who

responded to the questionnaire and were willing to grant a
follow-up telephone interview made up a pool of 64
administrators.

From this group, 10 were selected for the

more in-depth information which was gathered using a semi
structured interview.

Of the 10, 8 were men and 2 were

women.
Bartell cited Edmonds (1982), Rutherford (1985), and
Sweeney (1982) for the description of a principal as an
instructional leader.

"Principals who are instructional

leaders emphasize achievements, set instructional strategies,
provide an orderly atmosphere for learning, evaluate student
progress frequently, coordinate instructional programs,
support teachers, articulate clear, informed visions,
establish goals, and intervene when necessary" (p. 118).
In a positive tone and with pride, the principals in
Bartell's study conveyed their support of good teaching.

The

principals also saw their roles as a shared responsibility.
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They also expressed collegiality, first seeking advice from
the curriculum specialist or others in the district before
going outside their district.

The principals felt they

needed to continue to grow and liked attending workshops and
conferences.

As they saw it, their first four areas of

responsibility were evaluating the performance of teachers,
providing a supportive climate for teachers, articulating the
goals of the school to the staff, and providing an orderly
atmosphere for learning.
An instructional leader thus fosters an effective school
along the following themes which emerged from Bartel's study:
An effective school has a positive school climate.
Students feel good about attending such a school and
teachers feel good about teaching there. The entire
staff works together to foster a caring attitude. There
is a safe and orderly environment. The role of the
administration is to support the faculty and the staff
and to serve students. There is wide involvement in
decision-making, which includes input from faculty and
staff as well as parents and the community.
The school has clearly established goals. Everyone
works together to achieve these goals. There is
frequent monitoring and feedback to help keep everyone
on task, involved, and informed. The school is dynamic
and changing, constantly striving to do better. High
but reasonable expectations are set for all students.
Students will show both academic and personal growth*
There is an attempt to meet the needs of all students
and prepare them to be successful in life. The school
provides the best education possible for all with the
resources available, (p. 126)
In addition to clearly established goals, the
importance of a positive school climate cannot be
understated.

In fact, school climate has been seen as an

indicator of learning success or failure: ... climate
encompasses more than just the affective atmosphere of an
organization.

The climate of a school also includes (1)

cohesiveness— the degree to which staff members are able to
work together to solve problems; (2) expectations— the degree
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to which high expectations are communicated for both staff
and students;

(3) esprit— the feelings of satisfaction and

loyalty among the staff; (4) goal orientation— the sense of
direction shared by the staff; and (5) leadership— the
process of successfully getting everyone to work together
toward the same goals.

(Sweeney, 1983 as cited in

Duttweiler, 1989, p. 1)

Thus, it is the internal climate as

set by the principal in the role of instructional leader of
an effective school that affects both teacher and student
performance (Daly, 1980).

The school climate where there is

an environment of mutual respect and trust promotes a high
level of staff morale.

To this end, there must be effective

two-way communication" (Washington & Watson, 1973, p. 6).
Thus, teachers need to have input into decisions that will
directly affect them, and if given this opportunity, they
will respond with loyalty and a high sense of morale.

In a

study by Aspergen (1962), participatory leadership, not
laissez-faire or directive patterns of leadership, produced
higher results in the subordinates' task motivation, sense of
progress, and attitude toward the superior.
The expectation that a principal's role will include
teacher in-put has established shared decision-making or
school-based management or site-based management (SBM) as
additional vocabulary and role responsibilities of the
effective principal.

The most common feature of school-based

management is the provision for shared decision-making by
principals and to teachers, students, parents, and community
members (Clune & White, 1988; Pierce, 1980 as cited in White,
1989).

The role of the principal thus becomes crucial to the

establishment of new working relationships and the philosophy
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of shared decision making throughout the organization (Daly,
1980).

Consequently, it is no surprise that "The school

effectiveness literature supports the need for school
personnel to play an important role in school decision making
to increase the academic performance of students" (Furkey &
Smith, 1983 as cited in White, 1989, p. 3).
This humanizing process of the principal has helped
bring about positive school climate and shared decision
making or school-based management.

The principal as

instructional leader thus acts in a caring and concerned
manner with those with whom he or she comes in contact.
"[Humanism] suggests a human-centered educational program:
one which respects personality, encourages self-realization,
develops desirable attitudes, and builds a positive selfconcept in the individual" (Johnson, 1973, p. 1).

The

importance of humanism was brought to light in a study by
Davis (1980) that sought to study the strengths of women
secondary principals and assistant principals in Washington,
Oregon, and California.

As part of the study IS women

administrators were interviewed.

In those interviews, the

themes of not only self-confidence and competence but a
democratic or humanistic orientation were seen as the
secondary women administrator's strengths.
Up to this point, various aspects of the principal as
instructional leader of an effective school have been
presented positively in the research of the effective schools
literature.

However, Rowan, Bossert, and Dwyer (1983)

conducted a program of research and development on effective
principals that resulted in their taking the position that
there were many methodological and conceptual problems with
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the effective schools models that needed to be addressed.

In

like manner, Bickel (1983) raised questions about some of the
current literature's findings on effective schools and the
need for the design of a research agenda for the future.
In yet another study, what was espoused by the effective
schools literature of the role of an effective instructional
leader was not observed by Martin and Willower (1981) who
sought to determine the managerial behavior of high school
principals in their actual job settings.

Five high school

principals in a northeastern state were interviewed and then
shadowed for five days each in the months of October and
November 1979.

The data were categorized initially into

chronological, correspondence, contact records, and analysis
of purpose.

The results showed that, with some exceptions,

the principals operated in the same manner as Mintzberg's
managers not as instructional leaders.

The data did not

reveal that principals spent much time with their superiors,
directly supervising their teachers, or actively involved on
a day-by-day basis with instruction, as the effective school
literature would suggest.
stated:

In fact, Martin and Willower

"Loose coupling regarding instructional activities

and tighter coupling regarding managerial ones was a
situation with which the principals in this study appeared to
be quite comfortable" (p. 88).

In actual allocation of their

time to certain tasks, the researchers found that the
principals spent 36.5% of their time with organization
maintenance which included such activities as scheduling
classes, arranging transportation, providing information to
parents, or dealing with student attendance; 17.4% of their
time to the school's academic program; 23.8% of their time in
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pupil control (deviant forms of student behavior); 14.7% of
their time with administration of the schools'
extracurricular activities; and the remainder in a category
called undetermined which included unrelated school
activities of a personal nature.
Another aspect of the role of the principal that has
already been touched upon in the effective school literature
is that of "leadership."

However, because it is such an

important topic, it, by necessity requires a more detailed
discussion.

Just a cursory look at Dissertations Abstracts

International resulted in the delineation of over a dozen
dissertations that attempted to deal with some aspect of
leadership and the principal (Boilsen, 1968; Eppley, 1967;
Hall, 1970; Holder, 1969; Hunt, 1967; Maglaras, 1970;
Mansour, 1968; Oborny, 1970; Pandiscio, 1967; Peterson, 1968;
Spencer, 1964; Stueven, 1985; Trimble, 1967).

Some of the

dissertations just listed involved the leadership behavior of
principals and such related topics as climate, the
organizational structure of the school, interrelationships
with teachers, and involvement in the decision-making
process.
Additional investigation, likewise, produced a number of
dissertations that attempted to compare the leadership of men
and women.

For example, Van Meir,

(1971) found few

significant leader behavior differences as perceived by
teachers between the male and female elementary principals in
his study.

However, the dissertation of Spence (1971)

revealed that the male and female teachers perceived the male
and the female principal differently and that the age and
experience of the teacher affected the perceptions by
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teachers.

Likewise, the dissertation by King (1978) found

that MFemale principals were more oriented than males
principals toward keeping decision-making power to themselves
rather than delegating or sharing it with the teachers.

Male

principals were more oriented than female principals toward
fostering a warm atmosphere in the school by taking into
consideration the needs and interests of the teachers" (p.
2659).

Likewise, a study by Kobayashi (1974), which

attempted to compare the organizational climate of schools
administered by female and male elementary principals,
resulted in no significant difference being found.
In two studies that sought, not the teachers'
perceptions, but the male and female administrators'
perceptions of instructional leadership behavior and
leadership thinking, significant differences were found
(Babcock, 1991; Tashkandi, 1991).

For example, Babcock's

study found:
When testing for gender differences, it was found that
female elementary school principals perceived themselves
performing in most all of the roles of instructional
leadership behavior, specifically, female elementary
school principals performed significantly different than
males in the areas of framing the school goals,
communicating the school goals, providing incentives for
teachers and promoting professional development, (p.
2363).
There was some disagreement as to the type of leadership
style that will be effectual in the twenty-first century
although such characteristics as understanding, handling of
power, and having and sharing a clear vision will contribute
to the leader's effectiveness.

Many experts pointed to a

collaborative and participatory type of leadership,

citing

Andrews (1988), Weller (1988) listed the six characteristics
the teachers in that study chose out of eighteen as most
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important to an instructional leader:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Represents a viable presence in the building to both
staff and students.
Provides a clear vision of what the school is all
about.
Mobilizes resources and district support to help
achieve academic goals.
Promotes staff development activities for teachers.
Makes frequent classroom observations.
Provides frequent feedback to teachers regarding
classroom performance,
(p. S)

Weller also admonished women not to assume a male leadership
style but to develop their own, recognizing that many of the
traits such as cooperativeness and willing and open
communication which have been labeled female traits will be
valuable assets for the future and the 21st century women
administrators.
Just as leadership in general has been such a topic
of prolific interest, interest in how women manage the
role and responsibilities of their administrative positions
has also become an intriguing concern.

Of late, one of the

major avenues of examining women's leadership in
administration has not been through a male or a female
perspective but through an androgynous perspective.

Authors

such as Erickson (1985), Lester and Chu (1979), Shakeshaft
(1989), and Uhler (1989) have been basically part of this
androgynous p erspective.
A 1984 Wall street Journal article told women that if
they wanted to succeed in the business world, they had to fit
into the masculine system.

However, a review by a Purdue

psychologist, Alice Eagly, of 166 studies on management
found:
...women managers are more democratic while men are more
autocratic; that women seek more input from
subordinates, listen, and negotiate. Women are raised
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with more interpersonal skills that allow them to manage
in a more democratic fashion. Further, her review found
that women care about people, and men more about getting
the job done. And caring about people appears to be
more consistent with collaborative leadership models.
The message of this story might be that 'leadership is
feminine.'
(cited in Uhler, 1988, p. 28)
Banks (1995) cited a later study by Eagly, Karau, and Johnson
(1992) that indicated
leadership styles.

men and women have different

In fact, the women were found to have a

more democratic style, to be more participatory in
leadership, and to be more task oriented than the men
principals.
Leadership was defined as "... the process of causing
action through the orchestration of human talent.... The
androgynous person selects behaviors without regard to
categories and thus may be both assertive and compassionate,
masculine and feminine, instrumental and expressive,
depending upon the circumstances and situation" (pp. 28-29).
Erickson (1985) painted much the same picture of the woman
administrator based upon her two-year study of administrators
in Montana.

Uhler has advocated an androgynous individual

who can combine "self," "growth," masculinity, Theory X, and
task-oriented leadership with "other," "belonging,"
femininity, Theory Y and relationship-oriented leadership,
and ouchi's Theory Z.

Lester and Chu (1979) have also

broached the subject of androgyny in a study that sought to
test the hypothesis that women administrators in higher
education, being in nontraditional female roles, would tend
to be androgynous.

The study included 68 male and female

administrators at New Mexico State University and the
University of Texas at El Paso.

Thirty-four of the 36 women

identified agreed to participate; the 34 men were randomly

selected from the institutions' administrative staffs.
Demographically, the female administrators tended to be
younger, to have fewer academic degrees, and to be less
likely to be married than the males.

Additionally, the

findings "...support the concept propounded by Bern (1974) and
Spence and Helmreich (1978) that masculinity and femininity
are not bipolar opposites of a single continuum, rather two
separate dimensions" (p. 8).

The study also indicated that

women administrators in higher education are not less
feminine than other women but that they have incorporated
such presumably masculine traits as self-reliance, ambition,
and assertiveness.

Thus the hypothesis of the study that

women administrators, being in nontraditional roles, would
tend to be androgynous was supported.

The men in the study,

on the other hand, did not appear to be taking on feminine
traits; therefore, in the study, they could not be considered
androgynous.
Bach (1976) expressed the belief that women need to
speak and write about themselves, to have confidence in their
own credibility, and, most importantly, to gain leadership in
today's American high school.

For men, the healthy and

prized traits are listed as dominance, achievement, autonomy,
aggression; opposite traits for healthy adults (males) are
supposedly indicative of weakness or emotional sickness.
"However, accepted standards for adult women frequently
approach those of sick men: timidity, emotionalism,
deference, self-abasement, and passivity"

(p. 164).

Bach,

subsequently, challenged the concept of American society's
patriarchy and suggested that androgyny or balanced human
wholeness may be an answer to the difficulties of student
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discipline in our high schools.

"Its undue emphasis on

traditional sex and social stereotypes may partially explain
why secondary education seems to have lost step with the
increasingly pluralistic young men and women of the late
twentieth century" (p. 164).

Believing strongly in the

insight and intuitiveness of women, Bach added: "The ideal
principal must now cultivate all the virtues that have always
been expected of the ideal woman.

Women have finally lucked

out by having several thousand years to train for jobs where
muscles are out and persuasion is ini"

(p. 165)

One of the most cited studies concerning women in the
principalship was conducted by Gross and Trask (1976).
Specifically, their inquiry had four major objectives:

(1)

the impact of the sex factor on career decisions of
principals,

(2) to determine if the sex factor influenced

orientations and reactions to their work,

(3) to ascertain if

men and women principals perform their roles differently, and
(4) to examine whether the sex of principals had any bearing
on the functioning and productivity of their organizations.
With regard to the roles they perform, Gross and Trask found
that women placed greater importance on students' individual
differences, students' social and emotional development, and
"deviant" students.

There was no difference by sex of the

principals with regard to the importance of academic
performance or the school's maintenance of discipline.

Women

principals did place more emphasis on the technical skills of
teachers and their meeting organizational responsibilities.
There was also no difference by sex for routine management of
administrative affairs, although the men received more
satisfaction for this part of their job than did the women.
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"On the basis of these findings, we conclude that the sex
factor also influences in importance [sic] respects the way
principals view and react to their work.

The study also

revealed that the sex factor had a bearing on the principals'
performance and the operation of their schools" (p. 219)
Probably the most striking and definitive finding of the
study was that "...the professional performance of teachers
and pupils' learning were higher on the average in the
schools administered by women than by men" (p. 219).
Just as Gross and Trask in 1976 found "...that the
gender of the administrators of elementary schools does make
a difference in how they behave as administrators, in their
feelings about their work, in their career patterns, and in
the operation of their school"

(p. 224), the following

studies are cited as evidence of the research dealing with
the performance of women in the leadership position of
principal, and specifically the high school principal
position.

In studies conducted between 1956 and 1979 that

involved administrative performance of women principals whether on the basis of administrators' own responses,
superiors' ratings, or subordinates' ratings - the women were
found to be equal to or better in terms of overall leadership
and administrative capabilities (Frasher & Frasher, 1979;
Fauth, 1984).
Estler (1987) surveyed all administrators in Maine in
1986 to discover the differences and similarities in how men
and women school administrators in Maine view the competency
demands of their jobs.

Those who responded included 135 male

elementary principals, 36 female elementary principals, 61
male secondary principals, 4 female secondary principals, 78
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male superintendents, and 6 female superintendents:
...the most marked outcome of this was the consistency
of higher perceived competency demands by women across
administrative roles. This could reflect higher
internal expectations, or higher external demands on
female administrators. Regardless of explanation women
in administration expect themselves to use more skills
and knowledge in their jobs at a higher level of
expertise than their male colleagues,
(pp. 9-10)
Smith (1978) cited a study in Pennsylvania in 1975 that
sought among its many objectives to see if women were
perceived to be satisfactory principals and assistant
principals in the public schools.

Of the 500 school

districts in Pennsylvania, only 126 had women in these
positions.

However, the majority of the superintendents

found the majority of these administrative women to be
performing satisfactorily.

The majority were actually rated

good or excellent on such items as knowledge of curriculum,
building climate, and the ability to perceive and work out
problems and learn from experience.

"With respect to

leadership characteristics such as organizational skills,
persuasiveness, integrity, enthusiasm, ability to handle
situations, ability to control emotions, and ability to not
fear a loss of power the majority of the superintendents
again rated the women building administrators as either good
or excellent" (p. 118).

The only item upon which the women

were not rated as performing satisfactorily was in work with
the budget.

Smith concluded, "If women function well as

leaders, then more women should be both encouraged to prepare
for administration and be evaluated for positions on their
merits rather than bypassed because they are female" (p.
119).
Dale (1973) quoted a passage of a comparative study of
the leadership of men and women secondary principals in the
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late sixties by Dr. Morsink:
... if appropriate behavior for a secondary
school principal is defined as one who more often:
speaks and acts as representative of the group; is
persuasive in argument; emphasizes production; maintains
cordial relations with superiors, has influence over
them, and is striving for higher status, the findings
favor women as secondary school principals. . . . there
is nothing to suggest any valid reasons in terms of
leadership behavior for not employing women as secondary
school principals, (p. 126)
Taylor (1973) cited two studies that specifically
supported the performance of women as administrators.

The

first was a Florida-Kellogg leadership study team composed
almost entirely of men who sought to identify good and poor
principal behavior.

"The team concluded that women were more

democratic than men and outscored them in using effective
administrative practices" (p. 125).

The Florida study was

later substantiated by another study on a nationwide basis
which found "...that more women than men possessed
significant attributes" (p. 125).
Citing Smith (1978), Fauth (1984) wrote that women were
found to be outstanding with regard to their supportive
building climate; to perceive and solve problems and take
action; to facilitate improved human relations; to be highly
competent in terms of such leadership characteristics as
organizational skills, persuasiveness, integrity, and
enthusiasm; in demonstrating ability to cope with difficult
situations; in controlling their emotions; and in handling
personal and organizational power effectively.

"The research

makes clear that while female principals were seen as being
as competent and performing as well as male principals,
differences in leadership style are evident" (p. 67).
Arons (1980) used William J. Reddin's 3-D Theory of
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Educational Administrator Effectiveness model to determine
the possible differences between male and female candidates
for administrative positions.

The theory recognizes Task

Orientation, Relationships Orientation, and Effectiveness or
the matching of one's leadership to the situation.

The test

developed by Reddin and his wife was administered to 98
candidates for administrative positions in Fairfax County (45
were male and 53 were female).
were found.

No significant differences

The study proved that women possess the same

potential to succeed as men in administration.

It also

strengthened the idea that there is no one appropriate
leadership style but that the leadership style of the
candidate should be appropriate to the position and to the
situations.

The study, thus, suggested that those involved

in the administrative selection utilize some actual
measurement of the candidate's leadership*
Osbrink (1993) conducted a study of 138 women high
school principals in California to identify discrepancies
between what they expected and what they experienced their
first year as principal.

The two overwhelming surprises to

the women were the demands on their time and the loneliness
of the position.

In another study by Patrick (1994), 94% of

the women principals in the state of Colorado who responded
to the survey perceived conflict between their
personal/family roles and their role as principal, even in
terms of sacrifice.

In yet another study by Nicksick (1994),

25 elementary and 25 secondary women principals were
interviewed by telephone.

Again the element of time was

mentioned by the women who cited their weakness as
overextending themselves and who considered the job as all
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consuming.
In a study that involved primarily men, the idea of time
constraints was also mentioned.

In the study, Vadella and

Willower (1990) conducted telephone interviews with 50 high
school principals in Pennsylvania, 48 of whom were men and
two who were women.

Most of the principals indicated that

time factors often placed a constraint upon family and upon
social life.

They also, as a whole, admitted to "living in a

fishbowl" because of their identities as principals.

When

asked what they did that was most important and what they
should do more, the answers were the same - first,
supervision of instruction and curriculum and student
interaction second.

As to what was their "big" problem, 58

percent answered personnel.

Personnel matters were also

cited as beyond their control.

The principals believed their

strongest point to be skill in interpersonal relations.

All

50 expressed a liking for their job as principal, and the
majority admitted they would make the same career choice
again.
The previous study just discussed was also cited by
Napier and Willower (1991), in addition to studies by Rogers
(1976) and Willower and Fraser (1980), to substantiate the
use of telephone interviews with regard to school
administration.

The Napier and Willower study dealt with

women high school principals' perceptions of their jobs and
their work interactions with males.

An interview schedule

which had been piloted was used; it contained 28 questions
with an additional three demographic questions.
instead of tape recording was used.

Notetaking

The interviewer did the

initial classification, and a rater checked the
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classifications, after which the final categories were
decided by common consent.
There were 50 women principals of public high schools
that included grade 12 chosen from a NASSP listing.

A

profile of the women indicated that the average age was 47;
68% were married; three-fourths had previous administrative
experience, usually as an assistant principal; enrollment of
the schools was from 50-3300 with over 1200 students being
the median; 62% had 1-5 years of experience in that position.
Like the Vadella and Willower study, the women indicated
that they liked being principals, and the majority (90%)
indicated that they would choose the same position again.
Most of the principals indicated that they had a great deal
of influence in their schools, and 68% indicated having a
great deal of influence in their districts.

With regard to

their strong area of competence, three-fourths cited
curriculum and instruction, and 60% cited interpersonal
relations.

These results were also like those of the Vadella

and Willower (1990) study.
When asked if they felt isolated from colleagues because
of their gender, the majority (70%) said they did not.

Their

response to the question of whom they talked to about their
problems was other school administrators in their school
district.

Although more than half of the principals

indicated that they were not part of the good-old-boy
network, 80% indicated having formed a close professional
relationship with a colleague.

Interestingly, 68%

acknowledged that there was no good-old-girl network.
In relationship to men, 58% of the women administrators
described their relationship with male faculty members as
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positive or the same with both genders.

With regard to

several questions dealing with interactions with males, the
women indicated that they were not treated in a sexist
manner.

Although 72% of the women felt they did not face

more questions about their crisis management abilities than
their male peers, three-fourths of the women did feel that
they were judged more critically than males in identical
situations.
Napier and Willower also concluded, "While our inquiry
was an exploratory one, it underscores the utility of
examining the perceptions that administrators have of their
jobs and their daily interactions.

Attention to the everyday

work lives of people in organizations has become a trend in
research in the social sciences and education.

Inquiries of

that kind that also explore the effects of gender in
educational administration are needed"

(Willower, 1988, p.

122).
Women of Influence. Women of Vision by Astin and Leland
(1991) is a book about women leaders and the modern social
movement of women.

The research included the in-depth study

of 77 women: 38 were leaders in educational institutions,
foundations, and government agencies; IS were leaders in
national educational and professional associations and
independent agencies; 9 were heads of special programs for
and about women and,founders or publishers of educational
publications about women; and 15 were scholars and
researchers.

These women were then categorized as

Predecessors, Instigators, and Inheritors, depending upon the
historical context of their contributions on behalf of women
during the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s.
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The following is an excerpt taken from the "Foreward"
which was written by Charlotte Bunch, Director of the Center
for Global Issues and Women's Leadership at Douglass College,
Rutgers University:
During the past three decades, women have taken a
leadership role in redefining fundamental aspects of our
lives - work, family, sexuality, equality, and justice.
Women have influenced how we define reality, conceive of
knowledge, and exercise leadership. This has happened
both through the collective leadership of women as a
social force and through the efforts of many individual
women giving shape to this movement in its diverse
forms. Clearly, women have achieved tremendous changes
in this time; yet there are few studies of the women
leaders who made this happen and of how they did so.
What research exists rarely goes beyond the most visible
spokeswomen, and little is known of the creative
approaches to leadership that have been at the heart of
this movement. This book helps to fill that gap with
its focus on three generations of women leaders who have
successfully worked for change in education and public
service.
Helen S. Astin and Carole Leland take us beyond
conventional views of leadership by looking not so much
at the official positions of leaders but rather at what
these women achieved and how they did it. They take us
into a more complex and thoughtful exploration of
diverse women's efforts to lead through empowering
others and enabling groups to take action. They also
reveal the fallacy of assuming that because women are
still too few in number in public positions of power
they have not been leaders in various efforts at change.
By exploring the gains these women have achieved through
leadership and what has motivated them to become
leaders, we acquire a more complete picture of women's
enormous collective leadership for change during this
period.
While examining how these women have led, the authors
avoid the pitfall of labeling certain traits "female”
and instead focus concretely on what committed women
leaders have achieved and what has been its impact.
Thus, they not only shed light on women's specific
leadership experience but also point to models for
empowering leadership that are applicable generally.
This is much richer, more provocative, and more useful
material than the debate over whether there are innately
female leadership styles. For that is not really the
right question. It is more important to ask why there
has been so little attention paid to women leaders over
the years as well as why the styles of leadership more
often exhibited by women are particularly useful at this
critical moment in history,
(pp. xi-xii)
It is highly relevant then that we look at this time at women
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leaders in secondary education.

This particular section of

the review of literature has looked at the administrative
role of the principal, particularly the woman high school
principal.

The effective schools literature was looked at

with specific regard for the role of the principal in
providing achievement-oriented leadership; promoting an
orderly, purposeful, and peaceful school climate;
establishing high expectations for staff and pupils; and
developing well-designed instructional objectives and an
evaluation system.

Additionally, research which dated from

1956 through 1979 and that proved women to be equal if not
better in all aspects of leadership as principals was
reviewed.

Lastly, studies indicating the specific

performance of women as administrators and studies of women's
perceptions of their leadership were also reviewed.
Conclusion
The aforementioned last quote by Bunch in the Foreward
to Women of Influence. Women of Vision by Astin and Leland
(1991) speaks to many of the beliefs of this researcher in
attempting to investigate the woman high school principal.
Borrowing clips from the Foreward, the researcher will seek
to "acquire a more complete picture" of the woman high school
principal with "much richer, more provocative, and more
useful material" which will "shed light on women's specific
leadership experience."

This study will thus "fill the gap”

of existing studies by looking at "what these women achieved
and how they did it."

"By exploring the gains these women

have achieved through leadership and what has motivated them
to become leaders, we acquire a more complete picture" of the

woman high school principal.

The review of literature has

proved that there is no shortage of information with regard
to educational administration, leadership, or even to women
as administrators.

As indicated in the "Selected

Bibliography" and in the review of literature, much of this
information is in the form of journal articles, books,
unpublished papers presented at meetings, and dissertations.
Although much of the literature was typically quantitative
and gave an aggregate portrait of the woman principal, more
recent studies included qualitative research, such as
interviews.
Specific topics in this review of literature which
related to this qualitative study of the woman secondary
principal included an overview of the woman high school
principal; the barriers to women in administration; the
strategies to overcome those barriers; career paths of women
in administrative positions; characteristics and profiles of
women in administration; and the role of principals,
especially the role of women high school principals.

CHAPTER 3
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
Introduction
Based upon the review of literature and the lack of
substantial research giving insight into the woman high
school principal as a person and as a professional, a
qualitative rather than a quantitative approach for this
study was chosen.

From the outset, the intent of the study

was one of discovery.

As Patton (1990) wrote of qualitative

research, it allows for indepth and detailed study as well as
the freedom from preconceived categories.

Likewise, when

Patton compared questionnaire responses providing
quantitative data and the use of open-ended interviews, he
concluded, "The much smaller sample of open-ended interviews
[in this case, group interviews] add depth, detail, and
meaning at a very personal level of experience" (p. 18).
The researcher chose to use the format of the long
interview as defined by McCracken (1988):
The long interview has a special place in the
qualitative methodology. We may distinguish it from the
unstructured "ethnographic" interview, participant
observation, the focus group, and the depth interview.
It departs from the unstructured "ethnographic"
interview insofar as it adopts a deliberately more
efficient and less obtrusive format. It is a
sharply focused, rapid, highly intensive interview
process that seeks to diminish the indeterminacy and
redundancy that attends more unstructured research
processes. The long interview calls for special kinds
of preparation and structure, including the use of an
open-ended questionnaire, so that the investigator can
maximize the value of the time spent witti the
respondent. It also calls for special patterns of
analysis so that the investigator can maximize the value
of the time spent with the respondent. In other words,
the long interview is designed to give the investigator
a highly efficient, productive, "stream-lined"
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instrument of inquiry.
The long interview departs from participant observation
insofar as it is intended to accomplish certain
ethnographic objectives without committing the
investigator to intimate, repeated, and prolonged
involvement in the life and community of the respondent.
It departs from group methods of qualitative research
(such as the focus group) insofar as it is conducted
between the investigator and a single respondent. It
departs from the "depth" interview practiced by the
psychological inquirer in so far as it is concerned with
cultural categories and shared meanings rather than
individual affective states. These characteristics give
the long interview special strengths and
advantages.... (p. 7)
The special characteristics mentioned above and specifically
its four-step model of inquiry distinguish the long interview
from other methods.

Briefly, these methods include:

(1) review of analytic categories and interview design
(2) review of cultural categories and interview design
(3) interview procedure and the discovery of cultural
categories
(4) interview analysis and the discovery of analytical
categories
Thus using the long interview with open-ended questions, the
researcher sought what has been referred to previously by
Patton as "depth, detail, and meaning at a very personal
level of experience" (p. 18).

Particularly, the researcher

sought to address four broad-based questions:

(1) Are there

any commonalties in the personal backgrounds and career paths
of these women high school principals?

(2) To what person(s)

or event(s) in their lives do these women attribute their
career decisions to enter education and to pursue an
administrative position as a high school principal?

(3)

Do

these women perceive that they have experienced career
barriers; if so, what mechanisms have they used to overcome
the barriers women face who choose to seek high school
principalships?

(4) What is life like for these women,

personally and professionally, as high school principals?
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Setting of the Study
The setting for this study was the state of Tennessee
and the women principals of high schools, grades 9-12, in
1993.
Selection of Participants
The researcher was unable to find any existing studies
or reports which identified the number of women high school
principals, grades 9-12, in Tennessee in 1993.

Likewise, in

subsequent efforts with various personnel to get such data
from both the Tennessee State Department of Education and the
Tennessee State Boards of Education, the researcher was told
that such information was not available in a computer file.
Therefore, the researcher used the 1990-91 Directory of
Public Schools. Approved Nonnublic. Special State Schools,
and The State Department of Education State of Tennessee and
the 1992 TSSAA Directory published by the Tennessee Secondary
School Athletic Association to generate the list of women
high school principals in Tennessee's public high schools,
grades 9-12.

The directory of public schools lists the

information by school system; in addition to the central
office personnel and school board members, each school
listing includes the school number, grade spread, number of
teachers, school address and zip code, principal's name,
school phone number, and estimated enrollment of the school in the order mentioned.

The grade levels most often listed

for a high school were 9-12, 10-12, and 7-12, with 9-12 being
the most predominant pattern.

Therefore, the researcher read

each school entry, checking for the female names of
principals and the corresponding grade spread of 9-12.
The TSSAA directory for 1992-93 indexed senior high
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schools by city giving, in addition to coaching assignments,
the names of principals and assistant principals.

Using the

more updated list from the TSSAA to cross-reference the
directory of public schools, the researcher generated a list
of 28 possible women principals of high schools grades 9-12
in 1993.

Because some of the names could have been male or

female - such as Pat, Mel, Jackie, Toby, Leslie, A.D., and
P.M.

- the researcher determined the gender by calling the

principal at the school.

This resulted in the researcher's

identification of a total population of 18 women high school
principals of public high schools, grades 9-12, in the state
of Tennessee.
Each one of the 18 women secondary administrators of
public high schools, grades 9-12, listed in the 1990-91
Directory or the 1992 TSSAA Directory

was initially

contacted, and all but one of the women participated in the
study.

The one woman high school principal who did not

participate was ill and soon to have surgery.
Development of the Interview Guide
The method of data collection for this qualitative study
was the interview.

As Cuba and Lincoln (1981) citing Dexter

(1970) wrote, "Interviewing is the preferred tactic of data
collection when in fact it appears that it will get better
data or more data at less cost than other tactics" (pp. 154155).

The interview thus required an on-site, firsthand

verbal interaction between subject and researcher offering a
potential plethora of information which, by the researcher's
choice, was both cost-efficient and effective.
More specifically, the method of data collection was the
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long interview as described by McCracken (1988).

He

acknowledged that "...the long interview is designed to give
the investigator a highly efficient, productive, 'stream
lined' instrument of inquiry" (p. 7).

Additionally, he

wrote:
The long interview is one of the most powerful methods
in the qualitative armory. For certain descriptive and
analytic purposes, no instrument of inquiry is more
revealing. The method can take us into the mental world
of the individual, to glimpse the categories and logic
by which he or she sees the world. It can also take us
into the lifeworld of the individual, to see the content
and pattern of daily experiences. The long interview
gives us the opportunity to step into the mind of
another person, to see and experience the world as they
do themselves,
(p. 9}
McCracken's description of the long interview leans
heavily toward the realm of ethnography, even borrowing some
of its basic tenets without adhering to such stringent
demands as the researcher's emerging into the culture of the
subject.

To clarify the difference requires a working

definition of ethnography which is supplied by Denzin (1989)
in this manner:

"Participant observation is a commitment to

adopt the perspective of those studied by sharing in their
day-to-day experiences.

Participant observers do

ethnography, which is the description, classification, and
interpretation of a particular group's way of life"
156).

(p.

The long interview can in no way begin to involve the

researcher in the participant's world on a day-to-day basis,
but it does, however, allow for the qualitative study of an
individual's world, without the loss of privacy and time of
the investigator and subject alike, which McCracken (1988)
said are "important impediments to the qualitative study of
modern life," and, therefore, an argument for the long
interview (p. 11).
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To further clarify what is meant by the long interview,
McCracken distinguished the long interview from the "depth”
interview with this statement:

"It departs from the 'depth'

interview practiced by the psychological inquirer in so far
as it is concerned with cultural categories and shared
meanings rather than individual affective states” (p. 7).
What really distinguishes the long interview is its
four-step method of inquiry which includes the following:
review of analytic categories and interview design,

(2)

review of cultural categories and interview design,

(3)

(1)

interview procedure and the discovery of cultural categories,
(4)

interview analysis and the discovery of analytical

categories,

(p. 29)

The first step of McCracken's four-step method of
analysis required an extensive literature review which
allowed the researcher to assess the data, develop some
expectations, and begin to develop the categories of the
interview questionnaire.

The second step, the review of

cultural categories, allowed the researcher to use himself or
herself as an instrument of inquiry.

Although the

disadvantage of familiarity with the subject being researched
could include potential bias, taking things for granted, and
not being as attuned in inquiry, McCracken believed the
advantages outweighed the disadvantages.

In fact, he felt

that the researcher's personal experiences provided a
"fineness of touch and delicacy of insight." (p. 32)
McCracken is of the opinion that the researcher's insight is
an invaluable part of the process allowing him to step back
and establish a "distance” that is necessary for the
formulation of the cultural categories and, consequently, the
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interview design.

The third step then, according to

McCracken, allows for the actual construction of the
interview design.

According to McCracken, the so-called

interview questionnaire must include biographical questions
and questions which are phrased as non-directive as possible.
This allows the subject to tell his or her own story in his
or her own words.

Thus, one is to begin with general

questions which have been aptly termed "grand-tour” questions
because they allow for nondirected, nonthreatening, and
basically easy thinking answers.

These are followed by

various "prompts" and by more difficult questioning.

Once

the interview questions or questionnaire is complete, the
researcher is free to choose the subjects or respondents and
complete the interviews.

Step four, the discovery of

analytic categories, is done with transcripts of the
interviews.

"The object of analysis is to determine the

categories, relationships, and assumptions that inform the
respondent's view of the world in general and the topic in
particular"

(p. 42).

As the researcher moves through the

interviews, various patterns emerge and gradually the
interview begins to lend itself to analytic categories that,
subsequently, allow the researcher to draw conclusions.
Essentially then, this researcher followed McCracken's
four-step method as explained above.

The researcher utilized

both step one and two of McCracken's four-step method of
inquiry as discussed previously by conducting an extensive
review of the literature and by using the personal experience
of the researcher herself as a woman assistant principal at a
public high school, grades 9-12.

As for step three in

McCracken's method of inquiry, the researcher used
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McCracken's interview questionnaire which is essentially what
Denzin (1989) in The Research Act has called the nonschedule
standardized interview (MSI) or unstructured schedule
interview (U5I) because it provides for a schedule of basic
questions but, at the sane tine, allows flexibility for the
subject or respondent.

Likewise, McCracken's interview

questionnaire or guide and Denzin's USI would appear to be an
excellent blend or compromise of the more stringent
parameters of Guba and Lincoln's (1981) structured and
unstructured interviewing.

Without going into too much

detail, Guba and Lincoln's concept of the structured
interview was to essentially equate it with the basic
questionnaire because it is so tightly structured by the
interviewer to elicit typical responses (p. 164).

As for the

unstandardized interview, Guba and Lincoln have written,
"While other forms of interviews have their place, the
purposes of naturalistic inquiry are best served by
nonstandardized interviews" (p. 157).

Thus, in their

opinion, the unstructured interview attempts, not to produce
the typical responses of the structured interview, but to
seek out the unique in a more spontaneous, free-flowing, open
manner.
Consequently, McCracken's interview questionnaire and
Denzin's USI or unstructured guide would, it seems, be the
best of both the structured and unstructured interview for
several reasons.

First, the researcher would have some

parameters from which to work, namely a set of broad
questions.

Second, it would allow the subject to "take off"

in directions of her own choosing.
the USI would be more flexible.

Third, the time frame of

Fourth, the responses would

be both "typical” or representative of those interviewed and
"elite" or unique in that those interviewed could take
liberties to express their unique perspectives and
interpretations, and the interview would take directions at
will.

So, the tern USI as defined by Denzin would allow the

interviewer to use an interview guide with open-ended
questions that would make the interview itself a combination
of the Guba and Lincoln structured and unstructured
interviewing.

This type of interview guide, when used with a

subject or respondent, would cover the same broad questions
with each of the respondents, but the questions could be
varied in phrasing and in order to fit the specific needs of
the person being interviewed and also allow for individualism
of both basic questions and directions.

The actual manner in

which the questions for the interview guide or (USI) for this
study were formulated were also a variation on McCracken's
four-step method of inquiry.

Instead of using solely the

literature review and the investigator's experience to
generate the interview questions, the researcher decided to
use the additional resource of a focus group.

This focus

group was a Cohort doctoral class at East Tennessee State
University.

The class was given a general overview of the

study and asked to brainstorm what they felt would be
relevant questions to be asked during the interview of the
women principals of public high schools, grades 9-12 in
Tennessee.

Thus the initial interview guide was a

combination of the researcher's questions as prompted by the
review of the literature and by her personal experiences as a
woman administrator and then by the questions generated by
the Cohort class.
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Pilot Testing of the Interview Guide
The researcher submitted the proper forms and the
initial interview guide to the East Tennessee State
University Institutional Review Board.

With approval from

the Institutional Review Board on January 25, 1993, the
researcher identified several women principals of high
schools 9-12 in neighboring states to Tennessee.

After

contact with and confirmation from three women high school
principals, the researcher then fieldtested the initial
interview guide or initial USI in the pilot study.

The pilot

study was done over a period of several months with two women
from Virginia and one from North Carolina.

The subsequent

results were then analyzed by the researcher and Dr. Russell
West, chairman of the researcher's doctoral committee at East
Tennessee State University.

This resulted in a revised and

final form of the interview guide.
Initial Contact with Women Principals
After the fieldtesting of the interview guide and the
subsequent revisions into a final guide, the researcher then
contacted the eighteen women identified as high school
principals in Tennessee by phone to explain the study, to
secure verbal consent, and to make an appointment for the
interview.

Seventeen of the women agreed to participate;

only one of the women could not participate and this was
because of impending surgery.
At the interviews, which were held at the schools where
the women were principals, the women were asked to sign a
consent form prior to the actual taping of the interview.
Likewise, the women were given a demographic form with a
stamped envelope addressed to the researcher and asked to
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complete it at a later time and to mail to the researcher.
Each long interview was free of any pre-established time
constraints to maximize the respondent's sharing of her
experiences and perspectives during the long interview or
unstructured schedule interview (USI).

Host of the

interviews took approximately an hour although the shortest
interview was about 45 minutes and the longest was about two
hours.

The researcher recorded limited notes -simply to

record impressions, expressions, gestures, and other nuances
which could not be captured on tape.

The researcher

debriefed after each interview with her husband who is a high
school principal in Tennessee.

Each interview was tape-

recorded and then transcribed for purposes of writing up the
data.

The researcher used a professional stenographer to

transcribe the interviews.

In a few instances, a telephone

call and/or a letter to the respondents was used for purposes
of clarification.

The tapes and transcriptions of the

interviews were then audited for accuracy by students in a
class in Applied Communications at South High School in
Kingsport, Tennessee.
Analysis of Data and Report Preparation
Using the transcribed copies of the long interviews, the
researcher sought to identify categories and find patterns in
the responses.

This is step four of McCracken's (1988) four-

part method of inquiry which was discussed earlier.

For the

sake of clarity, McCracken's step four is called the stage of
discovery of analytic categories and analysis/write-up.

Thus

it is at this point in the study that the researcher sought
to identify, code, and categorize the data.

As Patton (1990)
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wrote, "The challenge Is to make sense of massive amounts of
data, reduce the volume of information, identify significant
patterns, and construct a framework for communicating the
essence of what the data reveal" (p. 372).
In the actual writing up of the data, the format of
cross-case or cross-site analysis was used.

As Patton (1990)

explained, cross-case analysis allows the investigator to
synthesize the responses to central questions by individual
or groups rather than by generating a case study approach for
each person

(p. 372).

This same process is called cross

site analysis by Miles and Huberman (1984) in Qualitative
Data Analysis:

A Sourcebook of New Methods.

The word site

is used "to indicate a bounded context where one is studying
something" (p. 151).

Therefore, the word site according to

Miles and Huberman is equivalent to case study.

Citing

Glaser and Strauss in Discovery of Grounded Theory (1967),
Miles and Huberman wrote, "By comparing sites or cases, one
can establish the range of generality of a finding or
explanation, and, at the same time, pin down the conditions
under which that finding will occur.

So there is much

potential for both greater generalizability than a single
case study can deliver" (p. 151).

Thus the researcher sought

to present the data in a cross-case or cross-site analysis
with the intent of generalizing the responses of the women
high school principals of grades 9-12 in Tennessee to the
larger population of women high school principals.
Validity and Reliability of the Study
The defense or explanation of the value of naturalistic
or qualitative inquiry can probably be no better explained
than in the writings of Guba and Lincoln.

Thus to begin the
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discussion of this study's validity and reliability
necessitates what such authorities as Guba and Lincoln (1981)
have to say on the subject:
For naturalistic inquiry, as for scientific, meeting
tests of rigor is a requisite for establishing trust in
the outcomes of the inquiry. The question to be
confronted is simple:
'What arguments might the
naturalistic inquirer use to persuade a methodologically
sophisticated peer of the trustworthiness of the
information provided and the interpreations drawn from
from it?'
(p. 103)
To answer this question of trustworthiness,

Guba and

Lincoln, preferred the terms credibility and auditability for
naturalistic inquiry instead of the more recognized terms of
validity and reliability.

In relationship to credibility,

the authors cited an analysis of Speizman (n.d.) on essays by
McCall and Simmons (1969), that discussed the following as
possible invalidating factors to credibility:

(1) the

researcher's presence at the research scene;

(2)the

fieldworker's involvement with his subjects;

(3) bias on the

part of either fieldworker or subjects; and (4) the manner of
data-gathering techniques (pp. 105-106).

Therefore, if the

researcher manages to avoid such pitfalls as accepting only
his preconceptions of what the subject is like, involving
himself at either only a bare minimum or a maximum (going
native) exposure time with the subject, misreading a person
because of "first" impressions or difference in roles or
status, or collecting data in a faulty manner, then the
chances for credibility of the study are increased.

To this

end, the researcher of this study continuously sought to
avoid these pitfalls and enhance the opportunity for
credibility.

The researcher used an interview guide which

had been designed with the help of a focus group, which had
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been fieIdtested, and which had been approved by the
dissertation chairman, Or. Russell West.

The long interview

format allowed for open-ended questions and set no specific
time limits.

All interviews were audio-taped.

In this

manner, the researcher sought to avoid the overt "pitfalls11
to credibility as explained by Guba and Lincoln.
Another technique recognized by Guba and Lincoln (1981)
for internal validity is the time that the researcher is in
contact with the subject - the reasoning being that the more
time spent with the subject(s), the easier it is to spot
discrepancies and to determine what is typical from atypical.
Because the researcher of this study used the long interview
for data collection, there were no long term contacts with
the subjects.

The interview was limited to one visit and to

the time it took for the women to respond to the interview
guide.

Generally, the interviews lasted about an hour,

although the shortest was about 45 minutes and the longest
interview was about two hours.
taped and then transcribed.

The interviews were audito-

The fact that the researcher

could listen to the audio-tapes and read the transcriptions
again and again afforded the researcher the element of "time"
which Guba and Lincoln felt was so important to internal
validity.
Additionally, Guba and Lincoln (1981) wrote that the
researcher can achieve internal validity by establishing
congruence with specifically prepared referential material
(p. 115).

In essence, this means an external observer can

look at whatever materials are used to make his judgment
about the credibility of the findings.

The two also wrote

"Since it is impossible to have internal validity without
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reliability, a demonstration of internal validity amounts to
a simultaneous demonstration of reliability" (p. 120).
Instead of thinking in scientific terms of replication, Guba
and Lincoln chose to use "auditability" to describe the
concept of consistency or reliability,

"...auditability

requires simply that the work of one evaluator (or team) can
be tested for consistency by a second evaluator or team,
which after examining the work of the first can conclude,
'Yes, given that perspective and those data, I would probably
have reached the same conclusion'" (pp. 123-124).
This study was audited by Debbie White, who is a
doctoral student and Director of Student Activities at East
Tennesee State University.

Hs. White is interested in the

general topic of women in administration and is currently
writing her qualitative dissertation.

She was provided with

all the audio-tapes, the transcriptions of the audio-tapes,
and a copy of the study for her audit.

She affirmed, "I felt

the summaries written in chapters four and five were true to
the transcipts and tapes" (see Appendix E, p. 308).

Hs.

White's declaration of her audit thus established the
validity and reliability or credibility and auditabiltiy of
the study.
Summary
The researcher used the data collection technique
described by McCracken (1988) as the long interview which was
analyzed and categorized so that patterns could emerge and
conclusions be drawn.

The study itself utilized the

interview guide or the unstructured schedule interview (USI)
with the identified 17 women who were employed as high school
principals of grades 9-12 in Tennessee in 1993.

Ill
To meet the tests of rigor recognized in the scientific
and qualitative paradigms of research, the researcher used
what such writers of naturalistic inquiry as Guba and Lincoln
(1981) have called credibility and auditability for the more
recognized terms validity and reliability.

To substantiate

the study's validity and reliability, Ms. Debbie White
conducted an audit utilizing a copy of the study, the audiotapes, and the transcriptions of the audio-tapes.

She

concluded in part, "I found no discrepancies in any of the
interview transcripts.

1 felt the summaries written in

chapters four and five were true to the transcripts and the
tapes" (see Appendix E, p. 308).

CHAPTER 4
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA

Introduction
This study used data from the 1990-91 Directory of
Public Schools. Approved Nonpublic. Special State Schools,
and The State Department of Education State of Tennessee and
the 1992 Tennessee Secondary School Athletic Association
Directory to identify 18 women who served as principals of
high schools grades 9-12 in Tennessee in 1993.

Of the

18, only one of the women could not participate in the study,
and this was because of serious health problems and impending
surgery.

Therefore, 17 women participated in the interview

process.

The interviews were held at the women's respective

schools and generally lasted about one hour.

Likewise, all

17 returned a demographic questionnaire that was left with
them at the time of the interview.
Background Information
In contrast to the more indepth information from the
interviews, the demographic questionnaire provided
information that gave initial comprehension to the study.
Basically, it provided a glimpse of these women in terms of
factual information about their families, their education,
their tenure as educators, and some details about their
schools relative to enrollment and staffing.
Age of Women Principals
The 17 women high school principals ranged in ages from
40 to 62 years old with the mean age being 49.
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The
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youngest age at which any of the women became a high school
principal was 33, and the oldest age was 51, with the mean
age being 44.

Their years of service as high school

principals, likewise, ranged from 1 to 14 years with the
mean years as principal being 5.5.

For all but one of them,

the current position as principal constituted their only
experience as a high school principal; for the one who
indicated additional high school principal experience, her
response revealed that she had served one other year
elsewhere, in addition to the 10 years as principal in her
current position.
Career Paths
Prior to their becoming principal, nine of the women had
been assistant high school principals; three had been middle
school or junior high principals; one had been a program
educational specialist; one had been coordinator of a federal
project; one had come directly from teaching; one had come
directly from being a guidance counselor; and one had come to
be principal directly from being a librarian.

Fourteen of

the 17 then, came to the principalship via typical routes
involving administrative experience, with the most dominant
path being that of the high school assistant principal.

The

other three came from the ranks of teacher, librarian, and
guidance counselor with the latter being a recognized route
into administration because, as the literature review
revealed, very often guidance counselors assume many
administrative tasks thus providing them with a training
ground for administration.
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Career Service
The questionnaire also revealed that the women who
assumed the position of high school principal during their
career did so in the system where they had maintained their
career service as educators.

The data reflected a range from

17 to 41 years of employment in the same system for these
women high school principals with the mean being 28 years
service.

These figures thus indicate a policy of hiring from

within the system in terms of filling high school principal
positions.
Teaching Experience
Interesting also is the number of years the women were
teachers before entering administration.

Many of the studies

in the review of literature would tell us that women tend to
spend more years teaching before entering administrative
positions.

In fact, several of the studies reviewed

indicated that women did not typically make career decisions
to go into administration until later in life, in their 30s
and 40s.
To the question on the demographic questionnaire of "How
many years were you a teacher before assuming any
administrative position?", the answers ranged from as few as
5 1/4 years to as many as 29 years.

The majority responded

in the double digits with the mean age being 13.
Undergraduate Programs
Similarly, several of the studies in the review of
literature revealed English to have been the undergraduate
major of women administrators.

In this study, the women

indicated the following as their undergraduate majors: four
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of the women indicated having an undergraduate degree in
English; three in elementary education; three in science; two
in physical education; two in history or social studies; one
in music; one in secondary education; and one in sociology.
However, when both the undergraduate major and minor of the
women were considered, English and social studies
predominated.
Race. Graduate Degrees, and Career Ladder
Of the 17, 3 were BlacK and 14 were Caucasian.

Eight

held master's degrees; three had master's degrees plus 30
hours; and five held doctorates, one of which was a Ph. D.
Of the seventeen, 15 indicated that they were not presently
seeking any advanced degrees; however, one was seeking an
Ed.S. and another was working toward an Ed. D.

All 17 of the

women high school principals were in Tennessee's Career
Ladder program.

Ten of the women were Career Ladder III

Administrators (the highest rank in the Career Ladder
program); 1 was a Career Ladder II Administrator; and 6 were
Career Ladder I Administrators.
Location of High Schools
Although the women were scattered throughout the state
of Tennessee in their positions of high school principals,
several locations and systems had more than one woman who was
principal of a high school grades 9-12.

In three of the

largest cities in the state, one large city had only one
woman high school principal of grades 9-12, but the other two
had three women high school principals.

Seven of the women

were located in what they themselves identified as suburban
schools; six were located in rural high schools; three were
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located in urban schools; and one of the women identified
herself as being in a rural/suburban school.
Enrollment and staffing of High Schools
Given that the 17 women principals were located in
suburban, urban, and rural areas, it was not surprising that
the enrollment of the schools varied to such a degree.

Eight

of the 17 schools had 1000 or more students while 4 of the
schools were below 500.

The largest school had an enrollment

of 1942, and the smallest school had 345 students.
mean enrollment for all 17 schools was 992.

The

Likewise, the

extremes in enrollment also affected the overall staffing of
the schools.

The suburban school that had an enrollment of

1942 had a professional staff of 108, a support staff of 35,
and 5 assistant principals.

The smallest school in the study

with the enrollment of 345 had a professional staff of 21, a
support staff of 1 (which excluded custodial and cafeteria
personnel), and only a part-time assistant principal who was
also a part-time teacher.
Personal Aspects
Another part of the questionnaire dealt more with the
personal aspects of the women's lives.

This area of

the questionnaire addressed the area of information about
family-life.
Birth Order.

Of the 17 women high school principals,

11 of the women were first-borns; 2 were the only child; 2
were the last born; and 2 were middle children.

Obviously

then, the majority of the women high school principals were
first-borns.

Several of the studies of women administrators
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in the review of literature indicated a profile of the woman
principal as the first-born.
Education of Parents.

In comparing the data on the

education of the 17 women's parents, there emerged a pattern
which indicated that most of the women had risen beyond the
education of their parents.

Nine of the mothers of the women

principals had attained a high school education; five had
less than a high school education; one had some college; and
two held college degrees.

Similarly, 10 of the fathers had a

high school education; four had less than a high school
education; one had a college degree; and one had an advanced
degree.

One of the questionnaires did not provide

information in this category.
Occupations of Parents.

The occupational pursuits of

the parents of these women are quite diverse and appear to
show no patterns as such.

These women indicated such

occupations of their fathers as jeweler, truck driver,
craftsman, policeman, school bus owner/operator, Armed Forces
career, factory worker, salesman, farmer, computer
supervisor, carpenter, and principal.

As for the occupations

of the mothers, six of the women high school principals
indicated that their mothers were housewives; others listed
such occupations as deputy sheriff, factory worker, realtor,
physical therapy technician, and teacher. Again, very few of
the mothers of these women high school principals were in a
profession, yet it is interesting to note again that given
these women principals' ages, most of their mothers were
"working-mothers."
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Education and Occupations of Husbands.

Of more

interesting note is the same information which was provided
on these women principals * husbands.

Of the 17 women

principals, 11 were married; three were single; one was
divorced; and two were widowed.
been married.

Fourteen of the women had

Of those 11 who were currently married, 10 of

the husbands had college degrees with six of the husbands
also holding advanced degrees.

Unlike the educational and

occupational data of these women's parents, the husbands were
well-educated and held such professional positions as
dentist, attorney, banker, teacher, assistant principal,
superintendent of schools, accounting officer, and business
management.
Children.

Most of the women high school principals who

had been married (widowed or divorced) or were currently
married had also had children.

Of the fourteen women

principals who had been or were married, only one had not had
a child.

The number of children for these women ranged from

1 to 6.

other Educators in Family.

The last question on the

questionnaire asked that the women identify anyone in their
immediate family who was also an educator.

Of the 17 women

high school principals, 10 responded that some family member
was an educator.

This included a broad range of individuals

from sister, brother, husband, daughter, cousins, uncles,
aunts to mother-in-law, sister-in-law, brother-in-law,
daughter-in-law, and son-in-law.
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Summary
Essentially, the data revealed that the women ranged in
ages from 40 to 62 with the mean age being 55.
women were first-borns.

Eleven of the

Host of the women had risen beyond

the education of their parents.

However, the husbands of the

women had comparable educations and held professional
positions for the most part.

Ten of the 17 indicated that

other family members were in the field of education.
The women had been high school principals for 1 to 14
years.

They had been in their systems from 17 to 41 years,

indicating a philosophy of "promoting from within."

They

came to the high school principalship via the assistant
principalship or another administrative position.

Their

undergraduate majors and minors indicated a concentration in
English and social studies.

Eight held master's degrees;

three had master's degrees plus 30 hours; and five held
doctorates.
Although the high schools of these women were scattered
throughout the state, two of the largest cities had three
women high school principals in their systems.

The

enrollment of the high schools ranged from 345 to 1942, with
eight of the schools being over 1000.
The demographic questionnaire and some of the more factbased interview questions provided some highly interesting
and pertinent aggregate information, but they by no means
gave the indepth look at these women which was provided by
the more probing long interview questions.

Instead, these

sources gave some basic introductory information which set
the stage for the personalities and perceptions of the
women.
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♦♦Introductions11 to the Women Participants
Having read the previous aggregate information, perhaps
at this point, it would be advantageous for the reader of
this study to have a succinct introduction to each of the
women high school administrators individually - that is, some
basic factual information that would provide a reference
point for clarity throughout the remainder of the study.
This introductory information came primarily from the
demographic questionnaires, as well as from several of the
interview questions as to the professional career history of
each of the 17 women who was interviewed.

Hopefully, such an

introduction prior to the actual reporting of the interview
data later in this chapter will allow for a clearer
perception of "who the main characters are.1'
Susan Arnold
Susan Arnold is the 48-year-old principal of a suburban
high school in Tennessee whose enrollment numbers 1300.
is a position Hiss Arnold has held for 5 years.

This

As a

professional employee in her school system for 27 years, Hiss
Arnold began her career teaching sociology and psychology
before becoming a federal projects coordinator for at-risk
students.

After 11 years at these assignments, she became an

assistant principal at the school where she had taught.

This

initial administrative experience was followed by her serving
as assistant principal at another high school before
returning to her original inner-city high school for one more
year as an assistant principal.

Then Hiss Arnold became an

assistant principal for four years at the state's largest
high school whose enrollment was 2700.

The school was
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constructed in pods, and Miss Arnold as an assistant
principal described herself as basically "the principal of
one of the pods" in terns of her responsibilities for the
teachers and students.

From this experience, Miss Arnold

became the principal of a middle school before assuming her
present position as a high school principal.
Ellen Baxter
Ellen Baxter, who taught one year in Louisiana has spent
24 years in her current Tennessee school system.

She has

been principal of a suburban high school with an enrollment
of 664 for the past 3 years.

Mrs. Baxter began her education

career spending 12 years as an English teacher before
assuming another teaching position in a development
administrative program at the college level.

She then

returned to her former public school system as an English
teacher for six more years.

In 1989, she became the

assistant principal of the school, in 1990 the interim
principal, and the principal in 1991.
Margaret Botcher
Margaret Botcher became principal eight years ago at the
age of 51 of a high school in Tennessee that she categorized
as neither rural, suburban, or urban but whose enrollment
numbers 476.

Now at the age of 59, Mrs. Botcher has acquired

all her 37 years of educational experience not only in the
same school system but at the same high school.

Botcher

taught English at the high school for 13 years and then was
librarian for another 16 years.
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Hidoe Cloud
Midge Cloud has completed seven years as the principal
of a suburban high school in Tennessee whose enrollment is
1310.

Mrs. Cloud has a somewhat different career path from

the other women principals.

She dropped out of college her

freshman year and was married.
pursuing her college degree.

Ten years later, she began
For four years, she taught in

another state while still taking courses for her college
degree.

When Cloud graduated in 1973,- she taught for two

years in a Catholic school in Tennessee.

She has had a total

of 20 years of experience in her current school system which
includes 12 years of teaching science and math and one year
as a program education specialist.
Vanessa Dinsmore
Vanessa Dinsmore has completed her first year as a
principal of a suburban Tennessee high school with an
enrollment of 1000.

Miss Dinsmore's professional experience

totals 23 years in the same system and in the same school.
For 15 of those years, she was a high school English teacher
and then for seven years she was an assistant principal at
the same school where she is now the principal.
Sheila Edwards
Sheila Edwards, who is 48 years old, has been principal
for eight years of a rural high school in Tennessee whose
enrollment is 428 students.

Edwards began teaching in 1965

at an elementary school where she spent the next four years.
Upon joining the National Teacher Corps, she spent the next
two years in another rural elementary school before returning
to her former elementary school for another four years.

For
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the next five years, Edwards taught English and girls'
physical education at the high school where she is now
principal.

Then she returned to the elementary school where

she had begun teaching and taught there three more years.
During the last two months of that second year of school
(1985-86), she also served as interim principal.

For the

next two years Edwards was the teaching-principal there and
then principal of yet another elementary school before
assuming her current position as high school principal.
Lucille Gendron
Lucille Gendron, who is 48 years old, became the
principal of a rural Tennessee high school two years ago.
For eight years, Mrs. Gendron taught history and English
before serving as assistant principal for 17 years in the
same high school where she is now principal.

Her other

professional experience included one year as Even start
Coordinator.
Dr._Melissa_Goforth
Dr. Melissa Goforth, who is 51 years old, has completed
one year as principal of a rural Tennessee high school with
an enrollment of 900.

Prior to becoming principal, Goforth

was the assistant principal for 12 years during which time
she also taught A.P. history for six of those years; this was
in addition to her administrative duties.

Her teaching

experience totals 17 years teaching English, government, and
history; for 11 of those years she was at her present school.
Goforth has spent her entire tenure of 30 years in education
in the same school system.
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Terrv Hendrix
Terry Hendrix has a total of 34 years in the same school
system.

The 54-year-old Miss Hendrix has been the principal

of a suburban Tennessee high school for eight years and was
the assistant principal for six years prior to her promotion.
The remainder of her educational career includes 20 years as
a high school health and physical education teacher.
Dr. Joyce Langston
Dr. Joyce Langston is 62 years old, and for 14 years she
hasbeen principal of a

suburban Tennessee high school with a

current enrollment of 1300 students.
same school system 41 years.

She has been in the

Dr. Langston began teaching

home economics and assisting with the cafeteria management at
a high school.

She taught English, science, and home

economics at the high school level.
she became pregnant.

She left education when

Later, she taught six years at an inner

city high school, teaching core classes in the morning and
English and science classes in the afternoon.

She then moved

to another high school, nearer her home, where she taught
A.P. English for 10 years.
Priscilla Mavs
Priscilla
17 years.

Now

Mays has been in the same school system for
40 years old, she has been the principal for

two years of an urban Tennessee high school with a current
enrollment of 1339 students.

Prior to her assuming the

principalship, she was assistant principal there for three
years and was a social science teacher for thirteen years at
five different high schools.
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Jill McGlothlin
Jill McGlothlin is 44 years old and has been the
principal for 10 years of a rural Tennessee high school with
an enrollment of 345.

She also served as principal for one

year at another high school prior to that.

She began her

educational career 25 years ago in the same system as a
science teacher for nine years and then as a counselor for
four years in the same school where she is now the principal.
Cassie Owster
Cassie Owster has been the principal for six years of a
rural Tennessee high school whose enrollment now numbers 735
students.

How 50 years old, Miss Owster was a teacher for

22 years before assuming an administrative position as an
assistant principal for one year.

Miss Owster's teaching

experience includes teaching music, band, and English in
elementary school and high school.
Dr. Sarah Quincy
Dr. Sarah Quincy has been the principal of a
rural/suburban Tennessee high school for 13 years.

Her

25 years in the same system includes teaching elementary
grades first, third, and sixth and being a traveling reading
teacher before assuming the position of an elementary school
principal for one year and the high school assistant
principal's position for five years.

Uniquely in this study,

Dr. Quincy was a teacher only 5 1/4 years before assuming an
administrative position.
Bess Sutherland
Bess Sutherland, at 43 years of age, has completed one
year as principal of a rural Tennessee high school with an
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enrollment of 670 students.

Mrs. Sutherland's 18 years in

the same system includes 13 years as a seventh grade science
teacher and one year as both a science teacher and a parttime administrative assistant to the new middle school
principal and then four years as a middle school principal.
Dr. Angela Whitson
Dr. Angela Whitson is 51 years old and has been in the
present school system for 20 years.

She has been principal

for three years of a special urban Tennessee high school
whose current enrollment numbers 640.

Dr. Whitson's 30 years

in education encompass some teaching out of state.

Her

teaching career includes special education, primary grades,
and high school.

In addition, she was involved in writing

federal grants for two years; was supervisor of federal
projects; and was supervisor of a program where interns could
get their student teaching and work toward an M.A. degree.
Likewise, she has been an administrative assistant, an
elementary principal, a middle school principal, and a high
school principal.
Dr. Jan Wvcott
Dr. Jan Wycott is 44 years old.

She has been principal

for one year of a suburban Tennessee high school whose
enrollment is 1942.

Dr. Wycott has 23 years of educational

experience in the same system.

In addition to the one year

as principal, she taught English for 14 years, was assistant
principal at another high school, and was assistant principal
for six years at her present school.
This concludes the terse introduction of the 17 women
high school principals in Tennessee who were interviewed for
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this study.

What follows now is the detail of the interviews

with the women actually ''speaking" to the issues - this is
what McCracken (1990) referred to as the "mental world" and
"...the lifeworld of the individual, to see the content and
pattern of daily experience" (p. 9)
Educational Preparation
Underaraduate/Graduate Degrees
It became obvious during the interviews that most of the
17 women high school principals had received not only their
undergraduate degrees but their graduate degree(s) from
Tennessee colleges and universities.

Only 5 of the 17

women had received undergraduate degrees out-of-state: Miss
Arnold from Auburn University (Alabama); Mrs. Baxter from
Southern University (Louisiana); Mrs. cloud from Ohio State
University; Dr. Whitson from Blue Mountain College
(Mississippi); and Dr. Wycott from Johnson C. Smith
University (North Carolina).

Interestingly, all but one

received their graduate and post-graduate degrees from
Tennessee schools; the exception was Dinsmore who received a
master's degree from Union College.

Of the 17, 7 had

received advanced degrees from the University of Tennessee
(Chattanooga, Knoxville, or Martin).

The fact that almost

all the women received their graduate degrees from Tennessee
colleges and universities can be attributed, for the most
part, to the fact that they acquired these degrees as parttime students while employed in Tennessee in their own
educational careers.
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Administrative Preparation Programs
In addition to "where" they received their graduate
work, the women were asked to describe the extent to which
they felt their graduate administrative preparation programs
adequately prepared them for the high school principalship
and, even for some, to mention specific courses that were the
most helpful to them.
was negative.

Overwhelmingly, the general consensus

Many cited the fact that this process of

administrative preparation for them had been acquired many
years ago.
However, there were positive remarks as well.

Some

applauded their graduate work and/or specific courses.
Although Dr. Quincy admitted that her

administrative

preparation program had been 20 years

ago, "I felt itwasa

good preparation."

When asked to mention any special

experiences, she related the following:
The only experience right now, and again that was 20
years ago, was one in which we would go to class— -we did
this two or three times, and the professor would have us
some role playing or scenarios. And he would have
problems on our table, and it was as if we had entered
our office for the first time as an administrator and we
had to make a— priorities as to which ones to deal with
in what order, and that was very
helpful.
Another of the women high school

principals, Dr. Wycott

referred to her 30 hours past the Hasters as "helpful,*1 but
her coursework for her doctorate as "giving her the edge."
She replied:
I— I went back after my Master's and got certification
in administration at Tennessee state which took 30
hours. That didn't prepare me, I don't think. And I
started working on my doctorate at the same time that I
was appointed— made— made— had my first administrative
appointment. The doctoral courses helped to prepare me.
They were courses in management type courses, various
leadership theories.
The initial certification requires that you take a
course in school finance, school law, several other
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things. And these courses were helpful, no doubt about
it. I'm not saying that they were not helpful or not
needed. But when— when it comes to being a good
education leader, then I think that they— they need to
go further than what's in that certification. The
classes that I took on organizational theory, conflict
management— these were the kinds of courses that gave
me, I think, the edge as far as getting to where I am
and doing all of the things that I have to do now.
Dr. Joyce Langston, likewise, believed her
administrative preparation program was quite beneficial, but
added:
I think my graduate work was of immeasurable value to me
and, yes, I think it gave me excellent preparation.
However, I have to share with you a decision— my first
administrative decision— and I don't know that any
college course could have possibly prepared me for this.
As I told you earlier, West End Junior High School was
the site of the basketball tournaments.
It was also the
football playing field used for the Father Lion High
School. Father Lion is an old, prestigious parochial
school here and has a huge following in football. The
very first day that I became a principal, we, as we
usually do in the fall, had a principals' meeting and
that afternoon, this is the [assistant] principal and I
were in our building. And a salesman came by who was
selling popcorn flavoring, and he wanted to know if I
wanted the oil or the powder flavoring and how much I
wanted. I'm not a popcorn connoisseur, and I don't
believe that I even know about the different varieties.
Well, I had to make that decision, and so I told him I
would probably take a pound; and the man looked at me so
funny, and I said well, "Do you think we need— I'll
take 10 pounds." And he still looked at me so funny.
If I'm not mistaken— and— and I definitely chose the
powdered corn because I felt that we could manage
powdered, salt-like flavoring a lot easier than we could
oil. I had visions.of spilling oil and what a mess that
would be. I believe that year we sold enough popcorn to
be flavored with, I think it was over 500 pounds of
flavoring. So, you could see why that man looked at me
so strange. That was my first administrative decision
about what to flavor popcorn with, oil or the salt-like
flavoring.
I would say that the college preparation, I hope, gave
me the background for decision making that in turn has
helped me to make fairly good decisions. I guess— I
think— I think there has to be a little common sense
with that, too.
Although Dr. Angela Whitson did not evaluate some of her
graduate work (Master's and Masters's +45) because she felt
it was such a long time ago, she did applaud her doctoral
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program.

"I had a— the program was good; I wouldn't give it

an excellent rating; I would give it a good rating overall."
Dr. Whitson cited a course in organizational behavior as
outstanding:
I remember every word in that course. I— I don't— there
were like 50 of us in that class; this was one of those
weekend classes I told you about where we did five hours
on Friday and ten hours on Saturday, the three
consecutive weekends to put the hours in.
To begin with, you have to be a magnificent instructor
to be able to live under that kind of teaching, and he
was that. But he— a couple of things X remember just so
vividly that he taught, that I— I still rely on today.
One thing— one night he stood in the middle of the
classroom with a handful of paperwads tossing them at a
basket. And he missed most every one of them. And
somewhere— and he was— X don't know the story he was
telling us, but I was just— I kept thinking why are you
standing and tossing these paperwads? And then he said,
"I'd like to have your attention for just a minute. How
many of those paperwads did X get in that basket?" And
somebody said, "X think X saw one go in." And he had
thrown about maybe 25. And he said, "What should be my
next move? Would you consider me successful at this
task?" Everybody said, "no, you're really not successful
at this." He said, "What should be my next move?" And
from that, he launched off into a discussion and some
activities that deal with when we understand what the
goal is and we can see it clearly. Xf we have tried a
path for getting there, and we're not getting there,
what is the most reasonable thing to do next? Well,
it's to hunt for another path. You gotta correct what
you're doing to see if you can get to the goal. In
other words, you have to continually evaluate the human
behavior and the processes and look at the data to see
if you're getting where you want to go. And if you're
not getting there, he says that the mark of insanity is
to continue to repeat an activity that is not
productive. And that you wouldn't get locked up for any
other thing, he didn't think, but that. You know, as
far as being mental is concerned.
Midge Cloud, in her interview, never characterized her
graduate administrative program, but instead mentioned
several courses that she considered to be excellent.

She

mentioned school law and said "... it has kept me out of a
great deal of trouble."
"...helped me the least."

She added that school finance
She continued:
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School plant, they don't begin to touch on what you go
through. As you know today, I've got an eight-inch
watermain that's burst. My parking lot is all torn up.
I've got people running in and out. The custodians
can't work 'cause we have no water. None of those kind
of things was touched on in school plant, so that helped
me the least.
The other thing about school plant— -is they don't teach
you anything really applicable about dealing with the
different people you deal with. I cannot deal with my
students the way I deal with my teachers. I can't deal
with my teachers the way I deal with my building
engineer. I can't deal with him the way I deal with
county maintenance. They need a course that teaches you
something about that, too.
Perhaps, Cloud was expressing the same sentiments but in a
different manner as Ellen Baxter who responded, "Well, I
don't think a college education in general can— totally
prepares you for working in a school because knowing the
theory and being in the real world are— are two completely
different things."

Baxter went on to call for more practical

experience and for field experiences.

Priscilla Mays,

likewise, remarked, "I really don't think that it — I don't
think any program anywhere could adequately prepare you for
what you're faced with as— compared with on-the-jobtraining."

To this idea of on-the-job-training, Priscilla

Mays called for mentor programs of six months to a year.
similarly, Bess Sutherland cited school plant and school
finance as two good courses and admitted that a practicum in
administration was good but not extensive enough.

She too

mentioned the "theory" of her coursework but added "...there
should have been more practical classes."
Although Vanessa Dinsmore cited finance and personnel as
two important courses, she basically equated her graduate
administrative preparation program as "the nuts and bolts."
she explained:
I think working with others in similar situations
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probably is— is more beneficial; it's the— it's the nuts
and bolts that you learn— you've learned certain
significant pieces of information, but it's the
composite of pulling that all together when you work
with practicing administrators or folks that have been
in the field a little longer than you have— that's where
you get your— your gut-level reactions.
Cassie Owster, in like manner, felt that the graduate
administrative program did not prepare her for her position
as a high school principal.
unigue and different.

She related, "Each system is

A person must spend time working

within the system to know problems and ways in which each
system handles the problems."
Along the same line, Dr. Melissa Goforth replied, "I
think nothing prepared me as well as the experience of being
an assistant principal.

It's— it's good to have the theory

that I learned in the classes; that helps me to understand
things and to put things together.

But there's nothing like

the actual experience."
Sheila Edwards could not make a judgment either way
about her graduate administrative preparation program because
she was already in administrative positions when she began
her coursework in administration and supervision for the
doctorate.

However, she did suggest that a course in finance

"...has been invaluable to me in developing budgets.

That

was probably my weakest area."
Two other women principals felt their undergraduate or
other graduate programs rather than their graduate
administrative preparation programs were more helpful to them
as principals.

Susan Arnold recognized the benefits of her

undergraduate degree in sociology and her master's degree
coursework and remarked about her administrative program, "I
cannot remember one thing that I learned in any of those
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courses that I do in any part of my career.

My master's in

psychology has been everything— everything from the
statistical work to all the coursework."

Jill McGlothlin

mentioned by name school plant and school law as helpful to
her in her administrative capacity, but she also went on to
add "...the counseling that I took, I think is— is probably
what— what's— was the best thing, as far as the
principalship.n
Others specifically mentioned the time lapse between
their graduate administrative programs and the principalship.
Lucille Gendron remarked, "It has changed somewhat since I
went through the program, so it would be hard for me to
criticize an existing program.

As a matter of fact, I know

that they are better at this point.

We would have done much

better had we done some kind of apprenticeship...."
Botcher took the classes in the '80's.
administrative work.
a principal...."

Margaret

"X had not planned on

I didn't even dream that I would become

Other than a class in community relations,

she added, "I would— really don't feel my classes prepared me
for the day-to-day experiences."

In like manner, Terry

Hendrix answered,
I got my master's and took most of my courses in
administration 20 years before I used— used them and so
that was a disadvantage, although I think that the
graduate work I had was good. I just think it would
have been more relevant possibly, you know. I got my
master's when I was 22 years old, and you know, I looked
at education a whole lot different then than I did 20
years after that.
Overall then, the women made some pertinent points about
their graduate administrative preparation programs.

Most of

the women did not plan to go into administration early-on in
their careers, but they were taking administrative courses
which for them were not then "relevant" to what they were
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doing which was teaching.

This in itself for these women

would seem to say that "time" and "relevance" are key issues.
If a principalship had been a career goal while they were
taking administrative courses, their administrative
preparation programs might have seemed "more valuable."
Likewise, if the taking of the courses had been closer to the
time of their assuming a principalship, the same would
possibly have been true with regard to their opinion of their
administrative preparation programs, namely it would have
been more "valuable."
Another issue the women addressed was "theory" vs
"practice."

Many felt that their administrative preparation

programs would have been strengthened by less theory and more
practicality.

For many of them, this meant less "book" and

more "hands-on opportunities."

Several mentioned the need

for something like OJT - on-the-job-training or extended
practicums.
Several of the women took the opportunity, whether asked
directly or not, to mention certain courses that were the
most beneficial to them.

Although organizational behavior,

community relations, school law, and school personnel were
mentioned once, several women remarked on the benefits of
school finance and school plant.

Ironically, these are two

areas which the literature addressed as presenting concern
for women hirees into administration.

It should not be

surprising then that these courses would be mentioned and
even finance to be alluded to by one of the women as
"probably my weakest area."
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Visibility of Women in Departments of Education
In another aspect of the interview that still dealt with
the women's educations, the women high school principals were
asked to describe how visible women were within the ranks of
their particular department of education and to describe
their contact with these women.
"none" to "very few."

The overwhelming answer was

The exception to this response was

made by Margaret Botcher who acknowledged that during the
1950s at Tennessee Tech in the College of Education, "Yes, we
had women professors, about fifty-fifty at Tech at the time."
However, she also observed that there were no women in
administrative roles there at the time.

Although some of

these women completed coursework 20 to 40 years ago, one of
the women received her doctorate in 1993; one is currently

s.,

working toward an Ed.
Ed. D.

and another is working toward an

Therefore, their answers to this question represented

a broad timespan.
Six of the 17 women high school principals said that
there were no women in their departments of education.

Dr.

Whitson remarked that she had never thought about the
circumstance of having or not having women in the department
of education at her college or university, but she answered
with great clarity:

"But I can tell you right now, because I

can remember every teacher I've ever had in ray lifetime, that
I did not have a female instructor from the time I entered
graduate school [University of Tennessee in Nashville] until
the day I got the diploma— the terminal degree [VanderbiltPeabody].

Not a one."

Jill McGlothlin remembered at the master's level
"...that probably only one of my teachers was a woman, but
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she was very strong."

Likewise, she remembered the woman who

started a local off-campus Ed. S. program which was later
discontinued.

McGlothlin credited this woman with being

"...very, very influential on my decision to think I could—
could do this [be a high school principal]."
Bess Sutherland remembered having come in contact with
only one woman, and she was her student teaching supervisor
at Austin-Feay.

Terry Hendrix also remembered only one woman

in her department of education.

Susan Arnold, likewise,

could recall taking only one course off-campus at a satellite
center from a woman in the school of education.

Dr. Melissa

Goforth, who received her doctorate in 1993, remarked that
she had had no women instructors during her graduate work at
Memphis State, but that a woman was a "late addition" to her
committee.
Priscilla Mays answered, "Really the only female in
education and administration at U.T. was Dr. Norma Mertz, and
she was rather new to the faculty when I started taking my
graduate hours in administration, but a very visible person,
a women's rights advocate....
addition to that faculty."
"When I did my Ed.

But I think she was a welcomed
Dr. Langston answered similarly,

S. [at Peabody College] and my doctorate

[at Vanderbilt], I had very few women professors, although
once again, one of the women professors which I did have was
very influential and her visibility is— was and is— very high
in this community."
Sheila Edwards, who is currently pursuing an Ed. D.,
acknowledged that she had never had a woman teacher for any
coursework, but that at the master's level she had a woman as
chairman of her graduate committee, in addition to another
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woman member on her graduate committee.

Lucille Gendron

could remember women being teachers at L.M.U., but not having
administrative roles.

Then at U.T., she did not recall

having any women teachers.
For most of the 17 women high school principals, the
visibility of women in their departments of education was, to
say the least, "limited."

Again, one must not forget the

ages of these women and the time frame of when they would
have taken their college degrees.

In all fairness, there

would have been some ten to twenty years or so for things to
have changed in their respective departments of education.
Special.Courses. Workshops. and_Semlnars
Perhaps with the advent of women's rights and the influx
of women into nontraditional career roles, there has been an
increase in attention to women's professional needs.

In

fact, in recent years, there have been books and seminars
directed at women in general and to the woman educational
administrator particularly.

In response to this

proliferation of women's workshops, these 17 women high
school principals were asked if they had participated in any
special courses, workshops, or seminars designed for the
needs of women.
negative.

Eight of the 17 simply answered in the

Cassie Owster mentioned Delta Kappa Gamma, a

society for women educators, and its seminars and monthly
meetings as "...being designed primarily for the advancement
of women educators."

Sheila Edwards responded that although

several activities that she had participated in were not
directly designed for women, they, nevertheless, did "...hit
the area that men or women need."

Specifically, she

mentioned an NASSP workshop and the DuPont workshop.
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Two women, Margaret Botcher and Midge Cloud, mentioned
attending a Tennessee Academy for School Leaders Summer
Institute (TASL) in Gatlinburg, Tennessee designed for just
women.

Botcher recalled the fellowship and said, "Meeting

with women across the state in administrative positions, in
itself, was inspiring. "One of the facilitators at the
meeting was a woman whom Mrs. Botcher considered a mentor.
Midge Cloud replied, "It was a great week.

We were all women

there; we had an opportunity to share some— -some common
concerns, to talk about the role of women today and more or
less to boost each other up— to help each other out."
Ellen Baxter and Vanessa Dinsmore mentioned receiving
information on one-day workshops or seminars for women in
business or management but did not indicate that they had
participated in these.

Three of the other women answered the

question about special seminars for women in a different
vein.

Dr. Langston remarked, "I can recall being in one

special seminar that was designed just for women.

The reason

I so distinctly recall that is that the lady, who gave the
speech, stood up and began her speech by saying, "I am 57
years old.

If any of you in this audience are too insecure

to tell your age, you need to rethink your circumstances.'"
She went on to say, "I have been in very few workshops that
relate just to women.

I think that it is, and this is a

Joyce Langston belief, I very much want to be perceived as
feminine, as a lady, as an academician.

Beyond that, I

believe that most of the things relating to administration
are pretty cut and dried, regardless of whether it's a man or
a woman."
Dr. Sarah Quincy, to some degree, answered in a similar
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manner, when she said that she had not participated in any
special courses, workshops, or seminars for women and added,
"I've refused to participate in them."

Her refusal to

participate was explained later when she continued, "...I
just don't participate in this male versus female role*
never had a really problem."

I

Lucille Gendron, likewise,

responded, "Not any seminars have I been involved in.

1

would want everybody to understand who might read this
[dissertation] research somewhere down the line that I would
never want a job because 1 was a woman.

I want a job because

someone out there thinks I can do it and because I believe 1
can do it."
The latter responses indicated a propensity for not
wanting to be categorized as administrators along gender
lines.

One can deduce that there may be some women

administrators who feel any "special" seminars are not
necessary because the role of principal crosses gender and
makes much the same demands of a female as a male.

As Sheila

Edwards put it in response to this same question, "It really
bothers me— the term male/female— I just really wish that we
could all be principals."
At this juncture, this study, other than the overview of
these women's professional careers, has looked at several
pertinent issues.

To begin with, the majority of the women

received their undergraduate and certainly graduate degrees
from Tennessee colleges and universities.

For the most part

the women did not believe their administrative preparation
programs to have prepared them for their administrative
positions, particularly the high school principalship.

Many

cited the lapse in time between when they took the courses
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and when they entered administration, thus making it an issue
of time and relevance.

Additionally, the women voiced the

idea that there is a need for less theory and more practice
and suggested practicums and mentorships.

To the question of

visibility of women in their respective departments of
education, the 17 women high school principals also remarked
that there were "very few" to "none.11

For the most part, the

women had not participated in any special courses, workshops,
or seminars for women in education or administration.

Some

of them even remarked that the issue of "male/female" in
relationship to their principalship position was irrelevant.
Consequently, at this point, attention is now given to what
prompted these seventeen women high school principals to
become teachers and when their commitment was made to the
profession.
Commitment to Teaching
Practical.Reasons and Parent Influence
Although all 17 women have certainly achieved a high
degree of success in education to be at their present
positions, several of them found themselves in education for
practical reasons and because of parental pressure and
expectations.

Jill HcGlothlin responded, "What prompted me

to be a teacher was the National Defense Loan Act.

That's

why I became a science teacher, to get your schooling paid
for.

[Half of the cost of the education was to be paid back

in installments.]"

In fact, McGlothlin's decision was not

made until "...right before I enrolled in college."

She went

on to explain, "But in, you know, that's the kind of person I
am.

I mean, it— I don't do a lot of planning...."

Bess
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Sutherland told of getting married when she was 17. This was
during the Viet Nam conflict in which her husband
participated.

After his return and when her son was two

years old she n...realized that I didn't want us to watch
soap stories all my life and that kind of thing."
returned to school.

So she

Realizing that she and her family would

not be moving, she said:
So it sort of narrowed the field as to what you wanted
to do, and I won't say I've always wanted to be a
teacher 'cause that's not true. But when— it just— it
just seemed— I seemed to fall into teaching. I don't
know how I got there.
I just did. I wanted to teach
P.E., but there weren't a lot of jobs around for P.E.,
so I went in to science instead.
Margaret Botcher likewise related a practical
inclination for entering teaching when she entered college in
1953:
My choice for teaching was almost a necessity.
I was
married when I was in high school. My husband and I
went to college together. We had a child, and this was
at the end of the Korean conflict. And I wanted
something that had security, and I felt teaching would
give me a secure position if anything happened to him.
Midge Cloud, like Bess Sutherland, also admitted, "I
fell into teaching."

She related:

I started out in pre-pharmacy and quit my freshman year
and got married, and so I quit school all-together,
stayed home for 10 years. When I went back, we had
moved in Ohio to Mansfield, and Ohio State had a branch
campus there. The only four-year curriculum they had
was elementary education, and I was going back to school
to get out of the house, so I took that. So, I fell
into it.
Two of the women principals interviewed mentioned the
direct influence of their parents.

Dr. Joyce Langston said:

My wise father believed if he sent his daughter to
college, that certainly she ought to be able to teach
school when she graduated. I taught school the first
year because my husband was in graduate school in
Knoxville, and we certainly needed the income, although
I don't remember that I ever felt that was a strong,
driving force. The second year, I taught school simply
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because I was so homesick, and I just really— I had
enjoyed teaching school immensely in Blount County....
Well, I— I belonged to the age group where— when most
people my age married, they simply just did the
household things, and you know, worked in the church
circles and played bridge and had luncheons and stuff
like that. And I probably would have done that if X had
known enough people when I moved to Nashville, but X did
not know enough people to do that.
Dr. Langston's concluding remarks on the topic were "I loved
being back in the school system.

I have thoroughly enjoyed

every year that I have ever taught school."

Like Dr.

Langston, Dr. Jan Wycott mentioned the influence of her
parents but with a more negative slant:
It was almost as if I were fated to be a teacher. My
parents were teachers, and X really didn't want to be a
teacher. But X— I— came into teaching only because my
parents made me take teacher education and that's the
first job X was offered. That's— okay, and I didn't
want to teach, and X tried to get out of teaching for a
long, long time. And X never could. X had to have
money at that time, and I needed to work, and X couldn't
find anything else that would pay me what teachers were
making. I couldn't find a thing. And so, I stayed in
it rather unhappily for about five years. And at that
time, I began liking it a little bit more. X don't know
why but I just did. X was told right from the beginning
that X had a knack for it and kids liked me. There
wasn't anything going on wrong. I lust didn't like
doing it. But eventually, X liked it better and when I
came to grips with— with who I was, X decided, yeah,
this is something that I probably do pretty well— and I
do enjoy it better than X would other things. At that
point, I decided that X wanted to an administrator.
When asked if her parents' determination that she become a
teacher brought about the rebellion against and her
dissatisfaction with teaching, Dr. Wycott answered,
"Possibly."
Lucille Gendron also mentioned the influence of her
father but not for pursuing teaching.

She also felt that her

motivation to become a teacher was "just within me."

She

related:
I guess my— my whole life I have probably wanted to do
this. X got a little bit off course when I was in
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college, finished in three years but I decided that my
dad had great expectations for me; so, he probably would
have wanted me to be something like a lawyer, I thought.
But I— so, I worked in that direction for some period of
time. But then, as I got more toward the end of that
three-year time in— in college, I just decided I wanted
to teach school.
Teacher Influence
In addition to practical reasons and parental influence,
many of the women high school principals mentioned a specific
grade level when they made the decision or a teacher who
directly influenced them to enter the teaching profession.
Vanessa Dinsmore responded:
Now, understand that when— when I was going through
school, there were only three traditional roles. You
could be a secretary, a nurse, or a teacher, and be
accepted in the world of work. There was no doubt that
I was going on into education by fifth grade; and then
when I found my mentor in the— in the 11th grade as an
English teacher, then that pretty much locked it in.
Priscilla Mays identified the seventh grade as the point
at which she decided to become a teacher.

She said,

In the seventh grade, I had to write a career paper, and
I wrote on why I wanted to become a social studies
teacher, and that's exactly what I did. And why, I
don't know. I had some strong role models in the middle
school years in social studies. I enjoyed it, and I
still have that paper.
Dr. Sarah Quincy recalled that as a junior in high
school, she had wanted to be a missionary but decided that
"... I don't believe that I have that kind of devotion to be
a 24-hour-a-day martyr's role."

However, she decided that

because she liked children, had "lots and lots of cousins"
and was encouraged to be a teacher by her father that she
would pursue teaching.

Susan Arnold made the decision to

become a teacher, with reservations, during the last semester
of her senior year in college.

Her advisor and sociology

professor advised her that she would need to go to graduate
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school before she would be able to enter the job market.

As

they looked over her transcript, he recommended that with
several courses and student teaching she could be a teacher.
Ironically, Arnold admitted in the interview to hating school
as a student herself because school was boring, inactive, and
routine; she felt surely it could be better than this.

So,

her advisor recommended teaching, "And I thought [that
teaching] was probably about the worst thing that could have
ever happened to me...."

However, she agreed to the

proposal; did her student teaching; and "loved it."

Arnold

had been teaching horseback riding since she was "a little
kid" but never realized that she was "teaching."

She said:

I taught other people how to do things— how to ride
horses and about horses. And so, it was— but I never
perceived that that's what I was really doing. You
know, I was just helping somebody do things or explain
things to people, but, you know, that was teaching as
far— not— certainly not like what I thought teaching was
about. But when I did my student teaching I had a
wonderful experience. I just had a great time and it
was just like you put on a pair of shoes that's a
perfect fit.
Likewise, Dr. Melissa Goforth decided to enter teaching
when she was already in college and because of the influence
of a college history professor.
with the idea of being a nurse."

She had entered "...college
However, she soon found out

that she did not like "the hospital environment."

Instead,

she returned home after that year, and entered another
college.

"At that point, I still did not know that I wanted

to be a teacher; and actually, it was not till I entered this
history professor's classroom that I knew that I wanted to be
a teacher."
Ellen Baxter made her decision to enter teaching in
1960.

She had wanted to be a psychologist because she

enjoyed working with young people, but her parents could not
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afford to send her away to a school which offered such a
program.

Instead,

Baxter attended Lemoyn Owen College which

she praised highly for their support.
said, well, you can do it.

"You know, they— they

You'll be a good teacher...."

Everyone has probably heard someone at some point in
time refer to the influence of his or her teacher and how
this remarkable person made an overwhelming impact on his or
her life.

The following reflections from three of the women

high school principals about teachers who were "significant
others" to them— to the extent that they made their career
decisions to go into teaching because of their influence—
aptly fit the aforementioned scenario.

Ironically, each of

the three women high school principals was impacted by a
female teacher.
Sheila Edwards related that an old maid seventh grade
teacher "... probably led me to think that I wanted to be a
teacher."

Edwards continued:

I'm sure she had a lot to do with my choosing to go into
teaching. She was a very competitive person, and she
actually demanded that we be competitive in the
classroom. She had a stop watch even back in those
days, and she timed us on how fast we could say the
Presidents of the United States and— and how fast we
could say multiplication tables, and how fast this and
whatever. And she was just very competitive.
She also stands out in my mind because as an adult, I
looked back, and I realized that she did not have any
transportation. She lived in Elizabethton, and she rode
a work bus going to North American Rayon Corporation
every morning, and then she rode back to Elizabethton
with another teacher that lived that way. I never did
learn why she didn't ride with that teacher of the
morning, but she rode the work
bus. But I rememberher
getting off that work bus withbig boxes of books on her
hip, and later in my adult years, I found out that she
lived out in what's called Linn Valley, and when she got
to Elizabethton in the afternoon she had to get a cab
home. And then she got a cab back to Elizabethton the
next morning. An old maid school teacher. And
realizing that we did not have any books at Hampton
Elementary at that time, she made a trip to the
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Elizabethton Public Library every Friday afternoon and
filled up her box with books and brought them back to us
every week.
So, with these vivid memories of that teacher, Edwards gave
her the credit for influencing her to become a teacher.

As

to her commitment to the profession, Edwards added these
remarks:
I probably wasn't really committed until I served the
Teacher Corp. I think up until that time I was living
in a dream world. 1 had been to the big university, and
I had my degree in, and I was a "teacher," but until I
worked In two years— the two years— and actually got out
into the community and worked with adult programs and
all kinds of community activities, I don't think I
really realized the worth of a teacher.
Cassie Owster, who was a music teacher prior to her
administrative position as a woman high school principal,
also credited a female teacher with her decision to go into
teaching.

Hiss Owster began taking private lessons from Mrs.

Eileen Short when she was in the seventh grade.

Mrs. Short

"...felt that I had a definite flair for music and piano,
etc."

This affinity for music that was encouraged by Mrs.

Short also prompted Hiss Owster's mother to transfer her to
another county school which had a music program beginning her
sophomore year.

"...so for three years my mother drove me to

school and picked me up every day so that I could get a
background in music, so 1 could go ahead.

So I guess you

would say [when did you commit yourself to the profession],
my sophomore year in high school." Thinking back on those
days and the influence of Mrs. Short, Owster continued, "She
took me, along with other students, to MTSU to see the
operettas and plays and the musicals, and every summer during
high school, she encouraged me to go to band camp and chorus
camp and this type thing.

Primarily, I guess, she is the

main reason that 1 wanted to be a teacher."
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Dr. Angela Whitson attributed her decision to be a
teacher to her second grade teacher Mrs. Fitzgerald.

Her

mother, however, insisted that she be a nurse as, according
to Dr. Whitson, "She had this thing about teaching."

Yet,

Dr. Whitson related, "I had always wanted to teach."

She

explained:
Professionally, my idol has always been Mrs.
Fitzgerald, who was my second grade teacher. I started
to school when I was five years old, and I was placed in
second grade. I did not go to first grade. And I think
that happened because I could read. And I remember that
I cried a lot. X must have been entirely too young to—
well, but— my brother who was younger than I came behind
me, and I remember that they wanted to do the same
thing. And my mother wouldn't let them do the same
thing with him. But Mrs. Fitzgerald loved me better
than anybody in the whole world. X know I was the pet.
And X have a friend, by the way, a lifetime friend who
was in that second grade, who swears Mrs. Fitzgerald
loved her better! But that's beside the point. But she
always smelled good, and she held my hand tight, and she
let me sit in her lap, and she rocked me, and she read
beautiful stories to me, and she never criticized me,
and she didn't put me down or say harsh things or
anything. X mean it was the most magical thing that had
ever happened to me to go into her room.
And I have told this for well over 30 years. X always
wanted children to feel as good about coming to school
as X felt, even though I was probably too young to be
there, and Mrs. Fitzgerald was responsible for that.
And all of my life, all X ever wanted to do was teach
school and to be just like Mrs. Fitzgerald.
For Dr. Whitson, the actual commitment and pursuit of
her teaching credentials is also a story in itself:
X graduated from high school when I was 16. I had had
two years of college by the time I was 18, and I was
married and my husband was headed for Memphis for
professional school. And X was working part-time at the
Tennessee Teacher Retirement System at age 18, up here
on the capital— at the capital building. And the
personnel director from Memphis City School System was
here, and X had been down to teacher certification once
or twice to ask them is there any way X could get
certified to teach. I was gonna have to drop out of
school to go to Memphis with him. I was at that point
enrolled in David Lipscomb. And so, when the lady came
from Memphis, the man who was then head of certification
called me and said, why don't you come up here and talk
to this lady. And X was 19 years old, and X sat down in
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front of her, and I told her I wanted to teach school.
And she said, 'I'm probably crazy, but I'm gonna let
ya.' So, I left here in August and drove to Memphis to
meet my husband, and I got a teaching position that
fall. And I have never looked back on that.
The 17 women in the study entered teaching for divergent
reasons - some economic, some of convenience or necessity,
several due to parental influence.

Realizing their ages, one

must also remember that there were only a few jobs for women
with college degrees in their day and that was teaching*
About half of the women made the decision to enter
education and become a teacher themselves because of the
influence and/or impact of a "special teacher." Several of
the women related vivid accounts of these special people.
Who could forget Mrs. Fitzgerald who held the frightened
second grader, Angela Whitson, or the old maid seventh grader
teacher of Sheila Edwards who didn't drive but always managed
to get to the city library and bring books back to her
students, or Mrs. Short who took Cassie Owster to operettas,
plays, and musicals and directly influenced her musical
talent.

What this Bhould say to those in the field of

teaching is that their influence may or may not be known at
the time, but that it is often far-reaching.

What it says of

teachers, in general, is that they are "significant others"
and in these instances directed the futures of the women
cited in this study.

On a day-by-day basis in everyday

encounters, the teachers in the lives of many of these women
principals were the catalysts in their own lives in terms of
initial career paths.
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Administration and Career Paths
"Evolved11 Career Path
Interesting then is the decision that eventually
prompted these same 17 women to consider leaving the
profession of teaching for careers in administration that
would eventually lead them to become high school principals.
In the review of literature, several studies were cited which
indicated that women make the decision to enter
administration late in their careers - actually a focus of
midlife - and, therefore, lack a true career plan (Barnet &
Baruch, 1979; Carlson, 1972; Shakeshaft, 1989; Slimmer,
1984).

This was significantly substantiated in the

interviews of the 17 women high school principals in
Tennessee.

Only one of the 17 women began her teaching

career with the idea of one day being an administrator!

Most

of the 17 indicated that entering administration or becoming
a high school principal was not a long term goal.

Instead of

having any clear career plans, these women allowed time and
circumstance to dictate their eventual career advancement.
For them, their interest in an administrative position and
essentially their career path "evolved."
Women with Early Goal Orientation
The four women who had more of a focus or earlier goal
orientation and sought more aggressively for an
administrative position were Ellen Baxter, Vanessa Dinsmore,
Priscilla Mays, and Dr. Jan Wycott.

Ellen Baxter is the

unique one with respect to her career.

Ellen Baxter, of all

the 17 women, seemed to have truly aspired to be in
administration almost from the beginning of her career.

She
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said she wanted to be a principal even when her four children
were small but that she intentionally put family before
career.
I spend a lot of time here, and I wanted roy children out
of the way. Because that was one of the questions I was
asked on my interview.
'Why did you wait so late?'
Here I was 48 years old.
'Why did you wait so late to
apply for a principalship?' And that may not look good
in the profession, but it worked for me, and I did that
on purpose. I could have done it a long time ago.
X
just decided that I was going to devote all, and X do.
I spend— this is like second home. X spend a lot of
time here. And I— I thought that I should not have any
other commitments. To me, family was a major
commitment, and so X never worked in the summer when my
children were little 'cause I thought X needed to spend**
-I taught during the year— I wanted to spend time with
them during the summer months. So, X didn't work in the
summer and— and as an administrator, X couldn't do that.
So that was a commitment X made to myself and to my
family.
For Ellen Baxter postponing her career goal meant 20 years of
teaching before she actively sought an administrative
position because "...X knew that I was going to take care of
my children first."
Vanessa Dinsmore, like all the other women with the
exception of Baxter, began teaching without any thought to
becoming an administrator.
of the others.

Vet, she is different from most

Xn answer to whether becoming a school

administrator was a long term goal, Vanessa Dinsmore
answered,

"It's a middle of the ground goal."

She had been

in the classroom 15 years before she made the move into
administration as a high school assistant principal where she
is now the principal.

However, her interest in an

administrative position began 10 years into her teaching
career when she finished her Master's degree.

Dinsmore, like

many women including Ellen Baxter, delayed her career
interests in lieu of motherhood.

"At that particular time,

however, X was pregnant with my first child, and X said,
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'This is not a good time.'

Or my second child, 'This is not

a good time to do this'; and so I backed off."
It was at this point that she was offered an
administrative position but turned it down because she had
just had her second child and because "The administrative
team that I was going to be placed with, I didn't feel
comfortable with."

That was in 1980.

second job opportunity to open up.

In 1985, she "...had a

And again, for whatever

rhyme or reason, it didn't feel good.

It didn't feel right,

and I stayed where I was [as an English teacher].

Three

weeks after that, this job [assistant principal at the high
school where she is now principal] opened up."
Once she left the classroom to become the assistant
principal, Dinsmore's career goals underwent an even more
dramatic change.

She, herself, said, "But once I left the

classroom, my— my career goals know no bounds."

In fact that

is why she answered the question of whether becoming a high
school principal was a long term goal by calling it now a
"middle of the ground goal."
last stop."

"I don't feel that this is my

She explained, "As I can affect kids, a thousand

kids in this building, so would a strong program, you and
anybody with a program, affect 50,000 kids if I was involved
in a district program."

Although she began her career to be

a teacher, Dinsmore, as a high school principal, continues to
aspire to even more advancements in her career fulfilling the
idea of a career focus in midlife.
Like Dinsmore, Priscilla Hays's decision to enter
administration came after about 10 years of teaching in the
classroom.

For her, it was wanting to do something

"different" and realizing that she had "good organizational
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skills, good people skills."

Even though she misses what she

called "a very successful teaching experience," she also felt
"...that once you get into something, and you feel like I
need a change, you'd better do it; and so, that's what I did.
And I started like the network, etc., letting people know
that I was interested, started taking the coursework, and
preparing myself."

Mays thus actively sought out a new

career goal which distinguished her from most of the other
women principals who were more or less "in the right place at
the right time."
Dr. Jan Wycott entered education because her parents
Insisted that she take teacher education courses.

She also

became a teacher because of her parents and because she could
not make more money at any other job.

With such a

background, it is astounding that Wycott eventually came to
like it and even to have "a knack for it."

For Dr. Jan

Wycott, the first idea of considering a move from teaching to
administration came about "...five years into my teaching.

I

thought I— *1 wanted to be a principal, but at that point, I
wasn't quite ready to go back to school, and I wasn't sure
that's what I wanted.
time*..."

I had a lot of ambivalence at that

Her serious commitment to enter administration

came some six years later.

She received her administrative

coursework in 1982 and 1983 and became an assistant principal
in 1984.
I don't think I thought about staying— when I was in the
classroom; I thought that I would like to be an
assistant principal. That would be my terminal career
goal. But, it— that didn't— that goal didn't last but
about a year. And then I— I said I think I want to go
a little beyond this.
From that point on, Wycott applied every year for a
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principal's job until she was hired as a high school
principal of a school with an enrollment of 1942.

At the

time of the interview, she had completed one year in the
principalship.
For Baxter particularly, and for Dinsmore, Hays, and
Wycott - theirs were proactive careers.

When they made the

decision to leave the classroom, they had their credentials
and the ambition and the drive to pursue the goal of
principal.

These women thus made the decision to enter

administration with somewhat more determination and certainly
somewhat earlier than many of the other women in the study.
Opportunity - Right Place. Right Time
On the other hand, Lucille Gendron began her
administrative career by "being in the right place at the
right time."
Well, there was a state evaluation done in this school.
It's probably somewhere between— around seven years into
my career, and they recommended at that time that there
be a lady in— at least an assistant principal role— for
female students. And I just got the opportunity to take
that. That's— it was just that simple.
Gendron, who called herself "opinionated" and committed
to the idea that "if you have something wrong, fix it," was
the assistant principal in her high school for 17 years
before becoming its principal; however, even from that long
term position, she would say, "I— I really can't say that I—
I had that in my plan because even I guess I doubted that a
woman would ever sit in this position at a high school level
in this county."

To this response she added a comment made

by a male professor at U.T.

"...that assistant principals

were even supposed to wear size 13 shoes and carry a big
stick." In her opinion, the professor was saying "...where I
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was, was where I would stay.”

However, she did give the man

the benefit of the doubt by also adding that maybe he was
telling the men and the women in the class that they needed
to develop a strong backbone.

The fact that Gendron alluded

to the incident seems to substantiate what she herself
already felt - there was just a general attitude, in her
county at least, that women could not be high school
principals.

As cited in the review of literature, this is

one of the pervasive myths about women that continues to find
public support.
Another of the women principals, Terry Hendrix admitted
that the prospect of leaving teaching for administration
evolved over time, and her perspective of her chances to move
from assistant principal to principal were more optimistic
with regard to junior high, but like Gendron, she was
skeptical of her chances of becoming a high school principal.
Even Ellen Baxter, who was the only one of the 17 early on
who had a career goal to be a high school principal, shared
much the same concern,

she believed that she would have to

be an assistant at the junior high school level for about
three years before she had any chance of becoming a principal
at the junior high level.

Likewise, she felt that she would

have to stay at the junior high principalship for "a while”
before even applying for a high school principal's job
because a woman becoming a high school principal ”...just
didn't happen.

There were very few high school— women who

are high school principals in our district— just two or three
women.”
So, Terry Hendrix felt much the same way as a teacher at
a junior high at the time:
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And so I had opportunity to— to go in administration the
first year I applied. You know, fortunate to have got
in the first year I applied. And then I was in it for
four years, and they offered me the position as
assistant principal in academics at a high school, and X
really thought of leaving the middle school because X
didn't think I'd— -they'd ever give a high— -a
principalship to a woman. And X told them that. And,
you know, it wasn't X was opposed to going to the
school, but I— I liked where I was, and X thought, you
know, my best career plan was to— to stay in the middle
school. Hell, I went to the high school, and of course,
I enjoyed it, and X liked it. And then— then X guess
being at the right place at the right time.
Like Hendrix, Gendron had a career plan that evolved, but she
also believed that those making the decisions would not put a
woman in as principal of a high school.

However, she felt

that she was "the next in line" and believed "...if you've
done a good job, you stand a good chance of getting it."

So,

by her own words being qualified and doing a good job were
all part of being "at the right place at the right time."
Several of the 17 women high school principals used the
word "opportunity" to describe their entry into high school
administration.

Margaret Botcher never considered

administration until the position of principal opened up at
her school, and she "had the opportunity to apply."

For her

the motive was "The challenge to see if I could perform."
Botcher had been at the same school for 29 years as an
English teacher and librarian.

Up until that point, she had

never had any goals about administration, and unlike most of
the other women who had other administrative experience,
Margaret Botcher went directly from librarian to the
administrative position of high school principal.

For her,

it was truly a combination of opportunity and being at the
right place at the right time.
Cassie Owster also admitted the decision to enter
administration emerged over time and that her interest in a
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high school principalship was based upon opportunity.

She

was a teacher for 22 years before becoming an assistant high
school principal for one year.

Her interest in

administration was piqued by the following observation:
"There were some administrators in— in the county that 1 felt
I could do a comparable job if— as good as or better than
some— ‘that were in administration."

For her, the opportunity

had not presented itself yet, but when the high school
principal's job became available, she sought it and got it.
Midge cloud is yet another story.

To begin with, Midge

Cloud dropped out of college her freshman year and was
married.

She also did not pursue her education again for 10

years during which time she had four children.

Cloud held

the opinion, "No, I never wanted to be a school
administrator."

Being the first person in her family in

generations to go to college and to become a teacher was a
"status thing."

Cloud's decision to pursue an administrative

position was prompted by finances.

"My husband's death was

the impetus that caused me to move into administration...."
She explained, "I had to support a family, keep a house
going, and there's not enough money at the teaching level to
do that.

So, it was either leave education and find a— a job

that paid enough or move up; and I chose to move up."

She

began an active pursuit of an administrative position when
she completed her Master's.
for something.

"I wanted that Master's to stand

I didn't want it to be $1200 a year and stand

in the classroom.

I wanted it to lead me to other things and

so that's when I actively started pursuing it."
Based upon her responses in the interview, another of
the 17 women high school principals, Dr. Whitson did not
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advance due to "being in the right place at the right time"
entirely.

Instead, it also appeared to be due to opportunity

and to her qualifications and the recommendation of her
predecessor.

When she entered education, like most of the

others, Dr. Whitson also felt that she would "always be a
classroom teacher" and sought a transfer to teach as close to
her home as possible.

"And so being an administrator of any

kind was not something that ever entered my mind.
not imagine being away from children."

I could

However, with a

teaching career that included high school to the first grade,
Whitson's experiences were diverse.

When the principal of

the high school, where she is principal today, decided to
retire, he called Whitson and told her he had already
suggested to the central office that they move her to the
position.

The opportunity presented itself and Whitson was

recommended by someone whom she referred to as a "pretty
good professional buddy."
Decision bv Superior
Bess Sutherland's advancement to high school was
somewhat different.

Sutherland spent 13 years as a seventh

grade science teacher.

Expressing "a love for teaching,"

Bess Sutherland made her decision to move into administration
to effect change.

In her own words she said, "...I realized

that— that I couldn't make— I could not make any changes
where I was.

But if I moved up I could.”

For one year, she

was both a science teacher and an administrative assistant.
She helped write the middle school program for her county.
So, it was not surprising that she became a middle school
principal.

The surprise was that she became the high school
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principal.

In her own words:

...I had a real good program with the middle school,
felt very good about it. Then there were some problems
at the high school. And the director of schools
approached me about moving, and so I had mixed feelings
about it. But he felt it would be better for the system
if I moved to the high school. That there would be some
other things that— that we needed to do here. So he
moved me and— and it's been— it's been a good
experience.
So, Bess Sutherland, who had done such a good job at the
middle school, was moved to the high school where her
expertise could be used to correct some problems there.
Essentially, her superior felt that the move would be in
the best interest of the school system.
Supported bv Peers
Although having your own career plan, being in the right
place at the right time and letting the opportunity present
itself, or being recommended by the director of schools were
all worthy motivators for advancement, there was something
special in being encouraged by one's peers.

Dr. Sarah Quincy

gave the following description of how she was inspired to
pursue administration by her cohorts:
When I was an elementary teacher, other teachers sought
me out to voice their concerns about the way the present
administrator did and asked me to go to him and make
suggestions of other ways to do things. And I did it,
and it wasn't in an ugly way at all. It was like, well,
Sandra, will help us figure out a way to do this better,
and— and she can convince him that it might work better.
And then the year I was a traveling reading teacher,
there were three, four other traveling reading teachers,
and throughout that year— ‘it was a new experience for
all of us— they kept criticizing the way certain
principals— elementary principals— were not really
following through on educational processes much. They
were more worried about the facilities than that, and so
they kept saying, 'Sandra, you ought to get into
administration.' And, you know, they really, really were
the people that encouraged me so strongly. So, I
pursued it.
Dr. Quincy's administrative experience included one year
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as an elementary school principal, five year's as a high
school assistant principal, and 13 years as a high school
principal.

Dr. Quincy related a rather "shakey" description

of how she came into the high school principalship:
When the— the principal that hired me died after I'd
been here four years. Ke died in the summer of
leukemia, and at that point, I was asked by the
supervisor of instruction if I'd be interested in the
job. And I said, 'Well, yes, I would.' And so, they
told me I had it. And the next morning, they called me
back. A different one said, 'No, you don't have it.' So
that year, they had someone else here. So, he didn't
like the high school and wanted to leave. So that
summer, the superintendent called me in— the same one,
who the summer before, had said a woman with young
children doesn't have any place being a high school
principal. Even though I— he didn't know that I wanted
it. So he called me and said, 'Would you like to have
the job?' And I said, 'Yes."
So, although she entered administration because of the moral
support of her fellow reading teachers, she could have been
thwarted in her efforts to become a high school principal by
the philosophy of the superintendent.

Dr. Quincy's youngest

child had just turned two, but this apparently was not held
against her.

In fact, Quincy's administrative history is

unique to the other women in this study.

She was a teacher

for only five years before becoming an elementary principal.
She was assistant principal at the high school for five years
and has been the principal of the high school now for
13 years.
It was a combination of opportunity and staff support
that convinced Dr. Melissa Goforth to pursue the high school
principalship.

Goforth taught 11 years at the school where

she is now principal before becoming the assistant principal
for 12 years.

In fact, speaking of those 12 years as a high

school assistant principal, she said "...the assistant
principalship, with what I was doing was my career goal."
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Goforth, likewise, pointed to the influence and support of
the staff in encouraging her as assistant principal to seek
the opening as their principal.

"I never envisioned myself,

even one year ago, I never envisioned myself as principal of
this school....

I kept looking around like who is— who is

gonna be principal of this place, you know.

And then the

faculty began to urge me to— to do it."
Offered the Job
For all intents and purposes, the next three women did
not presume to be interested in administration until they
were literally presented with the job offer.

Dr. Joyce

Langston said, "I must have made that decision [to be a
school administrator] to some degree when I decided to be in
the leadership course [which was under the auspices of the
school board for the central office]."

However, she went on

to explain that in the summer of 1970, she was teaching
summer school and had been in the leadership training course:
I received a call early one morning, asking if I'd like
to become an assistant principal in what was then a
junior high, grades 7, 8, and 9; and I said, 'Well, I'd
like to think about it. When could I tell you— maybe a
week later?' So, he said, 'Oh, no, I need to know by
such and such a time today.' So, I had just a very few
minutes to think about it; and I did take it, later
thinking what in the world have I done?
Even though Dr. Langston's entry into administration was
by invitation rather than her own initiation, she related a
story which she said may have indicated even as a child that
she had ambitions to be a principal:
I'm sure that in the back of my mind, the idea of being
a principal must have appeared. When I was a little
girl, we played school, and I was always the teacher.
When I was in the 8th grade, I was in an eight-room
school. I kept the principal's register. I did a lot
of things for him. You know. I— well, I don't say I
kept it. I helped him with it a great deal. Even then,
I guess I saw myself as a... to some degree knowing how
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to run the school.
Dr. Langston's educational career spans 41 years.
literally came up the ladder.

"I

You know, step by step.

Nobody could have come up the— -the rungs of a career ladder
more than I did.

Not to miss one."

After entering

administration in 1970 as an assistant principal of a junior
high for two years, she moved to another junior high as
assistant principal for three years.

Then in 1975 she became

the principal of another junior high school.

It was in 1979

that she became principal of the high school where she has
spent the past 14 years.
Like Langston who was asked to accept an administrative
position which she had not actively pursued, Susan Arnold and
Sheila Edwards experienced similar situations.

Arnold

related the following that occurred 11 years into her
educational career— eight years in the classroom and three
years in a federal project:
When I was a teacher, I had no interest or desire to be
in administration. After I went through the
[administrative endorsement] program, I thought, 'Well,
that's nice to have.' If I ever needed it, why it's at
least another option.
But I was absolutely happy
teaching. I loved my classes. I loved teaching. I
loved what I did, etc. When I decided to go into
administration is when I was sitting in the bathtub
taking a bath, and they called me and said, 'Susan, we
want you to go be the assistant principal.' At that
point, I said, 'Okay.' I mean, I am not one of these
people where it was a burning desire and all this other
kind of stuff. Hy life has been very much wonderful;
opportunities have tended to come along when I was ready
for them, so. My years of administration— and that has
been basically the sequence of every other
administrative change that I have had.
Arnold was assistant principal at several schools before
becoming a "small school principal" which is the equivalent
of being a principal of a "pod" of a large school whose
enrollment was 2700.

From there, she became the principal of
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a middle school and then became the principal of a high
school where she has been now for five years.
Sheila Edwards had not been interested in leaving the
classroom either,

she had had teaching experience in

elementary, high school and with the National Teacher Corps.
She reiterated the same type of introduction into the field
of administration as Arnold:
Never thought about it. Never had thought about being a
principal until the day that J.D. Andrews asked me if 1
would be the interim principal, and to show you how much
I was dedicated to my classroom, I said, 'Yeah, why not?
I'll give it a try, but I demand that I'm allowed to
pick my substitute that will be in my classroom for
those two months.' Because I had those kids going
somewhere, and I wanted it to continue.
Edwards was the interim principal of an elementary school for
two months and then for two years the teaching-principal.
She then moved to another elementary school as principal for
another two years before she was, likewise, presented with
the "opportunity11 of becoming a high school principal.

Once

again, she did not pursue the position, but how the turn-ofevents presented the "opportunity" is intriguing.

The former

principal, a man, had taken a position in the central office
as supervisor.
...seven years ago Hampton High .School had a bad
reputation as being a school where there was drugs, not
only marijuana but some harder drugs, that discipline
was out of control, faculty morale so low that, you
know, teacher absenteeism was just rampant, and
whatever. That's just a few of the things that were
said to me.
But realizing that four different males in this county,
because Carter County likes to keep the jobs in the
county— that four different males had been "interviewed"
for this job and that they all had decided not to take
it— and then in a faculty meeting here at Hampton High,
the Superintendent and Hr. Winters, the present
principal at that time, explained to the faculty that
they were having a hard time getting someone to take the
job and did anybody have any suggestions. And that was
probably the first time this faculty had ever had a
voice.
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And a lady by the name of Helen Fenny, who was my high
school Algebra I, IX, geometry, trigonometry teacher and
was still on staff, she has retired now since I— well,
she retired last year. But she had taught mathematics
here for— gosh, 38 years, I guess, but anyway, she asked
the question, 'Does it have to be a man?' And from what
everybody's told me, eyes got great big, and mouths
dropped open, you know; but the Superintendent at that
time said, 'Well, I don't guess so. If you have an idea
who? Do you have a suggestion?' And she said, 'Well,
what about Sheila Edwards? She's done wonders at Little
Milligan.'
So that day I received a call from the board member and
he asked me if I would be interested in going to Hampton
High School. And I said, 'Gosh, I don't know.' I said.
'You know. I said, I've heard a lot of bad things about
what's going on down there,' and I said, 'I'm very
concerned because my son is there at school, and he— he
will be a junior next year. And naturally I'm concerned
about it,' but I said, 'I don't know if I can do the job
or not.' And I said, 'You know, I was his teacher in the
eighth grade for math and science, and I promised him at
that time that I would never teach in the same school
that he was in. Not because he couldn't handle it, but
because of the peer pressure that is placed on him.'
So, I just said, 'No,' you know and hung up the phone.
Well the next day, Mrs. Penny, the math teacher that had
suggested me, called, and she talked to me, and she told
me how much she believed in me— that she just knew I
could do it....
And I said, 'Well, I've already told
them no, but— but I'll talk to my son this afternoon
and— and see if he thinks we can handle it.'
So. I did, and he literally cried. This boy that's
going to be a junior the next year, you know, tears
running down his face. And he said, 'Mom, you just
don't know what it's like.' He said, 'In the eighth
grade, you didn't know that I had to sit and listen to
other kids calling you names.'
And I said, 'Well, and I'm sure you'd have to do that at
the high school level, too.' I said, 'Well, what did
you do in the eighth grade?' He said, 'Realizing they
didn't know what they were talking about, I just went on
about my business.' I said, 'Well, that's what you would
do if— if I was up in the high school.' So, finally,
after telling him there was a little bit more money, you
know, and whatever that he would be going to college
before long, and we could use the money and whatever;
he— he finally decided that 'We'd give it a try, Mom.'
But when he said, 'We'll give it a-try, Mom,' I— I knew
that I was going.
So, I called them that night and told them if they were
still interested in placing me here that I was willing
to give it a try. So, I came, and I've been here ever
since.
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Sheila Edwards certainly did not pursue the position of
principal at this troubled high school.

Unlike the others

who were offered positions, her position was not a "plume;"
in fact, as she indicated, it had been turned down by four
men.

Even more heart rendering was the confrontation with

her son about the job because he would be there in the school
as a student.

So, against those odds, Edwards took on the

job and has been there now for seven years.
Nearly all of these 17 women, who are high school
principals now, came into their administrative positions
without any real career plan in mind.

All but one of the

17 had entered education to teach without having any
additional plans for advancement.

The majority of the women

had taught for a lengthy period of time before assuming any
administrative position.

The route of assistant principal

was the most prevalent to the high school principalship for
these women.

A few entered the high school principalship

after some perseverance.

Some of the women were fortunate

enough to be offered a position in administration.

Some

sought the high school principalship position only when the
opportunity presented itself, and it was the right time and
place.

Overall though, the majority of the women did not

have the position of high school principal as a longterm
goal.
Whv_the Women Pursued a High School Principalship
The 17 women high school principals answered quickly and
in detail that an administrative position was not a long term
goal for them but evolved over time and primarily when the
opportunity presented itself.

To the question, "Why did you
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decide to become a high school principal?”, the answers were
direct and honest and anything but cryptic.

Hendrix

answered, "Well, I guess I wanted to be a principal.”
Sutherland replied, "I didn't.

They decided for me.”

responded simply, "I think it was the time.”

owster

Even Cloud, who

was interested in administration for financial reasons,
likewise, spoke the obvious and said, "The position opened
up.”

McGlothlin, who had been a guidance counselor doing

administrative work for years for what she called an
ineffective principal, responded, "I might as well get the
pay."

Dr. Langston, who said she had climbed every rung of

the career ladder, admitted that as a core teacher she had
the preparation for the principalship.

For Dr. Goforth, the

reason for wanting to be a high school principal was "Faculty
support....
outsider."

We— none of us felt comfortable with inviting an
Arnold answered it was a good career move and

acknowledged the financial benefits by saying, "Certainly the
money was there."
Several of the others mentioned more philosophical
reasons and the challenge.

Dr. Whitson, for one, mentioned

the challenge of being a high school principal and continued:
Well, I'll— -I'll be perfectly honest with you. That— I
made that decision— it was a very, very, very difficult
decision because Hegs Middle School was absolutely the
most phenomenal place you've ever seen. I hand-picked
the entire staff. I had a computer program that is
nationally recognized— I mean, I had no reason to want
to leave that at all. Some teachers that had worked
with me off and on for fifteen years who had followed me
from place to place, some of the best you've ever seen.
I love middle school age kids. But I realized that I
was moving into the last part of my experience that I
had not had. So, when it looked like it was going to
work, with a— with a pain in my stomach and a tear in my
eye, I asked Cor it believing that it was something that
I personally needed to do to kind of round out some
experience for me*
Dr. Whitson went on to say that she had thought about college
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teaching when she retired and that this was an influence on
her decision to go into administration.

She wanted to be

well-informed about many facets of public education.

She did

not want to be like some of her college level and graduate
level teachers:

"And I can tell you that their information

was at least squewed if not inaccurate."
Sheila Edwards, who accepted the principalship of the
troubled school that four men had turned down, answered, "The
thrill, the agony, and I would be lying if I did not say to
you the power."

Dr. Jan Wycott admitted that as an assistant

principal, she could not "put forth her agenda."

She also,

like Edwards, acknowledged that "people in this position love
power."
Dinsmore answered, "Giving."

She was giving her

creative energies to break down traditional activities, to
break the mold.

Again, she repeated her belief that from a

classroom she could give a lot to 150 students, but from the
position of principal, she could "Affect more students."
Although Dr. Quincy jokingly whispered, "I was crazy;" she
then explained, "I like to see a little bit of structure in
an organization and always trying to make things better...."
Like Dinsmore 's "giving," Priscilla
had a lot to contribute."

Mays answered, "I felt I

Specifically, she mentioned her

talents in the secondary program - in curriculum and in good
people skills.

For Margaret Botcher, who went from being the

English teacher and librarian at her high school to the
principal, the answer was "change."

"And I felt here was

another chance to make a change, and 1 wanted to try."
Lucille Gendron reiterated, "The challenge X guess.”
Ellen Baxter, the only woman of the 17 who truly had a
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career goal of becoming a high school principal said it so
well:
Well, the principal makes the difference. The principal
makes the difference in a school. The teachers are the,
I think, the heartbeat of the school. If you don't have
a good group supporting you, your school's not gonna
work. But the leadership, the principal sets the tone
of the whole school climate.
Success Rate
What appears to be so astounding is that of the 17
women high school principals in Tennessee in this study,
IS of them would say that the position they are in now as
principal was their "first attempt" to be a high school
principal.

In other words, these 15 women made no

"unsuccessful tries" for the principalship.

Only Priscilla

Mays and Dr. Jan Wycott acknowledged seeking the position of
high school principal unsuccessfully.

Mays related, "I

submitted letters three years in a row, and I heard nothing.
Wycott explained that she had made five attempts, "They post
it, and then they hold interviews.

And I was a finalist

about three or four times."
In scrutinizing the "success rate" of these 15 women,
one must not forget to look at several factors.

For one,

their ages at the time ranged from 40 to 62 years old.

The

average length of service in their systems amounted to 28
years.

Fourteen of them came to the principalship via other

administrative positions, primarily as assistant principals
at the high school level.

Certainly, these factors, when

taken into consideration, might give a more insightful look
at their overwhelming "initial success" of moving into a high
school principalship."
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Future Career Goals
As to future career goals or aspirations, six of the
seventeen women mentioned impending retirement.

Five of the

seventeen - Dr. Joyce Langston, Priscilla Hays, Sarah Quincy,
Dr. Angela Whitson, and Dr. Jan Wycott indicated that they
had no pressing aspirations at this point because they were
"not through" in their present positions.

Hidge Cloud

indicated, "We're currently advertising for assistant
superintendent, and I've applied."

Three other women also

mentioned the possibility of seeking the superintendency.

In

addition to being interested some day in being
superintendent, one of the women high school principals, Bess
Sutherland also indicated a desire to get her doctorate.
Vanessa Dinsmore continued to mention that she does not see
herself at the end of her career path, but acknowledged again
that she would like to be a coordinator of programs at the
superintendent's office.

Although Susan Arnold mentioned the

possibility of going back to her horseback riding
instruction, she also mentioned the possibility of going
"... in to some specialty kinds of areas of— either consulting
or as a presenter...."

Several of the women - Sheila

Edwards, Dr. Melissa Goforth, and Dr. Angela Whitson aspired to teach at the college level.
The career paths of these 17 women presented some
interesting revelations.

Like some of the studies in the

review of literature, the women in this study, for the most
part, lacked any career plans other than teaching.

They had

chosen the field of teaching for divergent reasons - some for
practical reasons and some because of parental expectations
or pressure.

A majority of them, however, had-been
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Influenced to become a teacher because of the impact of one
of their own teachers.

Several of the women gave interesting

accounts of these influential women teachers:

Mrs.

Fitzgerald who never scolded but comforted the young Angela
Whitson; Mrs. Short who took Cassie Owster to musical
programs; and the old maid seventh grade teacher of Ellen
Baxter who managed to bring her students library books from
the city library even though she did not drive and
transportation for her was a problem.
Generally speaking, these women became high school
principals without any real career plan.

Unlike their male

counterparts, the women had taught longer and were typically
older when they became principals.

For the majority of them,

getting into administration and seeking a principalship was a
focus of mid-life.

Most made the conscious effort when they

no longer had small children for whom to care.

Entering

education with only the idea of teaching, most of the
17 women principals let their careers "evolve.”
Host of the women admitted that they sought a
principalship because the "opportunity" presented itself.
Some were literally offered the job.
in the right place at the right time.

Some admitted to being
Some acknowledged the

support and sponsorship of a superior or the faculty.
As to why they sought the high school principalship,
some mentioned the "challenge."

A goodly number indicated

that the principalship would afford them the opportunity to
effect change, to have more impact, to set their own agenda.
Several even mentioned finances and power.
Of particular import is the success rate of these women
into a high school principalship.

Fifteen of the 17 achieved
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the position of high school principal on the first try.

Only

two of them indicated having to make additional efforts.
This at first seems extraordinary that these women would be
so successful; however, it would appear that there were
perhaps other variables which influenced their success.
These women assumed the positions of high school principals
in mid-life after many years of teaching and via the
assistant principal position or other administrative
position.

They had established a high degree of professional

reputation in their school systems.

For them, it truly was

"the right time and the right place."
In addition to their success rate, the fact that many of
these women now have additional career plans is also
noteworthy.

These are the same women who entered education

with no aspirations other than to teach.

However, with time

they moved into administration and eventually to the high
school principalship.

Now at this point in their careers

many of them have acquired additional career goals.
17, six mentioned impending retirement.

Of the

Five indicated that

at this time they were not "through" with the work to be done
at their high schools.

One of the 17 had already applied for

an assistant superintendent position, and three others
mentioned being interested in a superintendency position in
the future.

Several of the women alluded to having an

interest in college teaching.

For women who at the beginning

of their careers in education had no career path to speak of,
the majority of these women now have additional career
aspirations.
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Role Models to Mentors
This study has attempted to utilize several of the
interview questions to provide some insight into who, in
their personal and in their professional lives, impacted the
personal and professional development of these 17 women high
school principals.

The women were asked to respond to who

their role models were growing up and to who were their
professional role models.

The 17 women high school

principals were later asked about the people who had
influenced and supported them in their career aspirations.
More specifically, the women were asked to identify the
people who were the greatest source of influence to their
entering administration and becoming a high school principal.
Likewise, the women were asked to identify anyone who might
have been their mentor - someone who personally guided,
directed, and counseled them.
At this point in the study, the responses of each of the
17 women high school principals to the questions about role
models and mentors are presented individually to capture the
essence of who truly influenced them personally and
professionally.
' Dr. Melissa Goforth
Perhaps the most unusual story came from Dr. Melissa
Goforth.

Dr. Goforth became the principal of the high school

where she had been a teacher for 11 of her 17 years of
teaching and then assistant principal for 12 years:
The faculty of this school was the— the greatest
influence on my becoming the principal. Perhaps you
don't know this. My husband is the superintendent.
That, in fact, was one factor that made me hesitate. He
is popularly elected. And last summer was his reelection. So, he was having to recommend-his wife to be
principal of the largest high school in the county at
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the same time that he was trying to be re-elected.
worked. He was re-elected, and I was hired.

It

As Goforth related, her promotion was never used against her
husband in the election.

She felt it was because theirs is a

very small county where it is not unusual "...to find family
members working in the same industry, same school— that is
the nature of our county." Likewise, Goforth also added
"...that I had served for so long in this school that there
was very little criticism that could be made."
Stating that her husband never asked her to reconsider
or "back off," Goforth, instead, related that he said,
"you're the one," and "Don't think about your relationship to
me; you think about only the relationship to that school." In
yet another unique situation, Goforth also mentioned her
admiration of the principal before her whom she had taught in
school.

"And it was a— a great relationship because we had

that student-teacher relationship and then the— the
professional relationship, too; and I still miss him."
As far as role models growing up, Goforth mentioned the
influence of her parents, "The encouragement was always there
to improve, to get a good education." Likewise, Goforth
recognized the influence of her grandfather and his love of
politics as a reason for her eventual choice to teach
history.
...I realized I should have known all along because I
had a grandfather who was very much politically
oriented. He never ran for anything, but he was always
involved in the political process, and I should have
realized that my interest was there because I enjoyed
talking with him so much.
In answering who her professional role models were, Goforth
mentioned undergraduate and graduate professors.

In fact,

she said, "I became a history teacher because of a history
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teacher at Latnbath College.

I'd— I'd never even considered

myself interested in history until I was in his class.,, she
also remarked that the chairman of her doctoral committee
also became a professional role model.
Nine of the 17 women high school principals considered
themselves to have had mentors.

Only Or. Melissa Goforth

named a family member, her husband, as her mentor.

She said:

...he is— he's a great school man. He has common sense
in dealing with things and deals— deals with all kinds
and— and all levels of people. He can talk to the
poorest education— educated person and make them
understand, or he can speak on— on educated levels, as
well. So, he's— he's one that I admire most.
Dr. Angela Whitson
Like Goforth, another one of the women high school
principals, Dr. Angela Whitson, mentioned the support of the
previous principal who had also been a good friend and the
support of her husband in assuming the position of a high
school principal:
Well, I— I have to come back to my husband, again, who
has been my biggest cheerleader since I was 18 years
old. We— we neither one have any parents so we— we
always laugh and say we raised each other. But he
always— he— he has always recognized that I have to have
something different and kind of renewing kind of like
cycle, and he encouraged me to go ahead and do this.
Even with the support of her husband and the previous
principal, Dr. Whitson was quite adamant that she did not
have a mentor stating "No, in this system, it's toss you off
the deep-end, and 'Godspeed', and 'Good Luck.' You're on your
own.
In responding to the question about role models, Dr.
Whitson related that by the time she was 18, she was "pretty
much orphaned."

Prior to that time, her mother had died, and

her father was too sick to care for her and the other
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children.

Her grandmother moved in with them to take care of

the children and the ailing father.

They even called her

"Mom."
And she was an extremely bright, beautiful, and very
creative woman. Hade all of her own clothes, and I
always wanted to be exactly like her. And by the time I
was 12, I was 5'7", and she was 5'2". There wasn't any
hope, so, but I absolutely adored her. She was a
perfectionist, and yet there was a certain spontaneity
about her. I mean, she seemed to have a real— in
looking back, there seemed to be a real balance with her
about those kinds of things.
In addition to her grandmother who was a role model for
her growing up, Whitson also recognized Mrs. Fitzgerald as
"Professionally, my idol...." and Mary Murrell as another
professional role model.

The story about Mrs. Fitzgerald,

who was Whitson's second grade teacher, has already been told
because it was she who influenced Whitson to go against the
wishes of her parents to become a teacher.

Whitson said of

her, "But she always smelled good, and she held my hand
tight, and she let me sit in her lap, and she rocked me, and
she read beautiful stories to me, and she never criticized
me, and she didn't put me down or say harsh things or
anything."

Whitson began teaching when she was only 19.

This is when she met Mary Murrell and made her a role model,
"...by watching her and doing everything she did, I learned
how to teach school.

X didn't learn how to teach school in

college."
Priscilla Mays
Priscilla Mays, like those women already mentioned,
included not only the previous principal, but other
principals for whom she had worked, and her husband as giving
her the greatest sources of support and influence to her
becoming a high school principal.

Mays' husband was also in
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education as a teacher, but the year after her appointment,
he became an assistant principal.

She did* not feel that she

had had a mentor supporting her.
Mays recognized and extolled the influence of teachers
as her role models for her growing up.

She specifically

named two high school teachers, both women, Ann Russell and
Eleanor Barnes who taught English and history, respectively.
Acknowledging that they helped prepare her for college, she
said, "I look back now, and I thank them over and over for
what they did - good study skills, organizational skills,
research.
As for professional role models, Mays again mentioned
women - this time women in administrative roles.

She first

named a middle school principal, Helen Brixey, who was her
principal as a student and whom she characterized as "a very
authoritative figure."

she also named Mary Lukenov and

Deborah Bean, two women who were the only women middle school
administrators in her county when Bhe graduated from U.T. and
with whom she eventually worked.
Jill McGlothlin
Another of the women high school principals, Jill
McGlothlin felt that her grandmother was her role model
growing up.

"...I lived with her until I was six, and I

think that— that she had a lot to do with the type of
disposition that X have."

As for professional role models,

McGlothlin, who was herself a science teacher for 9 years,
selected "a very strong science teacher" who also happened to
be her aunt by marriage now and said, "...she was very
influential in making me think I could do things."

She also
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gave credit to Dr. Stevens as a professional role model
declaring, there "was not doubt I would have never even
attempted this [high school principalship] if— if it hadn't
been for her."
Jill McGlothlin, like some of the other women high
school principals, mentioned her husband as an important
influence for his support of her in pursuit of a high school
principalship, even acknowledging him first in her remarks.
Then, she mentioned the high school librarian, Miss Groomes,
calling her "kind of my cheerleader."

McGlothlin, who, in

addition to other educational experiences, taught science for
9 years and then was a counselor in the same school where she
is now principal, recognized the support of the staff.
McGlothlin felt that "...most of the staff that I worked with
were— -they were ready for change; they were ready
for something to happen, so they were supportive, also."
Bess Sutherland
Bess Sutherland gave most of the credit for the greatest
source of influence to her becoming a high school principal
to Evelyn Bryan from the central office whom she also called
her mentor. . In addition, she mentioned the support of her
husband, the board member from her area, and the director of
schools.
Sutherland had been asked as a middle school principal
with four year's experience to move to the high school where,
as she put it, there were some problems.

With mixed

feelings, she accepted the position presented by the director
of schools.

This still allowed her to work directly with

Evelyn Bryan who was supervisor of secondary education and
had responsibility for the middle schools and the high
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schools,

in her words, Sutherland said, " And so, very

supportive. 'You can do it.

Don't worry.' You know, 'If

there's anything I can do'— all that kind of thing.

So,

usually if I have a problem, I'll sound it off of her first."
Although Sutherland was very complimentary of these
people for their support of her advancement to a high school
principalship, Sutherland could not name anyone as a
professional role model.

However, she, like several others,

recognized her mother as a role model growing up saying,
"Although she was a housewife all her life, she really wanted
the best for the kids, and she ran the house.

Additionally,

Sutherland included two aunts as role models.

"And those

three women made you think you could do anything."
Ellen Baxter
Ellen Baxter felt her parents were her role models
growing up and also recognized the support of her own family,
her husband and children, in her pursuit to be a high school
principal.

After all, she was the one woman high school

principal who had had the goal of becoming a high school
principal early on and had purposely postponed her goal until
she finished raising her children.
support of the teachers.

She also mentioned the

She had only been the assistant

principal one year in the school, but then the school became
a site-based decision making school.

"And it takes a

different personality, and I guess a lot of the teachers felt
that I had the personality that suited people working
together rather than top-down administration.
just kind of happened.

And it— it

In addition, she mentioned "a couple

of close teacher friends" who also gave her professional
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support.
In an unusual twist, Baxter mentioned all of the
administrators that she had served under as being role models
for what not to be.

"...I sort of looked at the negatives

that I didn't want to be a part of my professional tenure as
a principal.

And I kind of blended them all, and the things

that I liked about them and the things I maintained I didn't
like about them.

So a lot of them helped me."

Baxter, however, spoke quite strongly about a woman whom
she recognized as her mentor.

The woman has been in

education for about 30 years and has been a principal of a
junior high school for 11 or 12 years.

As Baxter said, "I

admire her very much because she is an innovative visionary,
and she knows what she's doing, and she does it with
confidence."

Remarking that the most successful women in her

own school district are women, Baxter added that this woman
is also highly thought of by her teachers and has been very
successful.

She concluded, "I guess I have watched her

through the years, and I knew her, and I would call her for
advice.
talk to.'

And X told her, 'You're the kind of person X need to
And she accepted that...."

Margaret Botcher
Margaret Botcher was yet another woman high school
principal who mentioned the encouragement of family.

She

also indicated that her mother and two aunts who were
executive secretaries were role models for her growing up.
Xn her pursuit of a high school principal position, Botcher
also went on to recognize the encouragement of the
superintendent who was female and the board members who
"...indicated they would consider my application favorably."
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However, Botcher gave most of the credit for support to the
parents.

She said, "I think the parents' requests were as

influential as anything." Like others, Botcher did not have a
mentor.
Dr. Jan Wvcott
Dr. Jan Wycott also included a family member as giving
her the "greatest source" of influence to become a high
school principal and also as her role model growing up.

For

her, it was her father who himself had been a high school
principal.

It was only because of her parents' insistence

that Wycott entered into an education field in college, again
revealing the depth of their influence on her.

In addition

to her father, Wycott mentioned a woman named Samella Spence
under whom she had done her first administrative work and
whom Wycott also called her professional female role model.
She acknowledged that a female assistant superintendent had
given her the most support as she went after this job.

Dr.

Wycott also talked about another person's influence; in
essence, she was recognizing what he had said to her and the
remark's impact on her more than the impact of the person.
She explained:
And— and then this person was not a great influence to
and didn't really say too much but one time. But I
taught at one school for nine years, and then I
transferred to another school. At that school the
principal just said to me, 'You're a born leader.' And
that gave me the impetus to go from there.
Wycott remarked that perhaps "...I needed that for
confidence." To the question of whether she had a mentor or
not, she responded:
Well, I don't know that I had a mentor who did those
things [guided, directed, and counseled].• I just sort
of did that on my own. There were people that I
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respected and— and observed them, but as far as their
doing anything special, they didn't really do anything.
Midge Cloud
To the questions about role models, Midge Cloud
responded, "My role models are all male."

However, as she

elaborated, she contradicted herself by including a woman.
My role model growing up was my grandad. He came to
this country from Lithuania. He had been a— more or
less a tenant farmer. His father was* He had four
brothers. The Russian Army came to his farm to impress
his four brothers into service, and they refused. When
they refused, they shot them, and they told my
grandfather who was about 14 then that they would be
back in a year for him. His family smuggled him out of
the country to England. He had had probably six months
of formal education in his entire life, but he spoke six
languages fluently, and he read and wrote for the other
Lithuanian people in the neighborhood. He would write
letters for them and interpret for them and he— he
constantly impressed upon me what a difference education
can make In your life. He had so much respect for his
peers because of his level of— of education and ability;
and so he was growing up role model.
At this point, Cloud mentioned a lady who "affected my life"
by being supportive and helpful.

Her name was Mrs. Murray.

"She was a Black lady that worked in the neighborhood
grocery.

Her husband was a custodian at Ohio State

University, but he was so well thought of and respected, they
named a building after him.

She constantly pitched for me to

go to college, to do better."
In a surprising twist of information, Cloud then
revealed that a previous principal was also a professional
role model but not for the reason

that one would

expect.

First of all, the chain of events

bringing Cloud

into

administration at the middle school level and leading to her
position as the high school principal must be explained in
her own words:
And a friend called and told me there was a job openin
Sumner County at Hawkins Junior High, and so I went and
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applied. The principal didn't like me. And he told
the— the friend of mine who was an assistant that he
could hire me if he wanted, but when I fell on my face,
the principal would be there to see it, and he told me
I'd have to coach basketball to get the job. So I did.
So I started out teaching ninth grade math for which I
really was not endorsed. So I went to Treveca and got
my endorsement in math while teaching ninth grade. I
had taught for one year in Hawkins and my husband was
diagnosed with leukemia, and then at the same time
decided to take termination from his job 'cause he
didn't want to move to West Virginia. And so we kind of
were locked into this area. I continued to teach math.
I sponsored cheerleading; I was basketball coach; I
sponsored the annual one year; I did the pompom squad,
ran the bookstore; I did almost every activity in junior
high that there is to do.
And then my husband died in '79. As it turned out, the
lady that was, what he called dean of students, handled
girls' discipline and lots of other things and taught
one class, she transferred to another school. I did not
even apply for the job. I was just coming from the
death of my husband. I didn't want to be that involved
in it. And so, the lady who took it ended up having a
breakdown in the middle of the year. And so he put me
in that job, so in '80 I started in administration.
And then the principal, the same one that thought I
would fall on my face, started encouraging me to go back
and get my Master's degree. So I started that, I guess
in '82, I started in the summer of '82. I was taking 13
hours on special permission, and my mother died. And
so, I was going back and forth to Ohio to settle her
estate and take care of all of that. My children by
this time were— two were out of school, one was in
college and the other was working, and two were in high
school; so, you know, they were getting older. So, I
went ahead and got my Master's degree from TSU.
I applied for every job in Sumner County in
administration that opened up. As Dean of Students, I
was teaching a class, handling discipline, running the
bookstore, doing all the administrative duties that the
assistant principal did, but I was making a teacher's
salary plus $500. That was all I was making, and so, I
started applying for administrative positions. I
applied for 13 in the county and was not hired.
The one that I was offered was over here at Hunter as
assistant principal, but it was a lateral move because
at that time the county didn't have real assistant
principals at the middle schools, and I knew my
principal well enough to know that if I made a lateral
move, he would do— he would be very unhappy. And he was
the kind of person that could cause you problems; and
so, I turned down that one offer. Then, he retired— the
principal at Hawkins. I applied for the job. The
assistant principal who had been there for 14 years
applied, and we were both passed over.
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At that time, I told the Director of Instruction at the
county that I probably was gonna leave Sumner County. I
was teaching staff development for him. I'd been
involved in several activities teaching teachers, and I
enjoyed that, but I felt that county that was promoting
people who were less qualified, primarily because one of
the applicants was female, was not the county where I
needed to be. And so I was prepared to leave at the end
of that year.
In November of 1984, they brought charges against the
principal at Beech High School [where Cloud is now
principal], and those charges eventually caused him to
be removed in March of '85. The assistant principal who
was one of the people responsible for bringing the
charges, and so he developed heart problems due to the
stress, and so they had put the Director of Instruction
as acting principal. When that assistant developed
heart problems, he told the— the superintendent that he
needed some help, and he asked for me. And so, I came
here in April of '85 as assistant principal and was
named acting principal of the school the last day of
school in June of '85. I was here until July, and the
local court ruled, and the judge said that he was ruling
against the local court, and the judge said he was
ruling against the legal precedence, but he was acting
on behalf of the youth of Sumner County, and he placed
the principal back. And so, I was removed and went to
central office, and my title up there was Program
Evaluation Specialist, and I was up there for a year.
In June of '86, the next level of court removed the
principal. And so, the superintendent called me in and
told me the school was mine if I wanted to go back. And
I came to Beech in July of— or, yeah, July of '86, and
I've been here ever since.
Getting back to the question of professional role models
then, Midge Cloud referred to the principal of the middle
school who did not want to hire her and who said he would be
there to see her fall on her face as a role model.

However,

she did indicate that he later began to encourage her to
pursue a Master's in administration.

This same principal was

named by Cloud as being a professional role model later in
life,

"...the man that was my principal that didn't want to

hire me was very effective many times because I saw so many
things that he did that I didn't like."

For her then, this

man was a role model in reverse as the epitome of what not to
be.

It's probably not surprising that Midge Cloud also named
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the director of instruction, Hr. Charles Wright, who brought
her to the high school as assistant principal while he was
then the acting principal as a positive professional role
model.
As for who gave her the most support and influence as
she became a high school principal, Cloud mentioned several
individuals who had supported her, but like the previous
women, she also mentioned family.

As a widow, she talked of

the support of her children and said, "My children are very
proud of what I've accomplished, and they tell me that
frequently."

In addition. Cloud mentioned Hr. Bills and Mr.

Williams:
Hr. Bills was the superintendent at that time, and he
gave me the opportunity— he gave me the chance, kind of
propelled me forward, told me I could do it, and let me
go. Mr. Williams was a board member at that time,
Harold Williams, and he's our chairman of the board now.
He had been involved in removal of the principal and all
that and— and everybody in the county was aware of the
turmoil in the school; and Mr. Williams would call every
day just to check in, see if I was okay. That kind of
support was tremendous for me.
Cloud also repeatedly recognized the importance of Mr.
Wright who was the director of instruction and her fellow
principals in the system.

Of Mr. Wright, she said, "He was

supportive, and you know, put my name forward and felt I
could do the job."

As for the other principals, Cloud had

nothing but compliments, and her other remarks give some
insight perhaps to how other women at the central office, at
least, perceived a woman becoming a high school principal.
She related the following:
But it's interesting. When I left central office, I
left many women with whom I've— I'd worked closely. Not
one woman ever picked up the phone and said, 'Are you
okay?' or 'Can I do anything to help?' Many of the men
[principals] did. The men recognized the— the size of
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the job's undertaking, and they were more supportive.
The women were not.
As to whether she had a mentor or not, cloud again identified
not only Mr. Wright but the other five male principals.
Although she would not categorize Mr.

Wright as providing a

"strong kind of mentorship," she acknowledged that "...he was
that supportive, and I was able to pick up the phone and say,
'Is this the right thing to do?' and get an answer.

And he

was always there and always willing to help."
As far as mentors, also my other— my counterpart
principals, the five men that were principals when I
came into this role. It was never unusual to have Paul
Decker at Hendersonville call and say, 'Mary, how're you
doing? Is there anything I can help you with?' Dan
Heron at Gallatin. I went to those two schools. They
gave me registration books, handbooks, teacher
handbooks, so that I wouldn't come in the first year
completely at a loss— tremendously helpful.
Midge Cloud seemed to have had some unusual turn-of-events in
her life that eventually lead her into the high school
principal position.

However, she was fortunate to have found

so much professional support in terms of the other high
school principals.
susan_Arnold
Another one of the 17 women principals, Susan Arnold
felt her role models growing up were her family.

"Both my

mom and dad because they— they ran a family business and were
supportive of my interest and activities," said Susan Arnold.
She, likewise, mentioned a female eighth grade teacher who
later became an elementary principal as a role model growing
up.
Although Susan Arnold mentioned Dr. Karns as a
professional role model and several close friends as the
greatest sources of influence to her becoming a high school
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principal, she, nonetheless, gave credit to her family as
mentors and then also to a close personal friend who is a
middle school principal.
As for her support, Arnold also included the middle
school principal and then another person who was not in
education as her closest personal friends.

"And what do you

think, and there's— their approach was 'Yes, you can do this.
This is perfect for you.

You'll be great.' You know, that

kind of real-personal and reaffirming kinds of support."

In

addition, she mentioned the superintendent for curriculum and
the director of secondary education for their support to her
becoming a high school principal.
Perhaps the individual with the greatest influence,
however, was Dr. Leslie Karns who was the principal at the
inner city school where Arnold was a teacher.

According to

Arnold, he was the one who challenged several of the women
teachers, including herself, to go back to school to get
their administrative degrees.
the men teachers as well.

He also did this with some of

According to Arnold,

"He is

responsible for four of us, I know, women, that are either
principals or assistant principals...."

The four women have

continued to remain close because of their association with
Dr. Karns.
To show her belief in Dr. Karns, Arnold related the
following:
If— if he said, 'Susan, I need for you to walk to
Memphis and pick up rocks along the way because it'll
help school,' why I would walk to Memphis for Dr. Karns
and pick up rocks along the way. I mean, you know,
that's the only reason I went to graduate school because
he wanted us to go.
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Vanessa Dinsmore
Another of the women high school principals, Vanessa
Dinsmore, had an influence in her professional life much like
that of Dr. Karns in Susan Arnold's career.

The man's name

was Allan Morgan, whom Dinsmore identified as her mentor.

In

fact, Dinsmore explained that "I— and he did this with all of
the assistant principals under his tutelage— every assistant
principal that he has had has risen to the ranks of principal
or central office.” Dinsmore went on to enumerate the
advancements each of the assistant principals had risen to.
She then added, "He have— Powell High School has become a
training ground.”
To explain Allan Morgan's influence and support, she
went on:
.. .what he— what he did and the expertise he gave was to
say, 'I don't want you to just learn about discipline or
attendance or whatever your--your job description is.'
And we— we learned every facet of the program— whether
we were involved in it or not.
'I want you to know how
to do this. Do you know how to do this?' And it was a
training ground, and I've— I have followed his lead in
incorporating with the two gentlemen that— that are
working with me now [as assistant principals], an
opportunity to— when Jack was here we worked together
on— Jack and Charles Mashburn and I— Jack Henderson is
now the assistant— or the principal at Lenoir City High
School. It was a team effort. It wasn't— I'm gonna
deal with this; whatever the decision was came out of
team effort, and that's a very strong resemblance to
what his— A1 Morgan's leadership style was, but also the
fact that when we— everybody did staff evaluations.
Everybody was involved in some facet of— of discipline.
Every one of us knew how to deal in finances— we all
could sign purchase orders. We all knew we're involved
in— in every facet of the program because at some point
in time, if you don't, then you're not at all prepared—
to take that next step into a high school principal.
Dinsmore's role models growing up were her mother whom
she described as being very strong.

”She only has a high

school education but is extremely astute.”

Dinsmore, like

most all the women high school principals, then added the
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names of teachers who were role models, except Dinsmore made
a very insightful statement prior to stating who they were:
"I think every educator has a female role model— every female
educator has a female role model in the classroom and
that's— was a early emulation of mine."

Dinsmore then

recognized a fifth grade teacher and an eleventh grade
teacher.
Other than Allan Morgan as her mentor, Dinsmore included
several other people who were influential in giving her
support.

"One was my own personal high school assistant

principal as he affected kids and was actively involved and
truly loved education.

He was not a hide-behind-the-office

kind of principal; he was very visible and— called kids by
name and— and was adored and revered.
his name."

Billy K. Nicely was

Sara Simpson guided Dinsmore also, not

necessarily in administration but leadership, and Dinsmore
also recognized her as being her professional role model.
Although she is currently the assistant superintendent, the
two had previously worked together as teachers at Powell.
Dinsmore also added the name of a woman who was co-principal
at Powell for four years, Leola Hodge.

According to

Dinsmore, this helped the community become more accepting of
a woman principal.

Then there was Shirley Underwood, the

assistant principal whose place Dinsmore took.

Underwood

called Dinsmore to tell her that she was going to the central
office and to encourage Dinsmore to go after the position
which she did.
Sheila Edwards
Sheila Edwards named her grandmother immediately not
only as a role model growing up but someone who had been the
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greatest source of influence in her becoming a high school
principal.

Her grandmother as a bedfast invalid with

rheumatoid arthritis had raised her and her brother.

Edwards

also considered her to be "my greatest role model growing
up."

She told this story:
I do not have any recollection of her ever walking. She
raised not only myself but my brother from her bed. I
learned to work at a very early age. For example! I
remember coming home and making flour bread in the first
grade. And her holding her crippled hands to tell me
how much of this to put in and how much of that. She
was an avid reader, and she encouraged me to read.
Every week, I was required and demanded by her to bring
so many books home from our school library. And I
remember reading Jane Evre. a classic, to her when I was
in the third grade. And we read so much every night
before going to bed, a chapter or two, but I learned to
do that, she was also the person in my life that told
me that I wasn't a pretty girl and that I never would be
and not to expect to be. But that I had something that
had been given to me and that 1 needed to use it and
that was my brain.

She also mentioned Vera Johnson her seventh grade teacher and
her influence and role model status.

This woman was

described in one of the previous interview questions as an
old maid school teacher who could not drive but made
arrangements to go to the town library each week in order to
bring her students books.
Next, she identified Fred Bailey "...my very first
principal— working principal— that I worked for...."
And I remember that the first year I taught in the
school, and I walked in for a faculty meeting and here's
this very short man, and I was used to my elementary and
high school principals being male, but they were huge or
maybe in my eyes at that time they were tall. But this
man was very short, and I liked to watch his actions,
and I think 1 studied him to some extent. It was
amazing to me how he could walk into the cafeteria and
even though it wasn't loud, he could stand there and
there was a certain way that he rolled his hand
together; and everybody quieted quickly. Just his
personal mannerisms— he dictated a lot of discipline
without using his voice.
Edwards also mentioned two more people for their support
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of her.

The first of these was J. B. Andrews who had chosen

her as his replacement in an interim principal position for
two months.

And finally, Edwards added to her list Helen

Penny, her former math teacher.

This was the woman who

suggested in a meeting that Edwards be considered for the
position of the high school principal which several men had
turned down because there were so many "problems” at the high
school.
Even with these influential personages in mind, Edwards
identified yet another as someone whom she would call her
mentor.

This was Raymond Hill:

Having taught here for five years before I actually got
into the principalship at an elementary and knowing the
assistant principal at this school by the name of
Raymond Hill and thinking that he was a wonderful
worker— a wonderful educator, whatever— when I went to
Little Milligan as principal, I often called him for
advice. He was another one of those strong
disciplinarians, but, yet he knew how to work with
children. Then later when 1 came back here to Hampton
High, he was my assistant principal, worked with me for
a period of two years.
Terrv Hendrix
Terry Hendrix's role models growing up were her parents,
some teachers, and Sunday School teachers.

Like almost half

of the women high school principals, she had no mentor and
only mentioned in general terms "...some extremely
professional administrators and teachers” as professional
role models.

However, in response to the question of who had

been the greatest source of influence to her becoming a high
school principal, she mentioned the support of a previous
principal.

When Hendrix left the high school, he had been

the principal and was "encouraging” to her.

Hendrix also

went on to extol the supportive efforts of some of the
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community.

Acknowledging that the community already knew her

as an assistant principal, she explained "...there were a
couple of community people who put forth, I feel like, a
great deal of effort to— to encourage the superintendent to
give me the position." She also mentioned the support of
central office staff, in particular the superintendent for
curriculum and the director of secondary education.
Dr. Joyce Langston
To the question of who were your role models growing up,
another of the women high school principals, Dr. Joyce
Langston, also included "wonderful parents," strong
grandparents, and lots of aunts and uncles saying, "X have
been generously blessed all of my life.
people around me."

I have wonderful

In addition, she included her teachers

and a home demonstration agent as other important role models
growing up.

As for her professional role models, Dr.

Langston responded, "Hy principals," and teachers with whom
she had taught saying:
All of the gentlemen under whom X have served have been
men that I believe had very high qualities.' They were
men with high expectations for me. X believe them to be
gentlemen and considerate; and on the other hand, they
very forthrightly stated their expectations. Some other
teachers with whom I've taught sometimes were role
models. X had the— also again, an opportunity to work
with some really, really dedicated teachers.
As to who were the greatest sources of influence to her
becoming a high school principal, Langston mentioned her
immediate supervisor at the time and then the assistant
principals who were at the high school when she arrived.
stated that they "...gave her tremendous support.
stated that she had not had a mentor.

She

Langston
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Lucille Gendrcm
Lucille Gendron, principal for two years of a rural high
school, gave credit to her parents for being role models for
her growing up.

She said, "Although both of them were high

school drop-outs [they both dropped out in the ninth grade],
they still wanted good things for me and pushed me to achieve
them."

Her parents knew what it took to make it in the

world, she said, and from an early age insisted to their four
children that they could quit school when they finished
college.

Gendron gave a rather surprising but discerning

response to the question of professional role models.

"I—

this may not, you may not understand what I'm trying to say,
but I guess I developed a role model within myself because I
wanted— I wanted success from an early age.
somewhat self-motivated."

I just— I was

When asked again for clarification

about her professional role models, she said, "You know there
are a lot of people I look up to and— and think that they
have everything together.

But I think when you try to— to be

like someone, that you're never as successful as if you try
to be yourself."
Speaking to the issue of who had provided the greatest
source of influence to her becoming a high school principal,
Gendron recognized not only the influence of the board of
education but the superintendent for her becoming a high
school principal.

The superintendent of schools, Dr.

Norris, had been a teacher with Gendron at the high school.
She said:
Dr. Norris has observed me working for years. He has—
when Z started to work here, he was a teacher in this
school. He became assistant superintendent and on to be
superintendent, so he has observed my abilities. And I
don't brag about that. You know, that's just— he
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thought that I could do the job,or I think he would
have— have wanted to offer it to me.

not

As for the board of education, Gendron mentioned two
members particularly, both women— Cleo Yokum and Alice
Alexander.

She continued, "They all,

you

know, pat me

on the

back occasionally and say, 'You know,

you

can— you can

and

are showing that you're doing a good job.'"
Gendron stated that her mentor was a close teacher
friend at the high school named Nita Munsey.

"...from the

word go. she wanted me to do it, and she said, 'You can.'
She is a widow and not only did her belief in me help me, but
I also wanted her to go on and get a Master's degree and she
has done that."
Dr. Sarah Quincy
Dr. Sarah Quincy, who assumed administrative duties only
five years into her educational career, felt that a cousin
who was a secretary was a role model for her because, as she
put it, "Because women in my family didn't work."

As for

professional role models, she named Dr. Mildred Doyle, the
superintendent of schools at the time, Tom Shumper who was
assistant superintendent for several years, and Sara Simpson,
who is currently assistant superintendent.

Another of the

women high school principals who is in the same system,
Vanessa Dinsmore, had identified Sara Simpson, as well.

For

Dinsmore, Simpson was a person who gave her a great deal of
support as she rose to the position of principal.
With regard to sources of professional support, Dr.
Sarah Quincy acknowledged the support of the principal, Mr.
Nicely, who hired her as his assistant.

In addition, she

remarked that there were three or four high school principals
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whom she admired and had had the opportunity to work with.
Like some of the other women high school principals who rose
from the ranks at the same school, Quincy also valued the
support of the teachers in her efforts to become a high
school principal.

She said, "A lot of my teachers on this

staff because I had worked here with them."
As for a mentor, Dr. Quincy stated her mentor was Ray
Mullins, the principal of Hall High School.

She elaborated:

...is a more— more calm, level-headed, lean-on-myshoulder kind of a person. So, he was the one if X— I
had a question about a procedure or something, I would
call him because X felt like he was the one that closest
adhered to the county's policies, rather than going out
on his own. So, X felt X could trust whatever
information he gave me.
Cassie Owster
Cassie Owster, who has been the principal of a rural
Tennessee high school for 6 years, perceived that she had had
no mentor.

As for role models growing up and professional

role models, Owster mentioned only one name, Mrs. Eileen
Short.
teacher.

Mrs. Short was a woman teacher and was Owster's piano
Owster, whose teaching career included years of

teaching music and band, conceded that Mrs. Short is the
reason that she became a teacher.
Like many of the other women high school principals,
Owster gave credit for her support in attempting to become a
high school principal to the teachers.

In her situation,

Owster was wanting the position of high school principal and
was encouraged by teachers with whom she worked at another
school and "...even some staff members that were in this
school urged me to take it.
peers."

So X think all the urging of my

she also added that among the teachers, she had one

or two special friends who were also excellent teachers.

"In
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fact, one of my co-sponsors was a male, and at this time, he
is president of the education association here in our county;
and he urged me to go for it.

So, it was not only females;

there were some males also."
The responses of the 17 women high school principals as
to who influenced them personally and professionally have
been presented one by one.

Hopefully, this has provided a

clearer picture of just who these women recognize as
important to them in both their private and professional
lives.

As to who was supportive of their eventual career

goal to become a high school principal, 10 of the 17 women
mentioned "family" or a specific family member by name.

Of

those 10, four mentioned the general term family: one
mentioned her grandmother; one mentioned her children; and
five mentioned their husbands, with one even identifying her
husband as her mentor,

others who were named as providing

support included central office personnel, board members,
community members, parents, previous principals and other
principals, and faculty and staff of the high school.

With

reference to previous principals and school staff or faculty,
these people were in a position to provide support because,
as circumstance would have it, many of these women advanced
from "within the ranks" so that they became principals of
schools where they had taught and/or had been assistant
principals.
Additionally, of the 17 women high school principals,
about half recognized having a mentor or mentors.

With

respect to role models, family members were dominant in the
responses of the seventeen women principals.

Their responses

indicated the following mention of family role models: six
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named " a parent" as role models;

three indicated their

mothers as role models; one of the women mentioned her
father;

four identified a grandmother as a role model; three

suggested a grandfather as a role model; two mentioned aunts;
one of the women named an uncle as a
role model; and one included a cousin as a role model.
Networking with Other Women High School Principals
Although only about half of the 17 women high school
principals recognized having a mentor, every one of the
17 women had indicated having role models and recognized
people in education who had helped them achieve their goal as
a high school principal.

Yet, did they - the women high

school principals - know and/or interact with each other in
some way.

Specifically, one of the interview questions asked

them if they personally knew and/or maintained an
acquaintance with any other woman/women high school
principals.
As indicated previously, two of the larger Tennessee
cities, Knoxville and Nashville, had several women high
school principals.

Memphis had only one woman principal of a

high school grades 9-12, but had several other women
principals of schools 7-12 or 10-12.

Knox County had twelve

high schools with three women high school principals of
grades 9-12 at the time of the study.

Each of the women high

school principals in Knoxville mentioned that the system held
a monthly meeting of high school principals and assistant
principals and central office staff.

Therefore, on a routine

basis, the women were coming in contact with one another
frequently.

According to Dinsmore, this monthly meeting
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provided "

a strong networking system. "

None of the three

Knoxville women high school principals, however, mentioned
one of the other women by name.

Dinsmore did mention Sara

Simpson, the assistant superintendent, saying, "...she
certainly has been our mentor to all that core group...."
Ironically also, Priscilla Hays's husband is Vanessa
Dinsmore's assistant principal, but when asked more
pointedly, "But you don't pick up the phone on a regular
basis or have a buddy system with anyone?", she replied, "Not
really."

Quincy mentioned another group who had been getting

together:
Then probably— it's probably been about six, seven years
ago, one of the assistant principals in one of the high
schools started getting some of us together, and we
might go out for dinner maybe twice a year or three
times a year, but I've only been able to make two or
three of those 'cause I have young children. Of course,
a lot of them didn't. So, and that was more of just a
social thing.
One of the women high school principals, Margaret
Botcher, whose school is near Knoxville, indicated that she
knew one of the women high school principals in Knoxville.
Then Lucille Gendron related that she was in a class on
Tuesday night with Margaret Botcher.

Neither elaborated any

further.
In Nashville, there were four women high school
principals of grades 9-12 at the time of this study.

All of

the four women mentioned the others, not always by name, but
in general terms.

Susan Arnold mentioned the strong personal

friendships that she had made at an inner city high school,
and also said "...but the women high school principals in
Nashville, I find to be very supportive of one another, very
professional in our inner actions."

She also added that the

men principals also were part of this "professional support
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system, " and that "... I would have no problem with picking up
the phone and calling."

Arnold explained that the women "We-

we all communicate with each other because of committee kinds
of things or faculty kinds of issues, or personnel, or
something like that."
routine association.

In her opinion then, theirs is not a
On the other hand, Dr. Whitson gave a

more ambivalent answer to maintaining any routine association
with a woman high school principal:
That's kind of a yes and no with me. I— I have
particular respect for Joyce Langston who is the
principal at Hillsboro High School. She was the first
female high school administrator in Middle Tennessee
probably. And she is a lovely, gracious woman, and a
very knowledgeable lady, and there— and she's also been
president of the principals' association off and on for
a couple of years. And I certainly feel comfortable
■with her and discussed various issues and problems and
policies with her. But as far as maintaining a real
close relationship, I have not. I just haven't. That—
that may say more about me than it does about anybody
else. I just haven't.
Dr. Wycott indicated that she communicated fairly often with
Dr. Spence, principal of a magnet school 7-12, "...usually
when it's a crisis."

In addition, she acknowledged

communicating with several assistant principals.
Of the four women high school principals in Nashville,
Dr. Langston was the only one to mention all of the others by
name.

"In this system, we presently have three other, well

four now, other women principals.

One of those women I

communicate with fairly regularly [Dr. Samella Junior-Spence
who is principal of a magnet school, grades 7-12]; of the
other ones, I would say I don't communicate with any more
regularly than I would with Jan Wycott— Dr. Jan Wycott at
Hunters Lane."

Langston also went on to say, "Susan Arnold

is someone I've known a very, very long time.

Susan Arnold

and I frequently communicate if we have a need to, and I feel
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very, very comfortable talking with any one of those
persons."

She also remarked about Dr. Whitson: "Dr.

Whitson, who is the principal at Hume Fogg Magnet School, is
someone that I knew really when she was in high school but
not well.

I never taught her.

I guess that our paths until

recently have crossed less frequently than Susan Arnold or
Jan Wycott or Dr. Spence because she was the principal of an
elementary school."
Dr. Langston also was the only one of the four who
acknowledged an association with another woman high school
principal beyond Nashville:
high school principals.

" Ves, I do know other women

For quite a while, the principal at

one of the high schools in Memphis and I were usually the
only two women at the— at national conventions.
those conventions."

I saw her at

In her remarks, Ellen Baxter included

references to women who are principals of grades 7-12 and 1012 in Memphis.

Baxter's first remarks also indicated her

opinion of women who have achieved these administrative
positions:
The most successful principals in our school district
that I know are women. I hate to say that, but when I
say "successful," I mean, they know curriculum; they
know management style; they are— they are up to date on
information and maybe it's because they had to be super
good to the job in the first place. But I don't— I very
seldom pick up the phone and call a man principal. Very
seldom, because most of them, especially in
instructional matters, most of them just don't have the
information I need.
Saying that there are two women whom she can call, Baxter
identified one of the women as a Black principal of a junior
high school.

Although a name was not mentioned, it would

appear by her description that this is the same woman she
called her mentor.

"I admire her very much because she is
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innovative, visionary, and she knows what she's doing, and
she does it with*confidence."

The other woman, whom Baxter

named as a mentor, is a high school principal, "and she— she
just knows what's going on.

She's confident; she runs a good

school; and she has information.

If you don't have any

information, I don't have time for you."
Dr. Melissa Goforth indicated there were two women high
school principals with whom she kept in contact.

One was a

"... lady in Memphis that I talked with some years ago when I
was still assistant principal, and I admire her very much."
Goforth also mentioned a good friend of hers who is in her
support system.

This woman is the principal "... of a special

education school not far from here.

So, we still contact one

another."
In answer to their association with any women high
school principals, two of the high school principals, Midge
Cloud and Bess Sutherland, indicated that they knew Miss
Hilda Richardson at Clarkesville High School.

This is the

woman who could not participate in the study because of
impending surgery.

Whereas Midge Cloud had only met her,

Sutherland related that Richardson "... has been very helpful
to me in making the transition from middle school to high
school."
Cloud also said that she had met Jan Wycott of Hunters
Lane.

"My acquaintance with them [Richardson and Wycott] is

when we have an athletic competition."

Cloud remarked that

she had a "much closer contact" with the woman principal of a
middle school which is a feeder to her high school and also
included her female assistant as another with whom she would
have more direct contact on a day-to-day basis.

As for
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Sutherland, she went on to mention the help of Evelyn Bryan,
supervisor of secondary education, when she was moving into
administration in the middle school.
Two of the women high school principals indicated that
their association with women high school principals was in
meetings beyond the confines of their school system or
district.

Jill McGlothlin stated that she would "...see a

couple at TASSP."

Cassie Owster did not make contact on any

consistent basis with another woman high school principal;
however, she met some of these women at conventions and
meetings:
Now there are some high school principals in Delta Kappa
Gamma. X go to the workshops. I go to the convention
at Swanee every year, professional that way. X go— I'm
a member of the Upper Cumberland study— Principal Study
Council, so I meet administrators. X think there is a
woman administrator, or there was, in Jamestown.
Fifteen of the 17 knew or had met other women high
school principals.

The two larger cities, Knoxville and

Nashville, by having three and four women high school
principals respectively had the more obvious opportunity for
building personal and professional acquaintances.
for the most part, this was not the case.

However,

Most of the women

did not maintain any consistent acquaintance past that of
committee meetings and infrequent calls to one another on a
specific issue.

Interestingly, two of the other women high

school principals, Sheila Edwards and Terry Hendrix, did not
even know any other women high school principals.

Only Ellen

Baxter seemed to maintain a strong acquaintance with another
woman high school principal, and Dr. Joyce Langston also
appeared to feel that she "communicated fairly regularly"
with the other women in her system,

overall, though,

probably because there are so few women high school
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principals and because their high schools are so spread out
across the state, there is no feasible opportunity for the
women to maintain much of a consistent acquaintance.
Their Support System
Therefore, based on the fact that there are few women
high school principals in Tennessee and with the information
from the interviews indicating that most of the women high
school principals do not maintain any consistent allegiance
with another woman high school principal, it came as no real
surprise that when the women were also asked with whom would
they usually talk over a work-related problem or who would be
their confidant, a woman high school principal was never even
mentioned.

Instead the answers were dominated by "assistant

principals" and "husbands."

The women literally had

developed their own support systems.

Nine of the 17 women

principals mentioned their assistant principals.

Likewise,

of the 17 women, there were 11 who were currently married
(two were widowed).

Of those 11, seven indicated that they

shared their problems with their husbands.

However, one of

the women, Priscilla Hays, who is married to an assistant
high school principal indicated that she would rarely involve
her husband with school related problems saying, "Because
when I leave here whatever time that may be, I'm exhausted.
I do not want to talk about it." Conversely, one of the women
who was single mentioned that she sought the advice of a man
whom she was seriously dating.

So, on a consistent basis

most of the married women did involve their husbands with
school-related problems.
Four of the women revealed that they shared problems
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with a teacher or teachers on their staff.

Vanessa Dinsmore

believed her 23 years in the same school as English teacher,
assistant principal, and principal had provided her with
close professional confidants:
I have— because of being 23 years in this same building,
I have very close friends that allow me to be
professional, as well as personal; and there are
sometimes that I will say, 'I need— 1 need— tell me what
the tenor of this school is, tell me what— what's going
on, tell me what I need to work on. And they're—
they're friends enough to say, 'Vanessa, you need to do
thus, or this is the feeling of the faculty, and this is
the— the hand hold that we're having right now.' And if
it wasn't for that, we all operate on the premise that
no news is good news, and sometimes that's not true.
Sheila Edwards revealed that she confided in her guidance
counselor:
When she came on this staff two years ago, I told her
that she was part of the administrative team. She had
two years' experience at ETSU in counseling, and I
realized quickly that X had something— and that I had
something. So, not only that but in the last two years,
even though she's only 26 years old, and she just got
married, we've developed a special relationship, and I
guess, since X never had a daughter of my own, I sort of
look at her, X guess, like a daughter, too. So, X would
tell her personal things.
Margaret Botcher identified a teacher who acts as "a devil's
advocate,*1 much like her husband, and Lucille Gendron who
enlisted help with her problems from her assistant
principals, and her husband, like Edwards, sought advice from
her guidance counselor saying, **I have a person who is a
guidance counselor here who has a doctorate— is very up on
things, and X commonly discuss things with her.11

Midge

Cloud, who is widowed, felt comfortable with her assistant
principals in discussing problems, but also mentioned that
she turned to her oldest daughter as a confidante saying, nMy
oldest daughter is an English teacher at Hendersonville, so
she's real familiar with school problems.11
Dr. Jan Wycott relied on Dr. Spence, a female assistant
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superintendent, but she also included a "bridge club."

This

bridge club was not the usual but the" unusual":
And in the bridge club, there are four of us who are in
administration. Well, one is an elementary principal;
one is a middle school assistant; one is retired—
recently retired high school assistant principal, and
myself. And so, inevitably in our bridge meetings, we
get around to talking about school matters.
Without any significant numbers of women in high school
principalships, the 17 women high school principals in
Tennessee typically sought advice from their assistant
principals, husbands, and teachers on staff.

In addition,

some of the women sought advice from women middle school
principals, other high school principals (men), superiors,
and best friends.

Unlike their male counterparts who by

sheer numbers have ample sources of professional networking
with other high school principals, these women by necessity
had to find alternate support systems.
Networking and Career Advancement
As indicated previously, nearly none of the 17 women
high school principals entered the teaching profession with
the long range goal of becoming administrators.

Instead,

they primarily entered teaching to be teachers.

As the study

has indicated, most of the women, like many of the women in
the review of literature, made a midlife career change.

The

17 women high school principals in Tennessee who were part of
this study were asked if networking had contributed to their
career advancement or if they perceived that networking could
contribute to the career advancement of women in education in
general.

To provide clarity, the term networking was defined

to them for purposes of this study as "being visible; making
contacts with both men and women; attending various meetings,
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seminars, and workshops; and serving on various committees."
In the review of literature, Schmuck (1986) was cited as
attempting to trace the etymology of networking or to
network.

Although unable to track the origin of the word as

it is used today, she felt, nonetheless, that it might owe
its current meaning to the women's movement.

Witte (1980)

cited visibility as a strategy for women overcoming the
barriers to administrative positions.
Visibility
When the 17 women high school principals In Tennessee
were asked about networking as defined in this study, five of
them singled out the term visibility.

Dr.

Sarah Quincy felt

networking and being in the "spotlight" might have
contributed to her being hired into administration so early
in her career.

Her "spotlight" was being the only woman at

the time in her system with a doctorate and elementary and
high school experience,

she agreed that several of the women

in her system who had advanced in the past several years
"...have been very active and served in various capacities
for several years."
Priscilla Mays also affirmed being "visible" as an
important factor in "moving up the ladder."

She said, "I

think you have to make yourself visible; you have to attend
meetings; you have to submit letters of intent - what your
goals are, 'please keep me in mind;' make personal contacts
with those people who know you; plus make yourself known to
people who don't know you....

You really have to extend

yourself if you want to move up."
Dr. Joyce Langston also responded in like manner, "I
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think networking is extremely important particularly when you
extend it to include the term visibility.

Langston felt

there were perhaps two traits that had been very beneficial
to her.

The first she mentioned was her “high level of

visibility," availing herself to “many, many workshops and
many opportunities." Likewise, she continued, "A second— in
addition to visibility— attention to details, time on task,
dedication, efficiency with concern."
Vanessa Dinsmore also segregated the term visibility
from the definitions of networking.

She felt that her work

with the Renaissance Educational Foundation, which began for
her in her role as assistant principal, had led to her
current position as a high school principal.

She related,

“I'm on the National Board of Advisors for that.

There are

only 12 in the nation that are on the board, and I am the
only female high school person in that position.

Again,

visibility is— is important."
Cassie Owster also spoke favorably of networking and
being visible:
I definitely think networking has been very visible in
this county. Now our county is very, very liberal in
the number of teachers that they place on committees and
workshops, this type of thing. And I think if you want
to advance, you have got to be visible. You have got to
be visible not only to the administration but to the
public in general. You cannot be an excellent classroom
teacher and not attend everything that's available. You
must be at sporting events; you must be at political
events; you must be at anything that the— the committee
offers or the community offers. So, I think it's very
important for the community, the administrators,
teachers, in general, to see you interested in
everything that involves— that involves students.
Information and Merit
Ellen Baxter took a somewhat different approach.
Although she indicated that attending seminars, meetings, and
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workshops was important if they afforded the opportunity to
"connect with someone that you think can help you," she was
quick to point out that it was "the sharing of information"
not "being visible" that was important in her opinion.
I think it helps me by sharing information. Being
visible is just a facade to me. I think the sharing of
information— 'I got this problem, how do you handle it?'
'What do you do when this occurs?' I think that's the—
the— the, now the problem with us is that for too long,
we've wanted to hoard information, and we don't share
from each other. Think people are getting away from
that. Women, especially, I think, see that they need
that support because of so many negative attitudes about
'women can't do this; women can't do that.' So, I
really— really think it's the sharing of information
that's most important.
Susan Arnold, like Baxter, qualified her answer to the
importance of networking.

She too felt it was important,

and that it had helped her get her present administrative
position.

Like Baxter, who believed that sharing of

information was more important than the facade of visibility,
Arnold believed networking was no substitute for one's own
merit:
I think networking is the essence of long-term
effectiveness, once— it can't replace individual
effectiveness, but as far as being able to bring these
things to your position, being able to get things done,
knowing who to call, networking, I think, is the next
most important professional activity— that we do.
Jill HcGlothlin, on the other hand, did not feel that
networking had helped her advance in her career to an
administrative high school position.

Unlike Arnold who

believed in one's personal effectiveness and in networking,
HcGlothlin affirmed that women today who were seeking to
advance into administrative positions will "... stand on their
own merit, rather than who they know."

Similarly, Terry

Hendrix replied, "Well, I think it— I think more important
than— than attending something is just getting out there and
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doing the best job you can do."
Coaching
Bess Sutherland negated the importance of networking per
se in her career advancement.

Instead, she acknowledged

that, in the past, there was "a good ole boy network" in her
system and "...I decided the only way that I was going to be
able to do that [get into administration] in this county was
to coach.

So, I coached for a few years."

Sutherland

coached softball for 6 years and

basketball for 3 years.

During that time she was able to

get "... inwith a good ole

boy, and he— he was good enough to.give me the opportunity to
move into administration."

Unlike the other women,

Sutherland consciously sought to

network ina male fashion as

coaching has long been an avenue

for men into

administrative positions, and for her, "it paid off."
One of the other women high school principals also mentioned
her coaching experience as broadening her base of
acquaintances, but Midge Cloud mentioned coaching in
conjunction with the many other activities that she had been
involved in.

Unlike Sutherland, she did not credit coaching

with her career advancement.
Networking Was Mot Helpful
Margaret Botcher took a different perspective and
indicated "From everything I've read...networking does help
women to advance into administrative positions, but she
added, "I have not had that much experience in a network to
know."

Dr. Melissa Goforth also expressed the belief that

networking had not been responsible for her career
advancement.

Dr. Angela Whitson felt the definition in the
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study of networking "...gives a whole lot more sophistication
to the process I went through than— X think it's entitled to
have."

She vent on to explain that the term seemed to imply

a lot of planning whereas she felt her personal career moves
were "catch as catch can" or being "in the right place or
whatever."

Yet she did acknowledge that there are more

deliberate attempts now at networking by women for career
advancements, but she also felt that "networking" as such
was not that successful for women yet.
Proponents of Networking
Dr. Jan Wycott was very positive about the influence of
networking.

She stated, "No doubt about it.

As a matter of

fact, X consciously— ‘When I decided that I wanted to go into
administration, I consciously sought out opportunities to
network."

Dr.

Wycott cited her visibility in community

organizations as allowing parents to see her in a different
light and to trust her and thus provide her with support.

In

addition to the networking, she also mentioned her
professional activities as contributing to her career
advancement.
Like Wycott, Midge Cloud mentioned her varied
professional responsibilities and assignments as a teacher
which helped her in her career advancement.
Xt did because it— it develops your capabilities. It
broadens your focus. Those activities at the time were
a real pain. I even sponsored majorettes one year. But
now X have that background knowledge, and that's been
tremendous for me. When I'm dealing with my football
coach, I've got my own coaching background to fall back
on and think what X was doing and how I did it. That
networking— as a basketball coach--! wasn't real
successful. So I don't know now how much respect that
earned for me, but it did get me to know a lot more
people in the county. And— and it did give me an
opportunity to see what the county had to offer and talk
with those people.
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Midge Cloud also stressed being visible and specifically
credited networking as highly important as she performs her
duties now as a high school principal:
I'd say probably 75% of my ability to continue is due to
networking. Presenting a positive image even when
circumstances are negative or painful or disruptive is
tremendously important. Women cannot be perceived as
hysterical, flying off the handle, not in charge of
emotions, and so it's tremendously important to be
visible, to be positive, to be strong, to be
knowledgeable and to project all of that. I've recently
started accepting public speaking engagements because it
gives me an opportunity to speak about my school; and of
course, I'm very proud of that, but it also gives me an
opportunity to present an image that women in education
need.
Of the 17 women high school principals who responded to
the question about networking, none were as specific in their
answers as Sheila Edwards.

Edwards related an entire

sequence of events relative to her networking, her job
advancement, and her ability to seek out those who would help
her and her school:
Let's go back to Little Milligan Elementary, a small
rural school 20 miles from this location that we are
today around Watauga Lake, a student population today of
about 140--nine years ago about 120— teacher population
about 10. When I went there as a principal, being my
first year as a principal and being so ecstatic and
wanting to do everything in the world— and I was going
to go up there and set the world on fire, put them on
the map. I don't think that I actually put them on the
map, but I was able to do a lot of things. The first
thing X found out was when I first got there, a teacher
had just retired who had been there 42 years. Her name
was Miss Beulah Gammel, and Miss Beulah had taught
second grade for probably as many of those years, and
Miss Beulah came to my school, and she walked the halls.
And I realized that she was watching me and that she was
out to see what I was going to do because Miss Beulah
had never taught under a female principal, there'd never
been one at Little Milligan Elementary; so my—
everyone's eyes were on me.
But I quickly learned that I needed to listen to Miss
Beulah because she would just walk into my classroom,
(remember I told you I was a teaching principal), and
she would walk into my classroom, and she would stay for
hours and just listen. And if I was called out to the
phone or whatever, Miss Beulah would take over with the-
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-I had an administrative aide. One day, Miss Beulah
called me aside, and she told me that Bobby Wayland
wasn't learning to read. And I said, 'Miss Beulah, I
know that. And I don't know what to do. I'm teaching
him just like I'm teaching the other students.' And she
said. 'But Bobby can't learn like that; I've had Bobby
in Bible School for years, and Bobby at Sunday School,
and Bobby learns to read visually. And if you'll make
use of flash cards and some flash words and teach Bobby
to read by sight— don't even try to teach Bobby to read
by phonics, and Bobby'll learn to read.' And I did that,
and Bobby learned to read. And by my taking her
suggestion, then she went out into the community, and
she told people what a good job I was doing.
She also whispered in my ear one day that I needed to
meet a man by the name of Dow Moody. And Dow Moody was
a member of the Carter County Court as a Commissioner,
and he had a small barber shop in Butler, which meant
that I had to go about four miles from the school to his
barber shop. So, I got— I kept thinking about that for
a while, and I thought one day, 'Hell, now, I've got to
him because I'm sure she asked him— will ask him
?of meet
she sees him.' So, I finally got up the nerve, and I
left school one day and told the secretary I was going
over to Butler that I needed just to get out of the
school for a while. I— I'd never gone away from school
to eat lunch or anything, you know. I needed to get
away* So I went over there— I went into that man's
barber shop. And it was truly a male barber shop. And
there was an old man sitting over in the corner with a
pair of bib overalls on....
But— and he was sitting there with this big chaw of
tobacco in his mouth, and there was a man in the chair,
and I walked over to the barber, and I told him who I
was. And I said, 'Would you care to go to lunch with me
today?' And he said, 'Why no, I'd love to.' He said,
'I'll be through here in about fifteen minutes. Meet me
over at the Lakeview Grill,'— which is at a service
station, and the only place to eat there, you know. So
I went over, and I waited on him, and he came over, and
we sat and talked a while. And I realized that the man
was a very intelligent man, and I also realized that the
man held some of the purse strings in Carter County, if
not a lot of them; and I learned who Dow Moody was that
day. And I made several trips after that and took him
out to eat lunch.
And he gave me some invaluable help. I wanted to have
the school adopted as a business partnership, and as—
if you know that area, there are no factories, nothing,
but there is a large saw mill— a large saw mill called
Shoun's Lumber Mill. And with the help of Dow Moody— he
helped me to get— to convince Mr. shoun to adopt Little
Milligan School. And he poured all kinds of salttreated wood in there into playground structures. He
built new wooden— you know— bulletin boards for the
school and glass encasements in the hall,- and even
today, he is continuing to pour money into that school.
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He just at the first of this year, I know of, bought
three computers to go into the first grade classroom.
He has three daughters at that school.
But that net— -networking there has flowed and followed
me to Hampton High School. When I got to Hampton High
School— *1— 1 was born in Hampton, been here all of my
life, and truly hope to stay here all my life; but I
still, you know, I've been In the classroom all those
years, and I hadn't done a lot of the community
activities that I probably should have, even though I've
told you about all the coaching I did, but still there's
clubs and things that you need to belong to that I have
not done.
So when I came here to Hampton High, we don't have a
Rotary here. We do have a Masonic Hall, but about the
only club that is operable here in Hampton is the
Hampton Garden Club...I do not raise anything. I have
nowhere to grow flowers. If my secretary didn't water
this flower for me, ...oh, it would die. But anyway, I
decided one night that I would pay that club a visit.
So, I did, and I soon found out just by sitting there in
that first meeting that they— those ladies— and it's the
older ladies in the community...1 found out that those
ladies were interested in more than gardening. So, I
decided to join, and I did. They have poured money into
this school. They— our median is full of tulip bulbs.
All of the shrubbery...the new shrubbery that's been
planted about— around the building, they have donated
that. At Christmas time, they make floral arrangements
and bring them in and put them on the tables in the
cafeteria— candle centerpieces, whatever. They have
donated money toward a computer.... Those women have
become my political allies. Those women have shown me
the power basis of Carter County, and especially
in Hampton....
Edwards's story did not indicate any networking to get a
career advancement.

Instead, it revealed just how

effectively she has put networking into active focus during
her administrative years.

Edwards has used her people skills

and networking to provide for her school needs.

Like

Edwards, Midge Cloud declared "75% of my ability to continue
is due to networking."
The majority of the women high school principals
realized the value of networking as defined for the study "being visible; making contacts with both men and women;
attending various meetings, seminars, and workshops; and

serving on various committees."

Five of the women extolled

the idea of "visibility" as crucial to advancement.
Likewise, several of the women admitted to consciously
networking for a position.

One of the women remarked that

►

she had used "coaching" as a form of networking in the "good
ole boy network" to secure her career advancement.
Additionally, several of the women gave descriptive accounts
of how important networking continues to be in their
administrative positions.

.One of the women agreed that

networking was important but that it was not a substitute for
merit, and another of the women called "visibility" just a
facade because, in her opinion, "information" was what was
important.

Another of the women felt the concept of

networking was too contrived and felt she had experienced
"catch as catch can" in her career, However, the overall
consensus of the women was that networking is important.
"Good Ole Bov/Good Ole Girl Networks"
Because networking, for some, incorporates what
Sutherland mentioned as the "good ole boy network," two of
the interview questions asked the women if they perceived
that there was "a good ole boy network" or, for that matter,
"a good ole girl network" in their school systems.

As some

of the studies indicated in the review of literature, sexual
discrimination, sex stereotyping, or gender-typing have
accounted for the inequity of advancement of women (Lyon &
Saario, 1973; Millsom, 1973; Fiske & Sandbank, 1982;
Greyvenstein & van der Westhuizen, 1991}.

shakeshaft (1989)

even wrote that we live in an androcentric society or
patriarchy.

Fiske and Sandburg (1982) concluded that "Merit

and ability take a back seat to the 'old boys' network'" (p.
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229) .
Interestingly, seven of the women high school principals
in this study felt there was Ma good ole boy network;" two
answered "no;" and the other eight perceived here had been a
"a good ole boy network" in the past.
As for their perhaps being "a good ole girl network,"
the overwhelming response, 15 to be exact, was negative.

Two

of the women high school principals answered with a somewhat
affirmative statement about a women's network.

Vanessa

Dinsmore replied, "I think it is very informal," and Jill
McGlothlin answered, "There may be.

I think they see what

the good ole girls can do."
Believing there to be "a good ole boy network," Cassie
owster replied:
Oh, absolutely, absolutely. When I became principal, of
course, the good ole boys did not think— many did not
think that a woman could be principal of a high school.
'Well, she can't control those big ole boys. What's she
gonna do if they get in a fight— type situation?' So, I
think, any women or woman administrator has to work
twice as hard and twice as long as any male in a similar
situation, just to prove, first of all, that you can do
the job and that you can stay there.
Margaret Botcher quipped that 'the good ole boy network' was
called the "Gamma Omega Beta."
was very "excluding."

She also added that the group

she explained her situation:

I feel many times that I'm not given credit for
accomplishing anything. I— I'm monitored in many
instances when I feel I've done a good job, and I don't
need the monitoring; and I don't— I— I think it's
because the person is insecure himself rather than
feeling that I can't do the job.
Terry Hendrix lamented, "You know, you'd like to say, 'Well,
there's not,' but then, you know there is."

Dr. Melissa

Goforth revealed her frustration with 'the good ole boy
network' within the schoolboard:
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I asked for three years to become assistant principal
before I ever got the opportunity to be an assistant
principal. They didn't even fill the position for— -for
two years because they— my opinion was, I have no
verification of this--but my opinion was they'd rather
not fill it than give
it to a woman.
Dr. Goforth was given the assistant principal job when a new
superintendent was chosen.

After 12 years as assistant

principal, "X didn't have any difficulty becoming principal.
It was— it just seemed like a natural.”
Vanessa Dinsmore, likewise, recognized that there is
still "a good ole boy network.”

she suggested, "I think

we're still in the South from that.”

She explained that

generally women in power positions such as assistant
principals were recognized for their merit in the county
system, but then the county, merged with the city ”...we took
two steps backwards, and X think we're beginning to try to
get back to where we were in being valued.”

However, like

Cassie Owster, Dinsmore remarked about women having to work
twice as hard.

"He have to work hard.

as hard to get recognized half as much.

He have to work twice
And X think that

women are aggressive— women who choose to get— to step out of
the ranks of teachers are aggressive women, and sometimes men
are turned off by aggressive women.”
Sheila Edwards also wanted to say "no” but had to admit
that "...yes, there does exist a good ole boy network in
Carter County, but not to the extent that it has in the
past.”
is.

Similarly, Midge Cloud laughed and remarked, "There

I don't think that the influence is as far reaching as

it was, perhaps ten years ago.”
Arnold and Quincy felt that there was no "good ole boy
network.”

Quincy felt that people moved up in the ranks
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because they had worked in association with someone who chose
them because he, the superintendent, knew them better.
Arnold felt that neither men nor women were excluded, but
that friendships and allegiances helped in advancement
opportunities.
Basically, eight of the 17 women high school principals
believed that there had been "a good ole boy network11 in the
past, but that times had changed.

This included Ellen

Baxter, Lucille Gendron, Dr. Joyce Langston, Priscilla Mays,
Jill McGlothlin, Carolyn Sutherland, Dr.
Dr. Jan Wycott.

Angela Whitson, and

Their reasons for believing that there had

been a change away from "a good ole boys network" ranged from
having a woman superintendent, to the gains in women holding
administrative positions in their systems, to their own sense
of being accepted and "having as much to say in it as a
male."
The views of the 17 women high school principals in
Tennessee concerning whether or not they recognized their
school system as having "a good ole boy network" were equally
divided.

Two of the women indicated that there was not "a

good ole boy network" in their system.

Eight of the women

perceived that there had been such a network, and seven
believed there still existed in their systems "a good ole boy
network."

As for whether or not there was "a good ole girl

network," the overwhelming response - 15 to be exact -was
"no."

Only two of the women mentioned it as a possibility or

as being very informal.

BflEXtoP
Although the women were divided almost evenly in their
*

perception of whether there was or had been "a good ole boy
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network” in their systems, the idea of male dominance in
positions of power in education became quite evident in the
women's responses with regard to "barriers.”

Just as

studies in the review of literature recognized stereotypical
attitudes, myths, and discrimination as barriers to women
advancing into educational administration, the majority of
the 17 women high school principals perceived that in
pursuing or assuming the position of high school principal
they had encountered barriers.

Only two of the women

principals, Susan Arnold and Dr. Angela Whitson, felt that
they had not experienced any barriers.

The other 15

indicated that they had experienced some type of barrier as
they sought to enter administration or carried on their
current administrative duties.
Gender
The overwhelming barrier mentioned by the women was
gender.

Their answers indicated a male dominated social

structure, what Shakeshaft (1989) called androcentrism.
Pavon and Robinson (1991) found the women in their study
having their worth challenged by their gender, their ability
to discipline challenged because of their gender, and their
access to information limited by their gender.

The women in

this study mentioned stereotyping, attitudes, and the myth
that women "can't do the job.”

Hays and HcGlothlin stated it

simply when they expressed their barrier as the myth that
"it's a man's job" because it has been held primarily by men
in the past.

Ellen Baxter called the stereotyping "rumors."

"So, there were a lot of rumors that I heard that I never
acknowledged that said that, she won't make it, she can't do
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it, she can't handle that school."

Baxter ignored the rumors

believing that her 20 years of teaching, which included
teaching and working with what were considered tough urban
kids, spoke for itself.
Margaret Botcher called her barrier "attitudes," but
like Ellen Baxter's "rumors," what was really the barrier was
the stereotyping of roles which held that women couldn't do
the job.

Botcher mentioned two examples of "attitudes":

And 1 was seated next to a superintendent who asked if 1
was the guidance counselor. He asked about what— here I
was— I said, 'Here in the high school"' He said, 'Are
you the guidance counselor?' I said, No, the
principal.' And his next question was 'Do you have any
difficulties?' My teachers ran into a superintendent at
the Cumberland County Playhouse, second or third year
I'd been principal, who said he wouldn't have a woman
principal in his system. This is the kind of attitude
that women can't do their job.
Midge Cloud also related that women are often judged as
not being able to do the job in some specific areas.

Her

reply to the question of barriers was "The perception is that
women can't deal with the athletics or the physical plant,
that we don't have the background and the knowledge, and it's
a very accurate perception.

He don't.

But that doesn't mean

that we can't develop it."
Dr. Jan Wycott reiterated the feeling of women not being
able to do the job as her barrier also.

She said:

One that— this past year, I had to prove myself over and
over. People just assumed that I didn't know anything
about athletics, in particular. That's the biggest
thing they thought I didn't know anything about. So,
you know, you' just don't understand— this is the way we
do these things. And— and then there were those who
just were biased. On more than one occasion if I'm
standing out there in the outer office, they mistake me
forthe secretary.
Vanessa Dinsmore, likewise, mentioned gender.
I guess, just being...female.

"Barrier,

Allowing people to accept me

for the job I do, rather than the race, creed, color, or
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gender....'1 Dinsmore also believed that women administrators
were judged unfairly when they made mistakes.

She said:

The biggest barrier, and I've discussed this with my— my
male colleagues before, if women make mistakes, it's
because they're women— not just because they screwed up.
If a man makes a mistake, he can readily admit that— 'I
made a mistake' and— and 'we won't ever do that again';
but the— and no one but women would understand that kind
of situation. It's— I'll give you an example. When
there was a decision made not to run at South Doyle
where Sarah— Dr. Sarah Quincy is, a decision not to run
a certain Channel One program, no one in the system
chose--made that decision not to run it but South Doyle;
and then it was written as if, because she was a woman,
she had made that decision, and it was not the right
decision. Not that she made a conscientious decision
based on her*— the clientele of her community and had—
had made that conscious decision with— with several
people's input, but it was because, you know, being a
woman she— ■the— the article alluded to the fact that
being a woman, you know, she chose to make this— do this
and, therefore, it was a mistake. If nobody else, none
of the male colleagues had done that, then why has she
chosen to do this.
Dinsmore also recounted an incident that illustrated the
barrier of “being female":
This one just kills me. Last year, I was introduced to
a group of gentlemen— we had the Powell Republican
Watermelon Cutting, and I was the hostess. You know,
they were have— having it here, and I was going to— use
the facility— and I was going to be introduced to these
folks; and I walked to this group, walked up to this
group of gentlemen, older gentlemen, and so I'd heard
them say when I walked up, 'She is.' Well, I knew that
this was not— they weren't talking about the price of
anything, they were talking about me. So, I just walked
up to the group, and one of the older gentlemen— the
other— another person said, 'Well,' he said, 'I knew
Allan Morgan, and I voted for him.' [the former
principal who was elected superintendent] And I said,
'Good, he's a fine man.' He said, 'Ran a— ran a wellrun school, well-oiled machine.' I said, 'Yes, yes,
we're very proud of our school.' And he said, 'Well,
just goes to show that if you have a well-oiled machine,
anybody can run it.' Now, he thought that was a
compliment. He truly thought that that was a
compliment.
Similarly Cassie Owster also recognized gender as a
barrier, expressing its exclusiveness:
Being a male-dominated profession. I think other males
are not as ready to accept women administrators. Within
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even the surrounding counties, or whatever, it's still
the good ole boys.
'Hell, Joe, how'd you like the
Lakers' game?' You know. Let's— let's talk this, etc.
They do not accept change readily. I think men have a
harder time accepting change than women do. And maybe
that's an unfair assumption; we shouldn't say all men.
Bess Sutherland expressed a similar response by
mentioning the male administrators.
I think men can be a barrier just by being a man. He
have some principals in the— in this area that are very
'Oh, prove it,'— that kind of thing. But then most of
them are very— they've been coaches. And this is the
way you do it. And that kind of thing. So, I think
sometimes men can be barriers just by their sex.
Dr. Sarah Quincy felt the only barrier that she had
experienced came after she had been an assistant principal
for four years.

Hot knowing that Quincy was interested in a

position as principal, the superintendent had made a remark
to her which indicated he didn't think that she would be
interested because she was a woman with young children.

staff
Additionally, in answer to the same question about
barriers pursuing and assuming the position of high school
principal, three of the women high school principals
mentioned barriers created by staff.

Terry Hendrix indicated

that she tried to make the staff part of the team and
decision-making early on unlike the authoritarian male
principal she followed.
So, you know, I know that some people don't like to work
for a woman, and you know, you sense that for a while.
At this point, I don't if any of our staff can— can—
they hide it well if they feel that way. He had a— a
few people on the staff who were very supportive of the-of the principal that was here, and he left not in good
standing with the system for various reasons.
And so,
they were not upset at me, but— but they were very
supportive of him, and I think it took them a long time
to not be cold to me. Whoever had been here, I think
they would have resented it.
Hendrix also related that the transition from assistant
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principal from another school in the same area to principal
of her present school was made easier by her being known in
the community, as an assistant principal and as a coach.
Dr. Joyce Langston related her barrier as male teachers:
X think there have probably been some male teachers who
felt really uncomfortable answering to a woman.... I
suspect that some women probably have difficulty with
the hierarchy. I don't like to use the term jealousy.
It's no secret that the principal makes more money than
the teacher and for a few people that might be
uncomfortable. I believe this faculty will give me
credit for having worked very hard because I do stay
here many days until way, way into the evening time, and
I'm certainly here a lot of times on weekends; and for
that reason, I don't think they feel as uncomfortable
about my making more money as they might in some areas.
Now younger men have no trouble answering to women, but
men who are my age or who were— when I first became
principal, there were some men who were older than I
was, and I think that maybe for them it was not really
easy to answer to a woman, although they handled it very
well.
Sheila Edwards also named a staff member who was a
barrier to her as she began her position as a high school
principal; however, this staff member was a woman.
That's so easy to say. My biggest barriers was a— was
overcoming a teacher who was on this staff when I came
here and this teacher had a specialist degree, and I did
not even have a Master's in supervision and
administration. I came in as being certified by the
State. She had been interested in the job and got upset
because her name was not brought up. Because this math
teacher, didn't mention her name, she— she got very
upset. It seemed that from the very first day that I
walked in here that she was constantly trying to maybe
catch me doing something wrong or wanting to make
suggestions no matter how minute they were, alienating—
trying to alienate other faculty members.... I haven't
had any problems with any males.
“Themselves”
Up to this point 13 of the IS women high school
principals who recognized barriers primarily concentrated on
the barrier of gender, namely male dominance and
stereotyping.

Two of the women, Arnold and Whitson, did not
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recognize any barriers.

The other two women, Gendron and

Goforth, who felt they had experienced barriers cited
themselves as the barrier.

The review of literature

mentioned several studies where women were their own worst
enemies for believing in the dominance of men and being
passive (Calabrese & Wallach, 1989) and for being conditioned
to avoid success (Porat, 1985).

Pavan and Robinson (1991)

who conducted a qualitative study of women administrators who
were principals and superintendents found "...they permitted
the internal barriers of low self-perception, low selfconfidence and guilt to affect the way in which they viewed
and pursued their careers" (p. 30).

Lucille Gendron remarked

that there were not many women in the position of high school
principal, but added "...most of the barriers that 1 have
encountered probably were in my own mind."

Dr. Melissa

Goforth answered:
I think I probably placed the greatest barriers on
myself because I never thought that 1 could do it. Even
at this point last year— I assumed the duties on July l,
last year; I was paranoid.
I'll never be able to manage
everything that has to be managed here and without that
faculty support I mentioned and my husband's
encouragement I would never have done it. But I think
self-imposed barriers were a large part of it.
Family Responsibilities and Time
Although 15 of the women mentioned some type of barrier
to their pursuing or assuming the position of high school
principal, none of the women mentioned their family
responsibilities as a barrier.

Subsequently, the women were

asked directly "In what way, if any would you consider that
family responsibilities are/have been a barrier to your
career or to women in general?"

Also, later in the interview

the question "With regard to your personal life, what demands
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does your job place upon you and your family?'* was asked.
The review of literature cited several studies which dealt
with women administrators and their family responsibilities
(Hawkins, 1991; Pavan & Robinson, 1991).

Two other studies,

which did not call family responsibilities a barrier, did
recognize family responsibilities creating a concern over
"time" (Edson, 1988) and constraints and pressures (Biklen,
1988).
The two most prevalent answers to the interview
questions dealing with family responsibilities had to do with
demands on "time" and being able to rely on a "supportive
husband and/or family."

Several of the women high school

principals who were not married, likewise,
constraints on their time.

felt the

Susan Arnold, for example,

answered in part "...it just takes so much time away from
other kinds of things.
of your life...."

Zt is hard to maintain other aspects

Terry Hendrix, likewise, was not married

and felt that being single had given her "...the time to
pursue it [principalship] much easier" although she did
mention her elderly mother's illness creating a great stress
in that she had to take time away from school.

Yet,

she

believed her time away was accepted due to "...one of my
goals, I guess, that I'm going to work longer and harder than
anybody else and I— then if I do have to go for something,
they're not going to assume that I'm not doing my job."
Cassie Owster, who also was not married, lives with her
father who is 89 and is very active at her school.

She too

could not see how women with small children could do the job,
but admitted "...many women do it very successfully."
also related that her job as high school principal

She
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"...probably occupies 90 percent of my time.

I don't feel

that you can do an adequate job or a good job unless you
devote the major portion of all your time to your job."
Priscilla Hays is married to an assistant high school
principal but has no children.

She could not "...see how

women, can juggle children and a career.
devote myself to one or the other.

I would have to

Now some women have done

it successfully, but I feel like— that the hours that I spend
here, and it's a life-long commitment."

She also realized

that her job was very "stressful" to her family:
I go home sometimes, and I'm like a zombie, and I just
don't want to talk, and I don't want to hear the phone
ring.
I— I've noticed I've almost become very anti
social since I've taken this job because I'm with— and
I'm a very social person. I'm a people person, but when
I go home, it had better be quiet because I've had about
all I can take in one day. And 1 mean, it's not like
that every day, but I value my free time now because I
have so little of it.
Four of the women high school principals had a somewhat
different perspective because of their present family status.
Ellen Baxter, for example, is the high school principal who
had the goal to be a principal from almost the beginning of
her teaching career but purposely delayed any career
advancement until she had raised her children because they
were her number one responsibility.

Now she feels that she

can devote the time that is necessary to her job because she
has a "cooperative husband" who also spends long hours at his
jgb.

Bess Sutherland did not feel that family

responsibilities had been a barrier to her career.

Instead,

she acknowledged that her son was out of school when she went
into administration and that she has an "exceptional" husband
who has been "real supportive."

In her opinion then, having

young children could be a barrier since there is so much time
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required by administration.

Dr. Melissa Goforth, whose

children are 27, 28, and 29, said, "I don't think that I
could have been high school principal with small children at
home, or even perhaps, with teenagers at home...."

Goforth,

whose husband is currently the superintendent, indicated that
even though her job responsibilities require a lot of time,
her husband is quite often at some of the same events.

Dr.

Joyce Langston, whose husband is deceased and whose children
are grown, remarked, MI do believe that people who have small
children will have great, great difficulty being what 1 would
consider to be a beautiful parent and a dedicated principal."
Even though she does not have family responsibilities, she
added, "1 have a hard time finding time to— to do things like
walk...."
Margaret Botcher also has grown children and did not
experience the conflict that some of the other women felt in
juggling time and family responsibilities.

She also felt

like some of the women in the previous discussion that
"...the time element and young children would be difficult
for you."

Botcher went on to reveal that she has three

grandchildren, aged 7, 8, and 10, who question the time that
she spends on her job.

"And they are resentful of the time

that I'm not able to spend with them and*... 'Why do you have
to do all these things, Granny?

Why can't somebody else do

them?'"
The women in the previous discussion became principals
late, even if not after, their childrearing years.

The

other half of the 17 women high school principals, however,
experienced being a principal and. having children and family
responsibilities at the same time.

Midge Cloud whose husband
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is deceased now and who has grown children and five
grandchildren for whom she makes time, said, "For a high
school principalship, I can't recommend to any woman with
children that needs to enter.

Hy husband, if he were alive,

would never have tolerated what I do....
day."

I work 17 hours a

Cloud went on to express how time-consuming both roles

as mother and principal can be:
Dan Heron and I were talking one time, and he said
something that Sunday he was gonna go to some kind of a
civic thing, to be there and, you know to participate;
and he said, 'Don't you do that?' And X said, 'Dan,
when you're at the civic organization, who's buying the
groceries for the whole week? Who's preparing the
meals? Who's doing your laundry? Who's ironing your
shirts? X said, 'While you have somebody at home doing
that, X'm doing all of that plus running the school.
And— and women's role at home doesn't change because
they become a school administrator; so a woman has to do
both jobs and is expected to do them well.
Vanessa Dinsmore has two children who presently attend the
high school where she is principal.

Like the other women

whose stories have already been related, she felt that "time"
was her greatest barrier.

Unlike the others though, she

lamented "My time with my children has been limited."

As a

divorced mother, Dinsmore has struggled to fill the roles of
mother and principal.

When asked about the demands that her

job placed upon her and her family, she replied, "None.
have no family life.

I

My— my children think a gourmet meal

comes from Burger King."

She explained that her 17 year old

son who would graduate this year was "...raised by every
staff member who I--with whom X call a colleague and friend."
As for her thirteen year old daughter, Dinsmore admitted
"...there's some gaps in our relationship because of the time
spent here."

Dinsmore also related how her job taxes her

energies:
Time is--and I've told these kids [students at the high
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school] this— I said the thing that frustrates me so
much about this job is, I give and give and give to you
all. And then when I get home, I have nothing more to
give to the two people that are more precious to me than
life itself, that I brought into this world. But I
don't have anything else to give to you.
Lucille Gendron and Jill McGlothlin, likewise,
recognized the demands of the principalship upon their time,
but unlike Dinsmore applauded "support at home" and a
"supportive husband.”

McGlothlin said of her children, "They

both went to high school here and— and so really it's— it's
made a special relationship there."

She even added, "You

know, and so, I would say that really my job, I think, has
enabled me to be with them more than— than I would have."
McGlothlin, who has two children, one of whom is now a
physical therapist and the other who is pursuing a Master's
degree, called them "the lights of my life."

When asked what

demands her job placed upon her family, she answered, "It's—
it's— it is my life.
pitch a tent here."

I mean, I'm not saying that— that I
She readily admitted that raising her

daughters had never been a barrier.

"They were first in my

life, and I wouldn't have it any other way.

But 1 was able

to do that and keep them— they've been raised in this
school."
Like Dinsmore, Gendron, and McGlothlin, Dr. Sarah Quincy
remarked about the dual role of mother and principal to her
own children.

Quincy acknowledged that her husband and

children were very supportive.

She also said of her family,

"Well, we spend more time together here than we do at home."
Speaking of the long hours, though, Quincy added:
And my kids resent that I'm not there, and I don't have
supper— like we had this big family meeting the other
night because I've really had it with my kids, living in
a household with all males, their not liking to do
housework or whatever. And I was talking to 'em about
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this, the' family that— and my 20-year old says, 'Well,
gee, Mom, you know, really, if ve knew what was for
supper, and we could have supper when we came home
instead of waiting till you come home.' I said, 'Yeah,
that's right. I'll try to make sure; I'll get back on
cycle.'
Like the women in the preceding discussions, Or.
Jan Wycott felt "time*1 in the job was a barrier not her
family.

Wycott, who has three children, related that when

she entered administration, "...my oldest child was in high
school and my youngest child was in first grade."

Wycott

also mentioned the support and cooperation of her husband.
Her two younger children, like the children of Dinsmore,
Gendron, McGlothlin and Quincy, attended the high school
where she is principal.

"My second son attended school here,

so I was able to do some mothering on the job."

She also

related, "My daughter is here in after-school activities the
same time I am so I don't feel like I'm neglecting her, and I
don't have to rush away from my job."
Sheila Edwards did not recognize family responsibilities
as a barrier either.

In fact, she discussed taking the job

as principal with her son, who was attending the school,
before she made her decision to take the position.

She did

feel that having several children and trying to schedule all
the activities and babysitters would be difficult.

Edwards,

however, expressed it well when she said, "Yet, I'm a firm
believer 'Where there's a will, there's a way'; so, I think
you can overcome any barrier."
Dr. Angela Whitson expressed much the same optimism,
"Things are only barriers if you allow them to be."
the only barrier she could think of was "money."

For her,

"We have

had no parental support from the time we entered college on.
So everything my husband and I have done, we've had to find
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our own money for it."

Whitson also praised her husband with

whom she felt she had grown up and with whom she has raised
three of their own children, one adopted child and two foster
children, one of whom she took into her home only two months
ago and who is a student at her high school.
And, now, there are— there have been many nights I have
not slept all night because going to school and working
and doing my housekeeping and tending my kids and
whatever. I mean, it's a very, very busy life.
I am
sure that I have left some things undone there that my
mother would not have left undone. But I'm not sure
they're important. I have— my husband has always been
my right hand, and my kids are a cheering section*...
Whitson realized that if she did not have her job as
principal that she could probably spend more time with her
children and grandchildren, but added, "...this is all I've
ever known.

This is all I've ever done, so somehow they have

adjusted and I have adjusted, too."
None of the 17 women high school principals who had been
or were married felt that their family responsibilities had
been a barrier to their careers.

In fact the responses to

the two questions in this study about barriers solicited
answers that were very much like those in the study by Edson
(1988).

In neither this study nor Edson's did the women feel

that their family responsibilities had been a barrier.
both studies, the women mentioned "time*1 constraints.

In
The

major difference was that Edson's study revealed that the
demands on time had created some marital friction.

The

overwhelming majority of the married women in this study,
however, praised the support of their husbands, and there was
no mention of marital tension created by the demands on their
time and energy.
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Sexual Discrimination/Harassment
In conjunction with the idea of barriers, the women high
school principals in this study were also asked if they had
experienced sexual discrimination or sexual harassment.
Again, the overwhelming response was "no.*1 None of the women
acknowledged ever being sexually harassed.

Vanessa Dinsmore

mentioned "jokes" or "when people make offhand remarks."

She

did not make these situations into what she called "an
issue."
...in a world that is still male dominated, we are the
foreigners, and it is better to 'When in Rome, do as the
Romans do,' than try to create an— an issue if there's
not— and I certainly am— would not— going to abide by
sexual harassment either by my— my male colleagues or by
my teachers or anything along those lines. However, I
don't— I don't want to create an issue if there's not an
issue....
Lucille Gendron and Priscilla Mays felt that if women handled
themselves professionally and were doing their job, they
would avoid harassment.
When asked if they had been mistaken by parents,
visitors, or salesmen for the secretary, for example, most of
the women agreed that they had.
offense at this.

None of them seemed to take

They attributed it basically to attitudes

or "stereotyping" and dismissed it as not being an issue.
Only three of the women acknowledged being the victim of
some type of sexual discrimination.

Bess Sutherland said,

"Yes, the principal I worked under here at the high school at
one time, and was a real chauvinist, believed that women
should do the work and men get the glory— that kind of— and
he was very open about it."

Dr. Jan Wycott described a more

specific example of sexual discrimination,

she related that

the Board of Control of the TSSAA is comprised-of 10 or
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12 men and how she and the other women high school principals
in her system tried to promote one of the women as a
candidate to the nominating committee for this board and
failed.

She said, "...X don't know what percentage of the

athletes are female, but we do have a goodly number of female
athletes, and the female point of view is not being
represented.

They just— they do business in ways that most

women would not even think of operating."

Midge Cloud

believed that sexual discrimination is not as blatant
anymore.

Yet of all the women in this study, she experienced

the most blatant case of sexual discrimination:
When X taught at a private school in Tennessee, I found
that there was a young man teaching across the hall from
me who had been hired to teach boys P.E. X was teaching
the girls P.E., and because he was male, he was making
several hundred dollars a year more. At that time,
teaching was something X was doing to be with my
children— it wasn't my main career objective because my
husband was alive and— and making a good income. But, X
went to the principal and said, 'You cannot do this.' As
it turned out, the young man refused to teach boys P.E.,
so X picked it up and was teaching both; but he was
still making more money.
And so when X went to the
principal, she told me there was nothing she could do
about it. Because it was a private school, then X went
to the next level and told them that X was going to go
to the EEOC if X had to.
So that was the one blatant
case. I— X got my money, and 1 was told not to let the
principal know that I'd received it.
Xn answer to the question of experiencing barriers in
their careers, the overwhelming response of the 17 women
principals related to gender barrier.

Essentially, the women

recognized the pervasivenss of male dominance, particularly
in the position of high school principal.

They mentioned the

myths that "it's a man's job" and that "women can't deal with
athletics or finance."

Several of the women lamented that

they continually had to prove themselves because they were
female.

Dinsmore wished that people would accept her "...

for the job I do, rather than the race, creed, color, or
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gender....”
Additionally, three of the women mentioned having
problems with part of the staff or a particular staff member.
Two of the women felt their greatest barriers were
themselves.

This was evident in several of the studies in

the review of literature which indicated that women
experienced the internal barriers of low self-esteem and low
self-confidence.

Lucille Gendron said most of her barriers

were "in her mind," and Dr. Melissa Goforth said her greatest
barrier was "myself because X never thought that I could do
it."
None of the women mentioned family responsibilities as a
barrier to their careers; however, the word "time" was
constantly mentioned in reference to the job and to their
personal lives.

Several of the women indicated that their

children were "raised" in their schools, where the women
spent most of their time.

Others mentioned trying to make

time for their children's activities or the problems of
eating the dinner meal together.

Dinsmore quipped that her

children believed "...a gourmet meal comes from Burger King."
For the most part, the women high school principals also
acknowledged being able to rely on a supportive husband
and/or supportive family.

Dr. Angela Whitson explained,

"Things are only barriers if you allow them to be."
As for sexual discrimination and sexual harassment, none
of the women principals believed that they had experienced
sexual harassment.

Some expressed the idea that as long as

they conducted themselves professionally, they did not
believe they would be open to sexual harassment.

Only three

of the 17 women shared that they had experienced sexual
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discrimination.

One mentioned an incident with TSSAA, and

one related how she did the work as the assistant and her
former male principal took the credit.

Midge Cloud related

the most blatant case where she was actually receiving less
money for teaching in a private school in Tennessee than her
male counterpart.
The Principal's Roles
Leadership and Decision-Making Styles
The women high school principals of grades 9-12 in
Tennessee were asked some questions relative to their
responsibilities as principal.

Specifically, they were asked

to describe their leadership style and their decision-making
style.

As most of the studies in the review of literature

indicated, the principal sets the tone of the school.

In

1991, the State Boards of Education in Tennessee adopted a
policy statement about the principal's role that recognized
the importance of "school-based decision making" and "shared
decision making."

Earlier, the effective schools literature

of the eighties, likewise, recognized effective principals
for their "teamwork" and their use of "participative decision
making," and seeing their roles as "a shared responsibility."
In a study of women secondary principals and assistant
principals in Washington, Oregon, and California (Davis,
1980), the strengths of the women included self-confidence,
competence, and particularly a democratic or humanistic
orientation.

Astin and Leland (1991) recognized the

techniques of "empowering others" and "enabling groups to
take action."
Most of the 17 women in this study described their
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leadership and decision-making in terms similar to that
adopted by the Tennessee SBE in 1991.

Only two of the

17 women high school principals in this study gave a somewhat
different perspective.

Lucille Gendron bragged about putting

together "an exceptional, quality s t a f f and letting the
"reins loose."

She said, "I really believe in getting good

people and letting them teach, work...."

However when she

elaborated about her decision-making style, she revealed:
Well, most of the time, as 1 say I'm very opinionated;
however, I like to think of what— come up with my
answer, and then a lot of times because I'm— I'm really
— I'm a straight-laced person who's fairly conservative.
So, after I make my decision within myself, I will
probably talk it over with an assistant, and I'll say,
'What do you think of that?' Not always would I change
my mind, but I might soften up just a little bit.
Because I realize, that's one thing that I have come to
grips with over the years that, you know, 'You can't
measure everybody's apples in your half bushel.' And,
yet, I, you know, I'm— I still try to be a
fairly strict....
Hidge Cloud responded:
I'm in transition. I'm trying to be in transition. I
think I have been very autocratic and managerial because
that's what I've had to be. But I'm looking and working
very hard at changing that. I want to develop more of
an Instructional leadership-type role than managerial
and with some things that have happened— we've been
chosen as one of the 'Schools That Work,' and we're also
a tech-prep school, and that calls for the involvement
of the total faculty. I think that will help me to
change my management style to leadership.
The other IS women in the study leaned toward a
democratic leadership style and more shared decision-making.
Dr* Jan Wycott admitted that she had had "strong leanings
towards authoritarianism," but that after she went back to
school she changed.

Now she said that she consults "the

affected parties" and seeks "input on almost all of my
decisions."

Therefore, on a continuum with authoritarian on

one end and laissez faire on the other, she puts herself
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"right smack dab in the middle."
Ellen Baxter is principal of an inner-city school which
now operates using "site-based decision making.”

She thus

believes in "participatory leadership" where "people buy in."
Baxter has been very careful to involve the parents in the
decision-making at the school.

Vanessa Dinsmore also used

the term "buy in" and said her leadership style was a "team
effort."

To illustrate, she related the following situation:

We've had to cut four teachers and when-when this was
coming up, I called all of my core curriculum and
department chairs, and I said, 'This
is what may happen.
Now
take a look at your own schedule
andsee where we
can possibly cut, because if it comes down to this, I
want everybody to understand on the front-end that it
wasn't my decision or these— the two assistant
principals or anybody. It was a decision that had to be
made, and we made it as sensitively as we could,
understanding now the— the edict that we had to deal
with.' Buy in is extremely important.
Bess Sutherland said, "I try to— I try to draw on the
talents of the entire staff, and I feel like I have some
strengths, but they complement my weaknesses."

Dr.

Joyce

Langston reflected a humanistic leadership saying she felt
that she

showed concern "...I try if I've

decision

that's really a heart-rendering one, I try very hard

to put myself in the other person's place."

gotto make a

Langston

answered that she was not "dictatorial," that she set high
expectations, and that she did not make decisions very
quickly.
Dr. Sarah Quincy's initial response to the question of
leadership and decision-making style was "Crazy and wild."
She also stressed the time and energy that she put into
thinking about a decision.

Quincy then explained that her

school had gone through a consolidation which made a new
school in the same facility which had been a school of its
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own for twenty-four years.

She continued:

But anyway, since then I've really had to make a
conscientious effort to make sure that everybody is
involved in some facets of decision making*... So, I
came up with like thirty committees, and I've asked the
teachers to volunteer to be on one or more committees,
and they've done a lot of the decision making and
planning of things like prom and homecoming and student
incentives and how to improve attendance and those kinds
of things. So, and once a week, I meet with an advisory
committee, and anybody that wants to can be there, and I
listen to whatever they've got to say, take ideas and on
Mondays— my assistant principals and I meet every Monday
morning. And we do the same kind of thing, share what's
coming up for the week....
What distinguished the other nine women from their
fellow women principals who mentioned some type of shared
decision making was the fact that these women also mentioned
making decisions on their own and alluded to the philosophy
that when all is said and done, "they make the decisions."
For example, Terry Hendrix indicated that she was not an
"authoritarian" as the other principal before her had been.
Instead she involved the faculty, but "I don't hesitate if
it's something, you know, that I need to make the decision
and stand by it...."

Sheila Edwards called her style

Machiavellian saying, "I have to truly say that I am that
because I want everything that I can get for this school, for
my students, for my faculty, any way I can get it short of
hurting someone else."

She also admitted making the

decisions "at least 60% of the time," even though she
involved her assistant principals and tried to come to a
consensus with t h e ‘faculty.
Jill McGlothlin admitted "having the final word" and
perceived that "...they do know I am their boss," but she
also felt that "...we work in a very informal atmosphere
here."

Likewise, she felt that in her first years as

principal she had to prove herself whereas "... in the last
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few years, I've learned that— to sit back and let them feel
like they're doing...and give them an idea and let them— let
them go with it."

McGlothlin also believed that "...one of

my strengths probably is instructional leadership."
Cassie Owster echoed much the same sentiments:
I feel like that if you have hired someone to teach, let
them teach. Don't tell them how to teach, don't tell
them how to be football coach, don't tell them what
patterns they should run on the basketball team. If
they are good enough for the job, let them do it. Then
if they have a problem, you can sit down and discuss it
with them. If they are a problem, then you can be
principal; you can be administrator; but as far as them
doing their job and doing it well, leave them alone.
As for her decision making, Owster responded, "I will be as
democratic as the situation allows.

But in all reality, the

final decision has to be mine...."
Priscilla Mays affirmed that she was "very direct" and
"intense."

She described her decision-making in terms of

"shared responsibility" in that "I listen to my colleagues,
not only my assistant principals but also department heads,
and I also frequently ask teachers for their input.
students for input."

I ask

However, she also added "...if it comes

right down to the wire to someone making the decision, I— I
can handle that."
Voicing the fact that she detested the authoritarian and
autocratic leadership style, Dr. Melissa Goforth said that
she sought input from faculty members and preferred "the
collective decision making process."

She also said, "So

after gathering all the information from all the people
involved, I make the decision."
Margaret Botcher indicated that her leadership style was
"...supportive rather than directed."

She felt that a

principal needs "...to know when to be direct and when to
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direct."

Even though she also related that she and her

faculty practiced shared decision making, "But there again,
there comes a time that 1 cannot share.

I must make the

decision and accept the responsibility."
Susan Arnold used such terms as "team oriented,"
"collaborator," and "cooperator" to describe, what she
called, her "first" leadership style,
work, we shift to another style.
being real directive.

"...when that doesn't

And I have no problem with

I— -my main concern is that I'm being

fair and that I'm doing what's right...."
Dr. Angela Whitson, relying upon her recall of graduate
days, said she might be called "an intuitive visionary."

She

also mentioned "team building" and wanting "everybody on
board with me."

Whitson, nevertheless, admitted "I can make

decisions without the staff."
Instructional Leader versus Manager
The majority of the 17 women high school principals in
Tennessee who were interviewed indicated their preference for
some type of shared decision-making.

However, when asked

whether they perceived themselves to be an instructional
leader, disciplinarian, manager, or some other "label," the
overwhelming response waB "manager."

Yet in the same breath,

the very same women also lamented wanting to be the
instructional leader.

Dr* Melissa Goforth's response was

indicative of most of these women, "I see myself, I want to
see myself as an instructional leader because that's what I
want to do; however, I find myself being a manager more of
the time than I really like to be."

Priscilla Mays, Cassie

Owster, Terry Hendrix, and sheila Edwards considered
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themselves to be a combination of all three - instructional
leader, disciplinarian, and manager.

Margaret Botcher called

herself, "A disciplinarian and attendance teacher.
-frora choice, but that's what I have to do."

Hot from-

Only Jill

McGlothlin and Dr. Sarah Quincy characterized themselves
as primarily "instructional leaders."
Time-on-Task
Overwhelmingly, the women in the study also admitted to
spending the greatest amount of their time "talking." Some
used the word talking literally while others described
dealing with various groups, interacting, or "managing," but
the end result was the same,

sheila Edwards was probably the

most blunt but also the most factual in her response.
answered simply, "Running my mouth."

She

Edwards explained that

a candidate in the M.A.T. program had shadowed her for a day
and then converted her observations to a pie-chart that
revealed:
— and how much of my time was spent in a classroom or
walking in a hall or talking on a phone or talking to
teachers, or talking and talking was— was my— and I
guess interaction instead of running my mouth. But I'm
— I'm constantly talking, and I find out a lot of things
like that.
Vanessa Dinsmore lamented, "Not like I thought I was."
She felt that she had spent her first year as a high school
principal "on the phone" or "going to meetings."

For her,

she said, "your calendar may be as blank as— as it can be,
but it— by the end of the day, you're wondering where did the
day go."

Dinsmore felt that she had compromised her time:

One of the things I had promised myself I was gonna do
that I did never get a chance to do. I was gonna meet
with every teacher individually for an hour and sit down
and say, 'How can I make your job better? What can we
do to improve your curriculum? How can we— how can I
help you?' I didn't get it done. And that would have
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been 60 hours worth. That would— I kept thinking, 'Oh,
I can do this and do this.' I didn't have a chance to,
and I still want to do that I want to do that with every
teacher. I did it primarily with the young ones through
the interview process, but it's the veterans that I need
to court and— and remind myself that I was there.
Others of the administrators said much the same thing in
terms of talking but in a somewhat different perspective.
Midge Cloud said, "Putting out fires."
answered, "Answer questions.

Bess Sutherland

Solve problems."

Dr. Angela

Whitson, who is principal of a magnet high school with
special programs, said, "Probably the majority of my day is
spent dealing with *parents and dealing with outside resource
people.

I'm kind of the 'mouth of the programs,' so to

speak, you know."
All too often, many of the women high school principals
felt that they were not able to perform tasks which they
preferred due to the demands of "the office."

Bess

Sutherland expressed trying to get out of the office but
often getting "trapped there."

Priscilla Mays said:

I spend a great deal of my time on the telephone,
paperwork. I try very hard to be visible in the halls.
Sometimes, that's limited to emergencies that pop up.
I'll spend a great deal of my time with teachers, one on
one.
Dr. Joyce Langston responded in like manner, "Regretfully
behind the desk."

However, Melissa Goforth probably

expressed it best by calling herself a "desk-bound
principal":
Realistically? I would like— my ideal would be— to be
out in this building, in the classrooms, roaming the
halls, and speaking to students and to teachers.
Realistically, 1 get trapped in this office. Phone
calls, you see, I remember that at one point in our
history, parents were complaining that they could never
talk to an administrator at this school. For some
reason, their calls were never returned or whatever. So
I have had a goal for all year; I either take the phone
call immediately, or I return it before 3 o'clock that
afternoon. And that's a nightmare in itself. There's a
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constant stream of people coming in from salesmen to
parents to whomever; so I try to deal with— with all of
that. It— I don't get out into the classrooms as much
as I would like to. In fact, a friend of mine and I did
a study some years ago when we were beginning our
doctorate on the desk-bound principal. I have found
myself to be that desk-bound principal too much of my
life.
There were some of the women who did not feel as
confined to the office as such.

Terry Hendrix explained,

"It's like now I'm doing some things that— that last year I
didn't do.

I'm doing more with curriculum, more with the

guidance department, more with the athletic department, and
maybe I'm not out in the classrooms as much as I was a year
ago."

Jill McGlothlin stated, "Well, I have kind of a— of a

schedule kind of thing.

I spend, I would say, probably 50%

of ray day out in the classes or in the hall or— or talking to
a teacher in the lounge or that kind of thing."
Ellen Baxter, who is the principal of an inner city
school, did not feel confined to her office.

She affirmed:

In the classroom. In fact, I always aspire to do about
35 % of each day in the classrooms or being visible, I
think.... That's just letting the students see that I'm
there. Letting the teachers know that I'm there. A lot
of times, I can walk up on a problem that I try not to
interfere with, but if I have to, I do. If I see it's
too much time being taken away from other children, and
I invite that child to just come with me. So, it's a
lot of time, but I do it because that's what I always
wanted. I always wanted to see that principal
during the day, and it's hard.
Margaret Botcher lamented that she was by necessity
"focused on the minors instead of the majors." For her that
meant not being able to devote more to being an instructional
leader and to staff development.

Instead, she found herself

spending more time supervising the cafeteria which had just
been built and dealing with discipline and attendance.
However, one of the positive aspects

of this was that

current enrollment of 465, she said,

"By the end of the

with a
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semester, I can call every child by their name.”
Cassie Owster admitted, "A major portion of my day is
spent with students.11 She went on to explain:
I have a very open door policy. I, here again, unless
my door is closed, I sign all excuses. I want to know
why the students were not in school. I want to see if
there's a pattern developing. I want to see which kids
are late for class, which teachers are not on time. If
I have someone in my office, my students know that they
can knock on the door, open the door, I will recognize
them, and I will tell them what time to come back. But
they are always free to walk in my office and say, 'Hey,
I have a problem. Hiss Brown and I have had a
conflict.' They kriow that we can sit down and talk about
it. And it's not always Hiss Brown's fault. It's not
always billy's fault, you know. It's— Hiss Brown may be
having a bad day; Billy may be having a bad day. It may
be a combination of both, and I feel like by being a
part of the student body that they do know that when I
tell them something, that's the way it will be. There
is no, 'Well, let's see if we can talk her out of it'—
type situation. The kids call me 'the Hain Lady.'
Beyond the School Pay
Several of the women who were able to get out of the
office or even those who spent the majority of their time
primarily "talking" found that their paperwork and other
administrative responsibilities had to be handled after the
school day.

In fact, all of the women indicated spending

long hours at school, taking care of management type tasks.
The majority spent an additional two hours after the regular
school day with several of the women high school principals
spending more.

Cassie Owster, whose school dismisses at

2:30, said "...I'll average four or five hours beyond every
day."

Dr. Jan Wycott spent an average of 10.5 hours per

school day and then returned on Saturdays and Sundays so that
she spent 65 hours a week at school.

Priscilla Hays

acknowledged working at least 12 hours a day and averaging
60 to 80 hours a week.
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Earlier in the interview, a majority of the women had
mentioned "time" in reference to the demands of their job and
of their family responsibilities.

However, spending several

hours beyond the school day with phone calls or paperwork was
not the sum total of their time on the job.

In fact, every

woman mentioned the extra responsibilities of attending
sports events and various school-related activities.

Susan

Arnold expressed it well when she said, "...I feel very
strongly that— that the administrative presence is the key to
a lot of things."

It was not unusual to hear the women say

that with the various activities, particularly with sports
events, they were "on duty" three or four nights a week.

Dr.

Melissa Goforth responded, "I attend every ballgame, every
concert, whatever activity is going on in this building that
involves students, I'm here."
everything."

Jill McGlothlin said, "I go to

For Priscilla Mays, her "normal" 12-hour-day

became an 18-hour-day on Fridays.
The 17 women high school principals as a whole were
typical of the studies in the review of literature relative
to leadership.

Overwhelmingly, they spoke in terms of

democratic leadership style and shared decision-making.

The

women referred to seeking the input of their staff and
empowerment.

However, nine of them also mentioned the fact

that in the end they were the ones held responsible and,
therefore, they felt comfortable making the final decision if
necessary.
In looking realistically at how they spent the majority
of their time, the women acknowledged that it was most often
in management-type situations.

They lamented that their

perception of themselves as leaders often came secondary to
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management responsibilities.

Several of the women affirmed

that they spent the majority of their time on the job
"talking" - on the phone, to teachers, answering questions,
solving problems, putting out fires.

While several, like

Sutherland, Hays, and Langston, felt that they were often
"trapped in the office," Ellen Baxter spent most of her day
in the classrooms, and Cassie Owster spent the major portion
of her average day with students.
All of the 17 women high school principals admitted that
their work could not be completed in the confines of the
normal working day.

Instead, all of them related spending

extra hours each day doing "paperwork" and "returning call."
Likewise, they all mentioned the "time" required by them in
attending sports events and other activities held in their
schools in the evenings and on weekends.

For some of them,

this meant being at meetings three or four nights a week and
a work-week from 60 to 80 hours.
Feelings about the Prlncipalship
Overall Feelings about the Prlncipalship
Despite the demands on their time and their many job
responsibilities, none of the 17 women high school principals
showed a "dislike" for their position as principal.

In fact,

15 of the seventeen used verbs such as "like" and "love" to
describe how they felt about being a high school principal.
Only two of the women responded in terms of the demands of
the job.

Susan Arnold remarked, "...the only thing that I

really don't like about it is that it just takes so much
time.

It is hard to have other— and it just is so— when I

say physically draining...."

She emphasized "...just being
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so tired is the— is the worst part about it.

I don't mind

what I do? I don't like the— I don't mind the different
aspects or the components of it.

It is just that it is so

emotionally, physically just tiring."

Priscilla Hays, who

indicated working a 60-to-80 hour work week, answered:, "I
find it to be very demanding.
be absent.

I feel like that I can never

I get very behind even if I go away from the

building for a meeting, I feel like I should not be doing
that.

I should be at work.

It's a constant job.”

The other 15 women high school principals in the
interview were more positive in their remarks about their
feelings about their jobs.

Ellen Baxter said:

I feel very positive. I feel like it's a challenge that
I must succeed. I feel obligated to succeed. I set
some goals for myself, and we as a faculty set goals
together. So I feel— I don't— I'm not even looking in
any other direction right now, and I feel totally
obligated.
The idea of "a challenge" was repeated in several of the
comments by the women.
different.

Margaret Botcher said, "Every day is

Every day is challenging, exciting,

frustrating...."

Mentioning the pace and the involvement,

Midge Cloud replied, "I like it because I'm very challenged
by it.

If a job becomes boring, I think that there's

something wrong because I'm either not putting in enough to
keep it growing or I'm not growing; and I don't think that
this job could ever be boring."

Terry Hendrix felt much the

same way, "Hell, I like it...but, you know, it's a challenge
and I like a challenge.

And I like the people I work with,

and I like the kids, you know."
Cassie Owster mentioned enjoyment.
like high school kids.
education.

She indicated, "I

I like working in the field of

I enjoy the contact, and don't get me wrong, the
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job is stressful.

It has headaches.

There are some

problems, no matter vhat situations— you're not going to find
the answer— there are no solutions.
that you don't enjoy?"

But why do something

For Dr. Angela Whitson, her job as a

high school principal is "wonderful" and "interesting."

As a

high school principal for 14 years, Dr. Joyce Langston
recognized her position as a role model to others and said "I
look forward to my job on Monday morning with the same
enthusiasm that I can look forward to Friday afternoon."
Both Dr. Jan Wycott and Bess Sutherland "like" the job.
Wycott admitted that she felt satisfied and that she enjoyed
doing different things.
administration.

Sutherland said, "I like

Oh, it's just— you can do so much more than

you could from a classroom.

I enjoy seeing— making it better

for the kids, making it better for the teachers."
Several of the women were even more intense in their
responses to how they felt about their job.
Gendron, McGlothlin, and Quincy used "love."
"I love it.

Dinsmore,
Dinsmore said,

I love— obviously there are some days that are—

are better than others.

There are some— you know, the good

days are— certainly outweigh the bad...."
Job Satisfaction
Just as Dinsmore recognized the "good" and "bad" days,
the women high school principals were asked to share what
gave them the most satisfaction and dissatisfaction in their
jobs.

Overwhelmingly, their answers referred to the success

and happiness of the students.
on a teenager's face."
happy.

Sheila Edwards said, "A smile

Susan Arnold explained, "People being

The students like— liking this school,-and teachers
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being excited.—

"

Cassie Owster who maintained an open-door

policy with her students answered most succinctly, "The
students."

Lucille Gendron said, "Well, seeing children

become successful; to keep a student in school and to have a
student who dropped out come back and admit what a mistake he
had made."

Melissa Goforth stated, "Seeing students and

teachers succeed."

Terry Hendrix wanted students to see the

high school "...as a place, they look forward to coming to."
She also gained the most satisfaction in her job as principal
seeing the "kids" excel and be happy.

Dr.

Joyce Langston

replied, "Seeing students and teachers succeed at whatever
they set out to do that's in their goals...."

Dr. Jan Wycott

said, "I guess it's— it's seeing positive changes in
students, be that academic achievement or changes in their
behavior."

Vanessa Dinsmore answered, "Seeing kids turn

around and make a difference."

She went on to describe how

significant a teacher can be in what he or she says or does
that will impact a child for life.

Three of the women -

Botcher, McGlothlin, and Quincy mentioned graduation as the
culmination of student success.
The others in the study answered somewhat differently.
Job satisfaction for Bess Sutherland was having "...the
parents feel their kids are getting a good education."

Dr.

Angela Whitson remarked that receiving a phone call or a note
relating how she had helped some student —
mean the most to me."

"...they probably

Priscilla Mays was more inclusive:

Progress, new programs, seeing a child improve say from
an F to an A overall, a happy faculty, everyone doing
their job, a good school week without any episodes or
incidents, no fights, the school getting an award or a
student gets an award, a teacher be recognized 'cause it
really helps.
For Midge cloud, it was putting closure on anything.
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"There's never enough time for closure.

Getting something—

getting anything that— that could be conflict and turning it
into a win-win situation.

Resolving conflict in an

appropriate way...."
Of all the responses, Ellen Baxter had perhaps the most
poignant.
school.

The school enrollment is 665; it is an inner city
Baxter said that she gained the most satisfaction in

her job, "When I see a student say I'm gonna go away to
school."

Baxter elaborated:

...when I see them committed to going away, leaving the
area, and seeing other areas, 'cause most of our
students have not been within a five-mile radius outside
of this area. This is their complete life. Their
parents don't have cars, so they don't get out of this
area. They— they're pretty much hooked in. Maybe at
Christmas, they might go to a mall or something, but
they don't leave this area.
Baxter acknowledged the area as having a high crime rate as
well as her school having a high dropout rate of thirty
percent.

"And those who can't get away but who go into the

community college or to the, either the four-year colleges,
that's okay, too, as long as they are seeking something, you
know...."
Job Dissatisfaction
Although most of the women found similar satisfaction in
their jobs as high school principals, their dissatisfactions
in the job were more individualistic and specific.

Susan

Arnold with her 12-hour work day said, "The time."

Dr.

Angela Whitson hated the paperwork.

Dr. Joyce Langston was

most dissatisfied with "Struggling to keep a building clean."
Jill McGlothlin said "Lack of money."

sheila Edwards said,

"Probably at times a feeling of not being appreciated as much
as I should be.

But then that probably has to do with
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something of my vanity or values or whatever, but I— I think
there's always room for a few more pats on the back or good
job, or you know, just 'We thank you,' whatever."
Margaret Botcher whose greatest satisfaction came from
graduation, said her greatest dissatisfaction was "Not being
able to save them all."

Lucille Gendron whose greatest

satisfaction came from children being successful said her
greatest dissatisfaction came from just the opposite - "...
not being able to— to keep all children on track."

Midge

Cloud looked not at the students but the teachers and
responded, "Knowing that there are teachers who are not doing
a hundred percent and not being able to— to do as much as I
want to about it.

I feel like sometimes we're cheating the

kids, and when I get placed in that situation, I'm very
dissatisfied."
Cassie Owster related:
People making statements about what's wrong with kids
today, what's wrong with education— negative statements
when they don't know the entire fact, or 'When I was in
school,' you know, 'We didn't have this, and we didn't
need that, and kids don't need to do this, and education
in Tennessee is— is not as good as it is somewhere
else.' That bothers me. Education in Tennessee is— is
good. We have some excellent teachers. We have some
excellent students. And I would put our Tennessee
students on a ranking with students all over the world.
Sure, there are some problems. Sure, there are some
drawbacks. There are some handicaps, but you don't
bring down education— you don't bring down teenagers in
general, just because there's a problem.
Several of the women mentioned some type of conflict as
causing them the most dissatisfaction in their jobs as high
school principals.

Bess Sutherland felt that the worst part

of her job was "...not being able to say what I want to say,
the way I want to say it, and the time I want to say it."
she went on to add, "you— you support your kids; you support
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your parents; you support your teachers.

And everything has

to be— sometimes that can be trying to get them all together
at one time."

For Dr. Melissa Goforth and Priscilla Mays

student discipline gave them the most dissatisfaction.
Dr. Jan Wycott said, "I can answer that very quickly,
and that's settling conflicts between adults."

Dr. Sarah

Quincy also found dissatisfaction in conflicts as well as
several other things.

She said:

It could be teachers are in a squabble. I don't want to
deal with adults having a difference of opinion, or a—
parents who are self-centered and selfish about their
own children and not willing to listen, or it could be
the parent just isn't around. Or then it could be the
social problems of so many kids, whether it's drugs and
alcohol, or sex. Kids know a lot these days.
Ellen Baxter, whose satisfaction came from seeing her
students go away to school, felt that the school was having
to assume too much responsibility for the children.

She

believed that her concern ought to be about getting test
scores up instead of getting the student to school on time.
She explained:
When I see parents who tell me that at 16 they can't do
anything with their own children. You know, they expect
me to do it for them, and that, now that makes me angry.
However, most of the children that we are seeing now—
are children of teenage parents. They are 16, and Mamma
might be 30, 31.
For Terry Hendrix and Vanessa Dinsmore, the parents also
cause dissatisfaction but in a different way.

Hendrix

related:
I guess the parents not accepting, you know they want
rules, but they don't want them to pertain to their
kids. They come in, you know, you ought to make an
exception and— and whatever. And I think that dealing
with them when they're not supportive of— of the
decision you made, and you
try to be fair and
consistent. And I think they want that exceptwhen
it's done to their kid.
Dinsmore said, "I don't

like to

do

negative things..."Saying
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that she got into education for the love of kids and of
learning, she explained:
1 feel like if you reward positive behavior, that's the
behavior that's gonna be generated. But, you know, when
you deal with an unhappy parent or an irate parent,
that's not a happy thing. And to sit down and try to— *
to negotiate and that many times happens in a— that— you
become a negotiator or— -or a judge and jury, and then,
you know, when it gets down to judge and jury time that
you're not gonna make them happy. They're not gonna be
satisfied, and you're gonna walk away; and if you've
done anything, you've made an enemy. And that's not— I,
ou know, I don't like that— I don't like that part of
t. But as the guys keep referring to, that why X make
the big bucks.

r
Stress

Although one might think that whatever provided the most
dissatisfaction to the women high school principals would
possibly be the same stimulus for stress.
in only a few of the responses.

That was the case

Susan Arnold, who had

previously related working a 12-to-16 hour day and a 60-to-80
hour week, claimed her dissatisfaction with the job was the
demands on her time.

Understandably then, her answer to what

produced the most stress was "Not enough rest.n

Dr. Jan

Wycott indicated that adult conflicts were the greatest
source of dissatisfaction and stress in her job as principal.
Melissa Goforth felt discipline problems were the cause of
her dissatisfaction and her stress in her job.
Several of the women described situations where parents
were the cause of stress to them in their role as high school
principals.
parents."

Margaret Botcher answered simply, "Angry
Vanessa Dinsmore said, "I think probably that,

particularly if X know we've got an irate parent coming in."
Bess Sutherland answered, "The biggest stress X have is, I
guess, is when X have an irrational parent that X cannot deal
with.

There are people that you just can't— you cannot deal
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with and that can be a stressful situation."

In addition to

discipline problems, Melissa Goforth also said "apathy" and
explained, "...I guess the most stress that I get is from
really a parent who is so apathetic about their student's
well-being."

Cassie Owster responded with much the same

frustration:
Parents not knowing the situation, I guess. Parents
upset with teachers. Parents upset with their own
children. Parents unwilling to help their own kid.
When you call a parent, and you say, 'You know, we have
a problem.' I have had parents— and I think this— this
causes me the greatest stress, 'Well, you know I'm too
busy. Let them work it out themselves,' or 'I don't
have time to come to school. You do whatever you want
to. My kid is a bad child, and you can't help he or
she.' That causes me the most stress. And you would
think a parent would be more interested in their child
than a teacher would be, but that's not always the case.
Several of the women high school principals described
situations that were stressful.

For the most part, these

situations were caused by being part of a "bureaucracy."

Dr.

Angela Whitson explained:
I guess the most frustrating thing is the fact that I'm
a part of a govern— a bureaucratic organization which by
its very nature is very slow to move. And I'm dealing
with the lives of children, and I want things a lot of
times to move a lot faster than this big ole machine can
make it move. Now this machine can do things that other
machines cannot do. But being attentive to the
individual and swift to the moment is not it. So, I—
that's probably what, if you balled it all up, that's
probably what agonizes— that and TSSAA. That's a stress
mark for me.
At the time of the interview with Vanessa Dinsmore, she had
just been told that she would need to "cut" four positions at
her school.
numbers.

Dinsmore said, "And personnel's dealing in

I have to deal with people."

she knew the decision

would be hers and that these four might not be placed
somewhere else.

That alone was stressful, but even more so

was not knowing how these people would be told.

"These are
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people to me.

These are people who are gonna walk in, and I

have one that's gonna be emotionally distressed, and I need
to know how she was told because how she was told is gonna
be— be impacting what happens to her and emotionally how
stable she's gonna be."

Hidge Cloud said, "Situations I

can't control— 'graduation, prom."

With respect to the prom,

it was the fear that students might drink and be killed in a
car accident.

However, the situation with graduation

revolved around "bureaucracy."
Graduation, I can control the kids. I can— I can stop
1200 kids in a minute. At graduation I had 7,000
parents here, and this year's graduation, prayer was
such an issue; and that's a moral conflict for me. I
feel morally that when kids want prayer, we ought to be
going, 'Hallelujah. Thank you, you know.' And yet, I'm
being forced to say to them, 'No, you can't pray'; and
it was a moral conflict that caused me tremendous
stress. The worst graduation I've ever been through
because I felt so torn. I have a hard time when I can't
resolve my moral issues with the law or— or the
mandates of society.
Ellen Baxter's stress was the fear of physical violence
in her inner-city school:
Potential conflicts. I say potential, thank God, we've
not had any serious ones, but there are so many
potential ones where there are conflicts in the
neighborhood, one housing project maybe against another
one. And that stuff can spill over into the school very
easily, so we have to be watchful all the time. That's
another reason we walk all the time....
For Sheila Edwards in her rural high school, it was "A
problem on Friday that would carry over till Monday."
Lucille Gendron's stress was caused by a female teacher
"...who constantly'works against me."

This female teacher

had wanted to be the assistant principal, but had no
educational background for it.
hours.

Jill McGlothlin said the long

Priscilla Mays answered, "Bad publicity, that's

uncalled for."

Three of the other women high school

principals responded that just wanting things to run smoothly
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caused them stress.

Dr. Joyce Langston said, "Getting every

final little plan made for something like opening of
school....

Langston also remarked that she tried not to use

her energy in "stress" but in "productivity." Terry Hendrix
confessed, "I just want things to go well and— and for
whatever reason they're not going as good as you— as you want
them to be that you just keep that on your mind.
could you do to make it better?'"
answer was simple, "Me.

'What— what

For Dr. Sarah Quincy, the

I just want everything to be just

right."
What Would You Change?
Having just answered what gave them the most
satisfaction, the most dissatisfaction, and the most stress
in their jobs as women high school principals, the women were
then asked to relate "how they would change their work
situation if they could."

Amazingly, there were several who

didn't want to change anything.
to make any changes.

Lucille Gendron did not want

Jill McGlothlin said, "I don't think X-

-I'm— I'm pretty happy the way it's— of course, more money
would certainly alleviate most of our problems.

But I'm— I'm

pretty much satisfied with the way it is, other than that."
Dr. Jan Wycott continued with the same response, "How would I
change it?

Well, I don't have any— I can't think of

anything."

However, she went on to refer to site-based

management saying sometimes that she wanted more control and
sometimes she'd like to be able "...to pass that buck on
somewhere else."

She again remarked "...I think by and

large, I am happy."

Yet she went on to mention a contract

with a voice mail company that she was not allowed to make
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and transfer of personnel over which she had no say-

Cassie

Owster, realizing that she did have problems, said, "I
wouldn't have any problems.

I would have Utopia."

Voicing

her continued concern for parent involvement as a source of
stress, she said that she would change her work situation so
that parents were more involved in their children's
academics.

Dr. Helissa Goforth, who enjoyed seeing students

succeed and was dissatisfied with and stressed by student
discipline, said, "I would arrange my day so that I could
spend more time with students and teachers."
Susan Arnold continued her theme of her job's demands on
her time by saying, "I wouldn't work as much."

She

explained:
More help would be wonderful, and the fact that there
would be more people to divide things up among. That—
that seems that the trend is definitely going away from
that. It's not coming to that. But we're overloading
the other end. As you flatten the organization, the
work does not go away. You're just spreading it further
and further out.
Dr. Sarah Quincy expressed the need to share the work:
I would figure out how to delegate more than I do; and
I've tried so hard. I've even asked my assistants and
my secretaries how I can delegate more and do less
myself. But I just feel like it's a principal's
responsibility to know absolutely everything that's
going on because I'm embarrassed if anybody ever asked
me 'What kind of state is this project in or that?' And
it's embarrassing to me not to know. So, that's why I
kill myself. So, I'm on blood pressure medicine.
Several of the women mentioned specific school changes
such as staffing and building needs.

Ellen Baxter would

change the staffing formula mandated by the school district,
have a year-round school of four cycles with students
attending three of the cycles, and mandate students attend a
required number of days for promotion.

Vanessa Dinsmore

admitted that she was a morning person and said, "I would
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love to hire a staff of purely morning people and start
school at 7 o'clock."

She also indicated that committees

would be looking at some break-the-mold kinds of things this
school year.

Specifically, they would be looking at going to

"block scheduling."

Priscilla Hays, with more money, would

add a new wing and hire more support staff, as well as
enlarge the curriculum.

Sheila Edwards would also "...build

onto this school" and add staff members.

She would have a

much needed conference room and add to the music program with
the addition of a school band.

Terry Hendrix would add

additional staff and would like to spend less time with the
demands of the physical plant.

Bess Sutherland said, "I

think that— that I do not have enough assistants."

In

addition to more administrative staff, she would also like to
add teachers.

Dr. Angela Whitson wanted to upgrade physical

needs of her five-story high school.

With needed funds, she

would buy musical instruments, add lights and a better sound
system to the auditorium, add equipment in the science labs,
and secure needed funds for the library.
Three of the women high school principals mentioned
"teachers" when asked how they might change their work
situation.

Midge Cloud, in addition to wanting to control

maintenance at the building level, stressed "I'd love the
opportunity to— to be able to remove teachers who were
ineffective," and would work toward the teachers taking more
leadership roles.

Dr. Joyce Langston said, "I have a few

persons on this staff that I wish I could help with some of
their attitudes, some of their methods of performance, and in
a few instances maybe even some of their personal conflicts—
not with me but with others."

Observing that she has an
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"older faculty," Margaret Botcher said, "I wish my teachers
were more enthusiastic about teaching, more willing to
accept extra duties.”
The majority of the 17 women high school principals in
Tennessee reflected on their feelings concerning the
prlncipalship with words such as "like" and "love." They
mentioned "making things better," "the challenge,"
"enjoyment," "wonderful and interesting," and "looking
forward to my job on Monday."
As a group, they received the most satisfaction in their
jobs when their students were happy and successful.

They

also indicated appreciating positive changes, progress, and
improvement of programs.

For Ellen Baxter particularly, it

was being told by a student that he or she would be going
away to college.

This was especially eventful for her

because most of the students in this inner-city school did
not go beyond a five-mile radius of their neighborhood.
The responses of the women to things that gave them the
most dissatisfaction were broad-based.

They included time,

paperwork, discipline, building maintenance, not being
appreciated, and not being able to save all the children.
One of the women principals was most dissatisfied by teachers
who did not give a hundred percent.

Several mentioned

"conflicts" and dealing with negative things.
What caused them the most stress, like the
dissatisfaction, was also answered relative to their school
and their own situations.

Answers included "not enough

rest," parents, "bureaucracy," and bad publicity.
The principal of an inner-city school said the fear of
physical violence.

The principal of a rural high school said
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"A problem on Friday that would carry over till Monday.”
The women high school principals were then asked what
they would do to change their situation.
of them didn't want to change anything.

Amazingly, several
Arnold continued her

references to the amount of time she spends in her job and
said, ”1 wouldn't work as much.”

Goforth said spend more

time with teachers and students.

Several of them mentioned

school changes such as staffing and building needs.
Whv So Few?
Having been asked, for the most part, questions that
which pertained to them personally and professionally, the
seventeen women high school principals were now asked for
their opinion about the disproportionate number of women in
administrative positions in education.

Specifically, they

were asked "Why do you think there are so few women in
administration, particularly at the high school principal
level?”
Ellen Baxter, the only woman in the study who had had an
early career plan for the high school prlncipalship, really
could not say definitely.

She supposed, ”It may be that we

don't aspire for the high school.

It may be that....

There

may not be enough of us who are aspiring for the high
school.”
Susan Arnold said, ”¥ou know, they may not like the age
group, or they may not want the time or all the outside
activities, but there are a lot of men who don't want that
either.”

Arnold went on to express the fact that some people

do not ”...like the kind of conflict that occurs; they don't
like the kinds of crisis situations, but that's not so—
that's not gender-based so much.

I think that's more or less
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personality."

Priscilla Mays also expressed the opinion that

it's "the age level."
then."

Mays believed, "It's not appealing to

She felt that women are intimidated by teenagers.

Dr. Sarah Quincy said, "Maybe they're afraid to try it."
Many of the women mentioned some of the barriers that
were part of the review of literature and were brought out
earlier in this study.

Specifically, several mentioned

gender bias and the "myth" that women cannot manage a high
school.

Dr. Jan Wycott said, "Aside from the obvious bias of

the people who put them in this position, and it's just—
these habits, these perceptions are hard to die; they don't
even imagine women as principals."

Margaret Botcher

responded, "Because the attitude of the world is that the
women can't handle the— the job."

Dr. Angela Whitson alluded

to her system emerging from the old ways and the notion
"...maybe people don't think women can do it."

Dr. Joyce

Langston answered, "Traditionally, the high school principal
level has been seen as a man's job.
the reasons."

Tradition— it's one of

She also felt that maintaining a quality

family lifestyle could be another reason that women do not
choose to be a high school principal.

Midge cloud had also

expressed the same idea of "giving up" too much in terms of
self, family, and other interests.
One of the other reasons expressed by Midge Cloud was "And I think breaking down the barriers has been really
difficult."

One of those barriers is the lack of visibility.

Vanessa Dinsmore basically felt the same way and explained:
They're hard to get recognized. They're overlooked so
much. How is— first of all admit that the first vehicle
for administration early was through the coaching lines.
If you were a good coach, then you could have been a
good— you could be a good administrator. Not
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necessarily the right assumption. Very few women were
in the coaching lines. Zero women were in the coaching
lines of you probably take a look at the early '70's.
We didn't have female sports at that time so where would
there be an auspice for a female in any kind of coaching
ranks, so, the— the visibility for women was limited.
And— and I guess that's probably where department
chairs, doing workshops, being up and talking to people
in various and sundry ways caused women to finally be
visible. The visibility— we have some dynamic women out
there that are ready for— for administration in many
different situations, but they haven't been visible to
the right people or to anybody because they haven't had
the opportunity to be visible, stand up to— to talk and
do those kinds of things. The LDP training is a
visibility, you know, and I don't know— I had the
opportunity to do that. As a result of that. I've had
an opportunity to do other things, which again, enhanced
my career and keep, not necessarily me, but the high
school in the forefront.
Sheila Edwards recognized one of the fundamental
barriers to women in her answer - gender.
thought about that either.

"I've never really

I've just accepted that there's

not very many and haven't really wondered why.

I would

suppose, though I don't even want to say this because I don't
want it to be true, but I would suppose that it is just
because they are female, yet today.11
Dr. Melissa Goforth said:
I think although the law has been in place for some
years to give women the right to do whatever, I think
many of us have experienced some of the barriers imposed
from the outside. But I think in many cases, too, that
we have imposed barriers on ourselves— that 'I'm not
supposed to do this.' I think younger women are not as
inclined to impose those barriers, but women my age who
still were trained in the line of thinking that there
are women's places and there are men's places— I really
had to overcome that. I love my mother dearly, and she
has influenced me in many positive ways, but my mother
still thinks that there are ways— she was one of the
most surprised that I even wanted to do this. My father
was out there yelling, 'Go for it.' And my mother was
saying, 'Oh, are you sure?' 'Yes, ma'am.
other barriers to women becoming high school principals
were recognized by these women high school principals in
Tennessee.

Lucille Gendron and Jill McGlothlin mentioned

"the good ole boy network."

Gendron believed the women were
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prepared educationally, "They're just not hired."
Several of the women mentioned in some way the "demands
of the job" and "time." Although she herself is single, Terry
Hendrix answered, "I think because of time.

You know, I

can't imagine anybody with a family— man or woman-being able
to give as much time to do the job that's— that's really
required."

Cassie Owster who was also single said much the

same thing:
I think one reason is because of the demands of the job.
I don't know that many women could devote as much time
as— in my particular situation, and of course, that's
the only— that's the only thing that I can comment on is
my particular situation. 1 don't know that they would
be willing to devote as much time to it as I do. I'm
not saying that they could not do even a better job than
I'm doing. But it's a time factor.
Bess Sutherland also mentioned "time," but added comments on
"violence" and "controversy":
I think it's because the demand of time. It takes a lot
of— like I said, when you've got a family, it really—
it's a tremendous strain on a family. Especially with
young kids. I think they're afraid of the problems that
they'll have to confront. We don't talk about
discipline in schools anymore. We talk about violence
in schools, and I think the violence would be a
deterrent for some people. And then there are those—
it's real comfortable sometimes just to be a teacher.
Now, I know, it's a lot of hard work, but it's real
comfortable. People look at me and say 'I wouldn't have
your job for anything.' They don't like controversy.
They don't want to be caught in the middle, and it's a
middle job. You get caught, and you're in the middle.
So, I think they don't like that. But I think the
biggest thing is the amount of time and controversy.
And I think violence— violence in the
school is beginning to play a part.
To the very difficult question of why there are so few
women high school principals, the answers were mixed.

Some

of the women mentioned that perhaps women did not want the
position, or that women did not particularly like the age
level or the conflicts associated with the age group or that
women were afraid to try.

Yet, others mentioned the age-old
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stereotyping of the high school principal's position as a
man's job.

Several of the women alluded to male dominance,

bias, and gender as barriers.

Some mentioned the "good ole

boy network" and the lack of opportunities for visibility for
women.

OtherB felt that the demands on time and family

responsibilities as reasons perhaps for their being so few
women high school principals.

One mentioned that perhaps

"violence" and "controversy" have become deterrents to women
being interested in becoming a high school principal.
Some Advice to Aspirants
Grounded in the belief that the perspective of these
women who had achieved the position of high school principal
was extremely pertinent to women aspiring to the same
position, this study sought to include the advice of these
women.

At the conclusion of the long interview, the

17 women high school principals were asked what advice they
might give to women who are aspiring to become high school
principals.

The advice varied to a degree, but there were

also such common threads as "be prepared;" "have a mentor;"
"know what the job really is;" and "don't be discouraged."
Speaking of determination, Lucille Gendron said, "Keep
trying.

The opportunity will come."

suggested, "Get a tough shell.
be considered."
discouraged."

Margaret Botcher

Get tough.

Demand that you

Vanessa Dinsmore said, "Don't get
Bess Sutherland advised:

Don't let anything stop you if that's what you want to
do. Make sure that you're prepared. Talk to other
women administrators. Find out, get direction, find out
where the barriers are. One thing that we've learned is
that we can depend on each other and that, I think,
women shoot straight from the hip. I don't think they—
they coat much, and I don't think they would let another
woman run into a problem that they had— that they have,
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you know, warned her about.
what I would tell them.

So, I think— think that's

Two of the women principals mentioned "visibility" in
answer to the question of advice.

Dr. Joyce Langston began

with "Be at the right place at the right time.”

She also

advised, "Be visible, be accommodating but never pushy, be
pleasant."

Langston also felt that it was important for a

woman to have "...nearly perfect attendance" and to manage
her stress so as to reflect competency.

She also mentioned

reading books on management and paying attention to one's
professional dress.

Dr. Jan Wycott, pointing out the

importance of visibility, probably said it best, "...it's not
always who you know— it's who knows you."

For that reason,

she advised women "...to become visible in professional
activities, attending seminars and meetings."

she reflected,

"I gained a lot of leadership experience in my civic clubs."
Hard work and an opportunity to see what the job is all
about were also given as advice by some of the women high
school principals.
all."

She advised women to let "...people see you're willing

to do it all.
that."

Dr. Sarah Quincy said, "Learn to do it

I think your staff especially needs to see

in that way, Quincy felt they will be able to see

that "...you're not asking any more of them than you're
willing to give yourself."

Uniquely, she also advised women

to forget they're a woman and "Just be one of the boys."

In

context, she was advising women not to make gender an issue.
She concluded, "I— I have— I have never made a point to play
up the fact that I'm a woman.

I don't— I don't— hope I never

got where I am 'cause I'm a woman, and I hope I'm not kept
where I am because I'm a woman.
with it."

I hope it had nothing to do
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Dr. Angela Whitson included working hard, as did Dr.
Melissa Goforth who said, "Work hard; get all the experience
that you can, I think, at all levels of education."

Goforth

also felt her many years as a teacher served her well with
her faculty.

She said, "So, to earn the respect from the

people in the trenches is to have been there and to
experience all that with them."

Cassie Owster prompted,

"Know all the basics that you can."

Recommending that women

get as many certification areas as possible, she explained
"Know as much about the working of your system as you can.
Go to all the higher level meetings that you can.
your board works.

Know how

Know how your superintendent works.

Know

the supervisors, as far as what is needed in administration;
but above all, know as many subject areas as you can."
Several of the women indicated that being able to see
what the job of a high school administrator is like would be
invaluable.

Ellen Baxter included "...doing a lot of

observing."

Priscilla Mays advised being persistent and

suggested that aspirants to the high school principalship
"...go and spend some time at a high school level and get a
real picture of what's going on."

Similarly, Terry Hendrix

advised much the same thing - "...to visit a high school."
She also mentioned being an intern with a high school
principal, not necessarily a woman high school principal, or
being an assistant principal as beneficial in knowing what
the job is like.

Midge Cloud replied:

I'd advise them to— to work into a position where they
can learn, where they can see what's going on, where
they can judge if this is what they really want. When I
hired the one female, in her interview, she said, 'I
want to be a high school assistant principal because one
day I want to be sitting where you're sitting.' She
doesn't want that anymore. She's told me that if I'd
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leave, she wouldn't even apply. She's a wonderful
assistant, but she's— she's had such an exposure to it
now that she doesn't want to be the principal. So, I'd
suggest they learn and look and listen and really
decide if that's what they're dedicated to.
Another area addressed by several of the women as good
advice was having a "mentor.”

Ellen Baxter advised finding a

mentor rather than a mentor finding you.
"talking" and "sharing information.

Then she advised

Baxter advised anyone

who wanted administration just as an avenue to escape the
classroom to realize that she is making the decision for the
wrong reason.

Vanessa Dinsmore said, "Find a strong mentor

and not necessarily follow their skirt or coattails but— but
emulate that style...."

In like manner, Sheila Edwards

advised:
The very first thing I would tell them is to get a
mentor. Take the time to go to that school and follow
that principal around. And I don't mean just for one
day. I mean, you know, one day one week, and the next
week two days and alternate days and whatever. Stay
right with the principal. I really think that at the
master's level that there should be a mentorship program
of at least, say, for a six-weeks period where that
prospective principal has to be right on the heels of
another principal.
Realizing that there are barriers to women assuming the
position of high school principal, Dr. Angela Whitson
advised, "And remember barriers are only— you build your own,
for the most part.
just, you know.

I mean, if— if— just work hard and just—

I like to think that somebody said 'Here's a

barrier,' and I said, 'No, it's an opportunity.'"
The 17 women high school principals answered
thoughtfully the question on what advice they would give to
women aspirants to a secondary principalship.

Their answers

included hard work, not giving up, not being discouraged,
being prepared, visibility, and knowing all the basics.
Several of the women mentioned being able to spend time in
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some capacity at the high school level so that they would
know exactly what the job entailed.
stressed the importance of a mentor.

Others of the women

CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY, FINDINGS, AND REFLECTIONS

Summary of Purpose
The purpose of this qualitative study was to describe
the personal and professional lives of the women who were
high school principals of grades 9-12 in Tennessee in 1993.
Based upon the review of literature, it was the researcher's
conclusion that there was little true insight into the world
of the woman administrator, particularly the woman high
school principal.

Therefore, the purpose of this study was

to use what Denzin (1989) termed Hthick description and thick
interpretation” to construct a more vivid portrayal or "lifeview" of the individual and collective world of the women who
were high school principals in Tennessee.
Some of the specific areas addressed in the study
included:

(1) background information about the women, (2)

career paths and goals of the women high school principals,
(3) significant personal influences in the lives of the women
- including role models and mentors,

(4) barriers which the

women might have encountered in their seeking an
administrative position, (5) the various roles of the women
in their positions as high school principals, and (6) the
demands placed upon the women as high school principals.
Subsequently, the study sought to answer some broadbased questions or issues:

(l)

Are there any commonalities

in the personal backgrounds and career paths of these women?
(2)

Do these women perceive that they have experienced

career barriers; if so, what mechanisms have they used to
266
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overcome the barriers women face who choose to seek high
school principalships?

(3) To what person(s) or event(s) in

their lives do these women attribute their career decision to
enter education and to pursue an administrative position as a
high school principal?

(4)

What is life like for these

women, personally and professionally, as high school
principals?
Summary, of Procedures
The researcher conducted a qualitative study to
investigate various aspects of the personal and professional
lives of women high school principals in Tennessee.

The

researcher determined to use the format of the long interview
as defined by McCracken (1988).

To begin with, the

researcher used the review of literature and her personal
experience as a high school assistant principal to generate a
list of questions.

Then the researcher used a focus group,

which was a cohort doctoral class at East Tennessee State
University, to generate questions after they had been given a
general overview of the study.
The researcher received permission at this time to
conduct a fieldtest and the subsequent study from the East
Tennessee State University Institutional Review Board.

The

researcher then fieldtested the interview guide in a pilot
study of three women high school principals; two of the women
were from Virginia and one was from North Carolina.

With

this information and the input of Dr. Russell West,
chairperson of the researcher's doctoral committee, a
finalized interview guide was drafted.
Because attempts to acquire a list of women high school
principals from the Tennessee State Department of Education
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and the Tennessee State Boards of Education were
unsuccessful, the researcher used the 1990-91 Directory of
Public Schools, Approved Nonpublic. Special State Schools,
and The State Department of Education State of Tennessee and
the 1992 TSSftA Directory to generate a list of women high
school principals of grades 9-12 in Tennessee in 1993.

The

researcher then made phone calls to an/ person whose name
might be male or female which resulted in 18 women high
school principals being identified.
The 18 women high school principals were then contacted
by telephone by the researcher.
an interview time was set up.

The study was explained and
Only one of the women could

not participate because of health problems and impending
surgery.

Therefore, the study involved 17 women high school

principals in Tennessee.
At the time of the interview, the women were asked to
sign a consent form.

The researcher audiotaped the

interviews, which were later transcribed by a stenographer,
made limited notes, and debriefed the interview information
with a male high school principal.
The tapes and transcriptions were audited for accuracy
by an English class at Sullivan South High School.

The same

tapes, transcriptions, and the completed study were then
audited by Debbie White, who is Director of Student
Activities at East Tennessee state University.

She is also a

doctoral student at the university and is writing a
qualitative study.
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Summary of Findings

Background Information
The 17 women high school principals who were interviewed
for this study ranged in age from 40 to 62 years old, with
the mean age being 49.

The youngest age at which any of the

women became a high school principal was 33; the oldest age
was 51.

Three of the women were Black, and 14 of them were

Caucasian.

Fourteen of the women entered their position as

principal via other administrative positions, for the most
>

part the assistant principalship, and all of them in the
system where they had maintained their years of service.
Interestingly, 11 of the 17 were first-borns.

There

was no pattern to their parents' occupations, but the women
high school principals as a group had risen beyond the
educational backgrounds of their parents - eight held
master's degrees; three had master's degrees plus 30 hours;
and five had doctorates.

Their undergraduate majors and

minors were in primarily English and history or social
studies.

Fourteen of the women were or had been married;

only one of the women had no children.
Career Paths
Although the 17 women principals entered the teaching
profession for such divergent reasons as economics,
convenience, and parental influence, about half of them made
the decision because of the influence or impact of a teacher.
With regard to entering administration, the 17 women seemed
to affirm several of the studies in the review of literature
which indicated that women tend to make the decision to enter
administration late in their careers, actually-a focus of
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midlife,

only one of the 17 women high school principals

related beginning her teaching career with the idea of one
day being an administrator.

For this reason, these women

high school principals lacked what is referred to as "a
career plan" when they began their professional careers.
Most of them also indicated that pursuing the position of a
high school principal was not "a long term goal."
Instead of an initial career plan, these women were
basically examples of "evolving career goals."

When they did

decide to pursue a high school principalship, their success
rate was astounding.

Fifteen of the women indicated success

on the first try; one said she had submitted letters of
interest for three years and heard nothing, and another of
the women indicated trying about five times.

It must be

pointed out that this success came for most of them after
many years in education and as a mid-life focus.
Surprisingly, however, many of these women who began with no
career goals now have "additional career plans."

This is

particularly significant when it is remembered that the women
at the time of the interview ranged in age from 40 to 62
years old, with the mean age being 49 years old.

Although

five mentioned retirement in the near-future, the others
talked of seeking an assistant superintendent position,
superintendent positions, a coordinator's job, a job as an
educational consultant, and teaching at the college level.
The women high school principals in this study were
asked if networking had contributed to their career
advancement or if they perceived that networking could
contribute to the career advancement of women in education in
general.

For the purpose of this study, networking was
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defined for them as "being visible; making contacts with both
men and women; attending various meetings, seminars, and
workshops; and serving on various committees."

Five of the

women used the term networking almost interchangeably with
"visibility" and acknowledged the importance of being
recognized for one's work.

This was in addition to three of

the women who extolled the importance of networking and to
three others who mentioned their coaching experiences as an
aspect of networking.

Several of the women related

intriguing accounts of their past and continued experiences
with "networking."
Significant Personal Influences
As indicated previously, the 17 women high school
principals were strongly influenced to enter the teaching
profession by family and teachers.

Ten of the 17 mentioned

"family" or a family member by name as being very supportive
of their career decision to pursue the high school
principalship, as well.

Additionally, the women mentioned

professional acquaintances - former principals, central
office personnel, board members, community members, and
fellow teachers - who were supportive to them in their
administrative pursuits.

Nine of the 17 women high school

principals considered themselves to have had a mentor which
was defined in the study as "someone who personally guided,
directed, and counseled you."

One of the nine identified her

mentor to have been her husband, who was also the
superintendent of her school system.

For the other eight,

their mentors were people from the education profession, such
as a teacher, a female middle school principal, a director of
instruction, a middle school/high school supervisor, a former
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principal, and an assistant principal.
The interview process determined that the 17 women high
school principals did not maintain any consistent
acquaintance with other women high school principals.

This

was particularly surprising in several of the larger cities
where they were several women high school principals.
Interestingly, these women maintained only a sparse line of
communication with one another.

They attended system-wide

and other required meetings together, but they did not
maintain a voluntary or continuous interchange.

In fact,

when the 17 women high school principals were asked with whom
they would discuss a work-related problem or who would they
say was their confidant, the most prevalent answers were
"assistant principals," "husbands," and "a teacher."
Barriers
The idea of male dominance in positions of power in
education became apparent as an issue in the women's
responses to the interview questions.

Many of the studies

cited in the review of literature recognized stereotypical
attitudes, myths, and discrimination as barriers to women
advancing into educational administration.

Therefore, it was

no surprise that the majority of the 17 women perceived that
in pursuing or assuming the position of a high school
principal that they had encountered some of these same
barriers.

Only two of the 17 women felt that they had not

experienced any barriers.

Although the other 15 women

expressed their own stories about barriers, the overwhelming
barrier reflected in those stories was primarily gender just being female was a barrier in what they recognized as a
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male-dominated profession.

Several of the women mentioned

stereotyping, attitudes, and the myth that "women can't be
high school principals."
Several of the women indicated that they must maintain
their composure at all times to off-set being perceived as
weak or incompetent. They also felt that maintaining a very
professional demeanor had excluded them from any major acts
of sexual discrimination or harassment.

To the barrier of

"just being female," the women remarked about believing in
themselves, possessing information, and just performing their
jobs as best they could.

None of the women believed that

their family responsibilities had been a barrier to their
professional advancement.

They did, however, repeatedly

mention "time" as a barrier.
The 17 women high school principals were also asked
about the existence of "a good ole boy network."

Seven of

them felt there was such "a good ole boy network" currently
in place; two answered "no;" and the other eight perceived
that there had been at one time "a good ole boy network."
Only two of the 17 indicated the possibility of their being
"a good ole girl network."
Roles of the Woman High School Principal
The majority of the women high school principals in this
study described their leadership style in terms of democratic
leadership style and shared decision-making.

These women

believed in asking for "input" and in "committees."

Several

of the women even operated schools under "site-based decision
making."

However, nine of the same women who perceived that

they sought input and implemented shared decision-making also
spoke of making decisions on their own and alluded to the
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unspoken philosophy "that when all is said and done, the
principal is still responsible for all that happens in the
school."
In day-by-day encounters, the majority of the women high
school principals tended to see themselves performing as
"managers" instead of "instructional leaders."
Overwhelmingly, the women admitted spending the greatest
amount of their school day "talking."

This "talking" was

explained in terms of being on the phone, going to meetings,
promoting the school programs, talking with students, talking
with teachers, and "answering questions."

Host lamented not

being able to devote themselves more to instruction, not
being able to get out of the office enough, and certainly not
being able to spend quality time in the classrooms.

All of

the 17 women indicated spending hours beyond the school day
to accomplish paperwork and management duties and in
supervising extracurricular activities.
Even with all the demands and the pressures, the
majority of the women high school principals used verbs such
as "like" and "love" to express their feelings about their
jobs.

Many of them verbally recognized the "challenge" in

the job.

As for what gave them the most pleasure, the

overriding theme in their answers was "the success and
happiness of the students."

As for dissatisfaction, some of

the answers included the demands on their time, keeping a
building clean, lack of money, not being appreciated, not
being able to save all the students, and conflicts.

In

addition to what gave the most satisfaction and the most
dissatisfaction, the women were also asked to identify what
caused them the most stress.

Answers included adult
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conflicts, angry parents, "me,” and the bureaucracy of the
school system.

,

Demands of the Job
The predominant theme of what demands the job of high
school principal put upon these women was "time."

Although

none of the women mentioned their family - husband or
children - as barriers to their assuming the position of high
school principal, most of them mentioned the demands the job
had made on them and their family responsibilities.
alluded to their "supportive husband and/or family."

Most
Many of

the women described situations where they were the principal
where their children attended high school and were thus able
to blend parenting on the job.

However positive the women

attempted to be in their answers, there always seemed to be
the specter of guilt associated with the time and demands and
sacrifices that "time" as principal had made upon them and
their families.

Specifically, the women mentioned such

things as not having dinner at a regular time or serving
"fast food"; they talked of trying to meet their schedule
demands and the activities of their children; they remarked
about the "support" that they received from their husbands
and families; and they mentioned that their children had
attended school where they were principal and this had given
them a "special kind of time."
In terms of time on the job and how they spent their
time beyond the school day, all the women admitted to staying
beyond the school day to accomplish management-type duties.
For some this meant spending one or two hours beyond the
school day; for others an average day was 10 or even 12
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hours.

Every woman in the study mentioned the extra

responsibilities of attending ballgames and various schoolrelated activities.
"almost everything."

For a few, they attempted to attend
For most of them, their school

responsibilities required them "to be on duty" three or four
nights a week.
Reflections
The true essence of a qualitative study such as this
comes from the individual voices of the women who shared
glimpses of their "life-view" with the researcher.

To that

end, the researcher determined not to end the study with
conclusions as such but to bring closure with the voices of
the 17 women themselves speaking to the major themes of
discovery.
Although there were certainly other reasons for their
becoming teachers, for the women high school principals in
this study, the decision was greatly influenced by the
women's parents and their teachers.

Dr. Langston said, "Hy

wise father believed if he sent his daughter to college, that
certainly she ought to be able to teach school when she
graduated."

Dr. Jan Hycott related, "It was almost as if I

were fated to be a teacher.

Hy parents were teachers, and I

really didn't want to be a teacher.

But I— I— came into

teaching only because my parents made me take teacher
education...."
Vanessa Dinsmore responded, "There was no doubt that I
was going on into education by the fifth grade; and then I
found my mentor in the— in the 11th grade as an English
teacher, then that pretty much locked it in."

Priscilla Hays

related that in the seventh grade she wrote a career paper
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about becoming a social studies teacher.

She explained, "I

had some strong role models in the middle school years in
social studies.

I enjoyed it, and X still have that paper.'1

Dr. Melissa Goforth admitted not knowing that she wanted to
be a teacher until the second year of college "... and
actually, it was not till I entered this history professor's
classroom that X knew that X wanted to be a teacher.”

Sheila

Edwards shared that an old maid seventh grade teacher
"...probably led me to think that X wanted to be a teacher."
She went on to explain how this woman went to the public
library and brought books back to their school which did not
have its own library.

Cassie Owster spoke of the influence

of a music teacher with whom she began taking lessons during
the seventh grade.

"She took me, along with other students,

to MTSU to see the operettas and plays and the musicals, and
every summer during high school, she encouraged me to go to
band camp and chorus camp, and this type thing.

Primarily, X

guess, she is the main reason that X wanted to be a teacher.”
Dr. Angela Whitson said, "X always wanted children to feel as
good about coming to school as I felt.... And all of my life,
all X ever wanted to do was teach school and to be just like
Mrs. Fitzgerald."
Only one of the 17 women high school principals admitted
to having any career goal past that of teaching early on in
her career.

For the others, they lacked a career plan.

Instead, their career paths evolved.

They used expressions

such as "opportunity” and "right place at the right time” to
explain how they chose to enter into administrative
positions.

Lucille Gendron said, "And X just got the

opportunity...."

Terry Hendrix explained, "And so I had
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opportunity to— to go in administration the first year I
applied."

Four years later, "...they offered me the position

of assistant principal in academics at a high school....

And

then— then I guess being at the right place at the right
time."

Dr. Joyce Langston revealed, "I received a call

early one morning asking if I'd like to become an assistant
principal...."

Susan Arnold related, "When I decided to go

into administration is when I was sitting in the bathtub
taking a bath, and they called me and said, 'Susan, we want
you to go be the assistant principal.'"

Similarly, Sheila

Edwards described, "Never had thought about being a principal
i

until the day J. D. Andrews asked me if I would be the
interim [teaching] principal."

Significant also is the fact

that for all but two of the 17 women the position of high
school principal was achieved by "one try."

They were

basically motivated for the positions by the "challenge" and
"to effect change" with the position.
With respect to whether their graduate administrative
programs prepared them for their principalships, the
responses were mixed.

However, the "time" factor of when

they took the coursework and their lack of a career plan
beyond teaching were evident in some of their remarks.

"It

has changed somewhat since I went through the program, so it
would be hard for me to criticize an existing program."

Her

classes were taken in the eighties, according to Margaret
Botcher and "I had not planned on administrative work, I
didn't even dream that I would become a principal...."

"I

got my master's and took most of my courses in administration
20 years before X used— used them and so that was a
disadvantage."

"I think nothing prepared me as well as the
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experience of being an assistant principal."

Dr. Wycott

replied, "I— I went back after my master's and got
certification in administration....
X don't think.

That didn't prepare me,

And I started working on my doctorate at the

same time that I ...had my first administrative appointment.
The doctoral courses helped to prepare me."
The women were asked to identify their role models
growing up, their professional role models, and their
mentors.

Invariably, the women identified family members,

particularly their mothers and fathers, as their role models
growing up.

Vanessa Dinsmore felt that her former principal

had been her mentor, "...he did this with all of the
assistant principals under his tutelage— every assistant
principal that he has had has risen to the ranks of principal
or central office."

Susan Arnold also spoke of her former

principal as her mentor, "He is responsible for four of us, I
know, women, that are either principals or assistant
principals...."

Bess Sutherland's mentor was the supervisor

of secondary education.
do it.
do....'"

Don't worry.'

"And so very supportive.

'You can

You know, 'If there's anything I can

Midge Cloud recognized the director of instruction

as her mentor, "He

was very supportive, and you know, put my

name forward and felt I could do the job."

Dr. Sarah Quincy

said that the principal of one of the local high schools was
her mentor,

"...[he] is a more— more calm, level-headed,

lean-on-my shoulder kind of a person.

So, he was the one if

I— X had a question about a procedure or something I would
call him...,"

Sheila Edwards choBe her former assistant

principal when she was a teacher as her mentor, "...he was a
wonderful worker— a wonderful educator...as principal, I
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often called him for advice.”

Lucille Gendron stated that

her mentor was a close teacher friend.

" ...from the word go.

she wanted me to do it, and she said, 'You can.'"
The women in the study overwhelmingly recognized the
current existence or former existence of a "good ole boy
network."

As Cassie Owster explained, "When X became

principal, of course, the good ole boys did not think— many
did not think that a woman could be principal of a high
school."

Margaret Botcher referred to them as the "Gamma

Omega Beta" and added that the group was very "excluding."
Dinsmore felt that the "good ole boy network" was typical
of the South.
The women, consequently, perceived gender to be the
major barrier that they had experienced in their pursuit of
administration.

Their remarks included:

"...if women make

mistakes, it's because they're women"; "a male dominatedprofession"; "X think sometimes men can be barriers just by
being men"; X had to prove myself over and over again"; and
referring to the high school principalship as "a man's job."
Dinsmore wished that she could be accepted "...for the job X
do rather than the race, creed, color, or gender...."
The element of time required by the high school
principalship pervaded many of the answers to the interview
questions,
of things."

"...it just takes so much time from other kinds
"...probably occupies 90 % of my time."

don't see how women can juggle children and a career.
would have to devote myself to one or the other."

"I
I

"I go home

sometimes, and X'm like a zombie, and X just don't want to
talk, and I don't want to hear the phone ring."

"My

grandchildren '...are very resentful of the time that X'm not
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able to spend with them.'"

As a single parent, "My time with

my children has been limited.... I have no family life.

My—

my children think a gourmet meal comes from Burger King."
"It's— it's--it is my life."
The women in this study have built their own "support
system."

Whenever they experienced work-related problems,

they sought the input of assistant principals and husbands.
They did not have a "good ole girl network" or a formal
network with other women administrators.

Dr. Langston

probably expressed the typical viewpoint of the women with
regard to their professional personna and career advancement
when she said, "I think networking is extremely important
when you extend it to include the term visibility."
Surprisingly, these women who came into education with
only the desire to be teachers and then let their career
paths evolve into a high school principalship as a focus of
mid-life, now have additional career plans.

Midge Cloud

affirmed, "We're currently advertising for assistant
superintendent, and I've applied."

Three other women

indicated an interest In becoming superintendent.

Others

mentioned "being a coordinator of programs at the
superintendent's office," "consulting or presenting," and
"teaching at the college level."
As the final question in the interview, the women high
school principals were asked to provide advice for other
women administrative aspirants.

Their comments included, "be

prepared"; "have a mentor"; "know what the job is"; "don't be
discouraged"; "keep trying"; "get a tough shell"; "be
visible."

Midge Cloud answered best what many of the others

indicated, "I'd advise them to--to work into a position where
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they can learn, where they can see what's going on...."
Ellen Baxter recommended finding a mentor rather than a
mentor finding you.

Dr. Angela Whitson also provided some

worthy advice, "And remember barriers are only— you build
your own, for the most part.
and just— just, you know.

I mean, if— if— just work hard

I like to think that somebody

said, 'Here's a barrier," and I said, 'Ho, it's an
opportunity.'"

Epa.tsgtiP-t
This study involved some extensive planning, travel, and
most certainly - time.

The researcher traveled throughout

the state of Tennessee to visit with these 17 women high
school principals in their school settings.
exhausting, but it was never boring.

It was at times

Each visit was

conducted with a truly captivating educator who had much
insight into her world to share.
The process itself of compiling all the wonderfully
expressive answers and often poignant stories has been at
times almost overwhelming, but now it has been accomplished.
I can only hope that I have been able to capture for the
reader the essence of what I heard firsthand.

I reaffirm

that there was a need in the literature for a more indepth
look at women high school principals - who they are, how they
got to the principalship, and what life is like for them in
the high school principalship.
has filled some of that void.

My hope is that this study
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INFORMED CONSENT
DISSERTATION:

WOMEN HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPALS IN TENNESSEE:
A QUALITATIVE STUDY

I understand that the purpose of this dissertation is to
describe the personal and professional lives of the woman
high school principal, grades 9-12, in Tennessee.
I understand that my participation is the study is voluntary
and that I may withdraw my consent at any time during the
study by contacting the researcher.
If I have any questions or concerns about the study, I may
contact the researcher Doris VanHuss at work (615-239-9471)
or at home (615-323-7425) or the chairman of the researcher's
doctoral committee. Dr. Russell West, at East Tennessee State
University (615-929-4255).
I understand that my agreement to participate in the study
involves my completing a background questionnaire which will
be mailed back to the researcher prior to the interview and
my participation in an interview with the researcher which
will be audiotaped. I also realize that the researcher may
follow up with a telephone call later to clarify any
information on my part.
I, likewise, understand that all data (demographic
questionnaires, audiotapes, and transcriptions) will be kept
for a period of one year or until completion of the
dissertation. These will be stored at the home of the
researcher. At the end of the one year or at the completion
of the dissertation, the audiotapes will be erased and the
written data destroyed.
Likewise, I realize that all my responses, written and
verbal, will remain anonymous as the researcher will use
pseudonyms for the study.
Participant's signature________________________
Date________________________
Researcher's Signature_______________________
Date
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DEMOGRAPHIC QUESTIONNAIRE
NAME

__________________AGE

HOME ADDRESS____________________________ RACE___________
HOME PHONE___________________
SCHOOL NAME___________________________ ENROLLMENT_______
SCHOOL ADDRESS__________________________________________
SCHOOL PHONE__________________
0

PROFESSIONAL STAFF__________

# SUPPORT STAFF_______________
0

ASST. PRINCIPALS____________

WOULD YOU CHARACTERIZE YOUR SCHOOL AS
SUBURBAN
OTHER?

RURAL

URBAN

YOUR EDUCATION!
UNDERGRADUATE MAJOR________________ MINOR_______________
HIGHEST DEGREE EARNED______________
ARE YOU PRESENTLY PURSUING ANOTHER DEGREE?
IF SO,
PLEASE EXPLAIN THE DEGREE AREA_____________ ~___ _______
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE:
HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN A HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPAL?________
HOW MANY YEARS HAVE YOU BEEN IN YOUR PRESENT POSITION?
HOW MANY YEARS HAVE YOU BEEN IN YOUR CURRENT SCHOOL
SYSTEM?
HAVE YOU HELD OTHER POSITIONS IN THIS SCHOOL
SYSTEM?
WHAT?_______________________________
WHAT POSITIONS DID YOU HOLD PRIOR TO BECOMING A HIGH SCHOOL
PRINCIPAL?_________________ HOW MANY YEARS?______
HOW MANY YEARS WERE YOU A TEACHER BEFORE ASSUMING ANY
ADMINISTRATIVE POSITION?_____
WHAT DID YOU TEACH?______________________________________
WHAT ARE YOUR AREAS OF CERTIFICATION?
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_____

LIST SOME OF THE PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS TO WHICH YOU
BELONG:
______

ARE YOU IN THE TENNESSEE CAREER LADDER PROGRAM?
WHAT IS YOUR STATUS?___________________________

IF SO/

YOUR FAMILY:
WHAT IS YOUR CURRENT MARITAL STATUS?
DIVORCED
WIDOWED

MARRIED

SINGLE

NUMBER OF CHILDREN
PLEASE EXPLAIN THEIR CURRENT
AGES/ROLE(S) , FOR EXAMPLE!, STUDENT, MARRIED,
___
ETC.

HUSBAND'S OCCUPATION
HUSBAND'S HIGHEST EDUCATIONAL LEVEL?
YOUR MOTHER'S HIGHEST EDUCATIONAL LEVEL?
HER OCCUPATION?__________________________

"""

YOUR FATHER'S HIGHEST EDUCATIONAL LEVEL?
HIS OCCUPATION?_________________________

'

ft

NUMBERS OF BROTHERS?
YOUR BIRTH ORDER?

NUMBER OF SISTERS?
OF

ARE THERE OTHERS IN YOUR IMMEDIATE FAMILY WHO ARE
EDUCATORS?______ IF YES, PLEASE EXPLAIN___________
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LONG INTERVIEW GUIDE
WOMEN HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPALS IN TENNESSEE:
A QUALITATIVE STUDY
EDUCATION/PREPARATION
1.

I'D LIKE TO BEGIN BY HAVING YOU OUTLINE IN CHRONOLOGICAL
ORDER YOUR TEACHING AND ADMINISTRATIVE EXPERIENCE TO
DATE.

2.

WHERE DID YOU RECEIVE YOUR UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE
EDUCATION?

3.

DESCRIBE THE EXTENT TO WHICH YOU FEEL THAT YOUR GRADUATE
ADMINISTRATIVE PREPARATION PROGRAM ADEQUATELY PREPARED
YOU FOR THE HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPALSHIP. (OFFER
SUGGESTIONS)

4.

HOW VISIBLE WERE WOMEN WITHIN THE RANKS OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION AT YOUR COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY
AND DESCRIBE YOUR CONTACT WITH THESE WOMEN.

5.

WHAT, IF ANY, SPECIAL COURSES, WORKSHOPS, OR SEMINARS
HAVE YOU PARTICIPATED IN THAT WERE DESIGNED FOR THE
NEEDS OF WOMEN IN EDUCATION OR ADMINISTRATION?

NETWORKING/PROFESSIONAL RELATIONSHIPS
6.

WHO WERE YOUR ROLE MODELS GROWING UP?
PROFESSIONAL ROLE MODELS?

WHO WERE YOUR

7.

DO YOU PERCEIVE THAT THERE IS "A GOOD OLE BOYNETWORK"
IN YOUR SYSTEM? IF SO, DESCRIBE IT FOR ME.

8.

DO YOU PERCEIVE THAT THERE IS "A GOOD OLE GIRL NETWORK"
IN YOUR SYSTEM? IF SO, DESCRIBE IT FOR ME.

9.

IF WE DEFINE NETWORKING AS "BEING VISIBLE, MAKING
CONTACTS WITH MEN AND WOMEN, ATTENDING VARIOUS MEETINGS,
SEMINARS, AND WORKSHOPS, AND SERVING ON VARIOUS
COMMITTEES," DESCRIBE THE EXTENT TO WHICH
NETWORKING HAS CONTRIBUTED TO YOUR CAREER ADVANCEMENT OR
MAY CONTRIBUTE TO THE CAREER ADVANCEMENT OF WOMEN IN
EDUCATION IN GENERAL.

10.

DO YOU PERSONALLY KNOW AND/OR MAINTAIN AN ACQUAINTANCE
WITH ANY OTHER WOMAN/WOMEN HIGH SCHOOL HIGH SCHOOL
PRINCIPAL(S)? IF "YES," HOW OFTEN -ELABORATE FOR ME.

11.

WITH WHOM WOULD YOU USUALLY TALK OVER A WORK-RELATED
PROBLEM?
(WITHIN THE EDUCATION PROFESSION AND/OR WITHIN
YOUR PERSONAL LIFE - SOMEONE WHO IS A CONFIDANT)
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CAREER PATHS/GOALS
12.

WHAT PROMPTED YOU TO BECOME A TEACHER AND WHEN DID YOU
COMMIT YOURSELF TO THE PROFESSION?

13.

HAD YOU ALWAYS WANTED TO BE A SCHOOL ADMINISTRATOR OR IS
THAT SOMETHING THAT EMERGED OVER TIME? PLEASE EXPLAIN.

14.

AT WHAT POINT DID YOU MAKE THE DECISION TO ACTIVELY
PURSUE A HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPALSHIP?

15.

ffl

16.

FOR YOU THEN, WAS BECOMING A HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPAL A
LONG TERM GOAL?

17.

WHO WAS/WERE THE GREATEST SOURCE(S) OF INFLUENCE TO YOUR
BECOMING A HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPAL? AS YOU IDENTIFY THESE
PEOPLE WHO WERE INFLUENTIAL IN YOUR CAREER ADVANCEMENT,
PLEASE EXPLAIN THEIR RELATIONSHIP, PERSONAL OR
PROFESSIONAL, TO YOU.

18.

OTHER THAN FAMILY OR FRIENDS, WHO WITHIN THE PROFESSION
GAVE YOU THE MOST SUPPORT AS YOU PURSUED THE POSITION OF
HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPAL AND PLEASE DESCRIBE THIS SUPPORT
FOR ME.

19.

AS YOU PURSUED A HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPALSHIP, DID YOU HAVE
A MENTOR - SOMEONE WHO PERSONALLY GUIDED, DIRECTED, AND
COUNSELED YOU? IF SO, WHO AND PLEASE DESCRIBE THIS
RELATIONSHIP?

20.

DESCRIBE FOR ME THE ATTEMPTS YOU MADE TO BECOME A HIGH
SCHOOL PRINCIPAL? IN OTHER WORDS, HOW MANY TIMES DID
YOU TRY BEFORE YOU WERE SUCCESSFUL?

21.

AT THIS POINT IN TIME, DO YOU HAVE ADDITIONAL CAREER
GOALS OR ASPIRATIONS? IF SO, WHAT WOULD THEY INCLUDE?

X DID YOU DECIDE TO BECOME A HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPAL?

BARRIERS
22.

WHAT BARRIERS DO YOU PERCEIVE THAT YOU HAVE HAD TO
OVERCOME AS A WOMAN PURSUING AND ASSUMING THE POSITION
OF HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPAL?

23.

IN WHAT WAY, IF ANY, WOULD YOU CONSIDER THAT FAMILY
RESPONSIBILITIES ARE/HAVE BEEN A BARRIER TO YOUR CAREER
OR TO WOMEN IN GENERAL?

24.

SEXUAL HARASSMENT, PARTICULARLY, AND SEXUAL
DISCRIMINATION IN THE WORKPLACE ARE "HOT TOPICS" IN THE
MEDIA NOW. DO YOU PERCEIVE THAT YOU PERSONALLY HAVE
EXPERIENCED EITHER OR BOTH? AND WOULD YOU ELABORATE
WITHOUT MENTIONING NAMES?
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PRINCIPALSHIP ROLES
25.

HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE YOUR LEADERSHIP STYLE?
MAKING STYLE?

DECISION

26.

DO YOU SEE YOURSELF AS AN INSTRUCTIONAL LEADER,
DISCIPLINARIAN, MANAGER, OR CHOOSE YOUR OWN DESCRIPTOR?

27.

HOW DO YOU THINK YOUR TEACHERS PERCEIVE YOU?

28.

HOW DO YOU THINK PARENTS INTERACT WITH YOU, THE
SUPERINTENDENT AND THE BOARD TREAT YOU? DO YOU THINK
YOU ARE TREATED ANY DIFFERENTLY BY THESE GROUPS THAN A
MAN IN THE SAME POSITION?

29.

HOW MANY ASSISTANT PRINCIPALS DO YOU HAVE IN YOUR
ADMINISTRATIVE TEAM? ARE ANY OF THEM WOMEN? WHAT ARE
THEIR MAJOR DUTIES OR JOB RESPONSIBILITIES?

30.

DESCRIBE FOR ME YOUR WORKING RELATIONSHIP WITH YOUR
ASSISTANT PRINCIPALS.

31.

REALISTICALLY, HOW DO YOU SPEND THE GREATEST PART OF
YOUR WORK DAY?

32.

HOW MANY HOURS BEYOND THE SCHOOL DAY DO YOU AVERAGE
PER WEEK? IN WHAT ACTIVITIES?

33.

DESCRIBE FOR ME HOW YOU FEEL ABOUT YOUR JOB AS A HIGH
SCHOOL PRINCIPAL.

34.

WHAT GIVES YOU THE MOST SATISFACTION IN YOUR JOB?

35.

WHAT GIVES YOU THE MOST DISSATISFACTION IN YOUR JOB?

36.

WHAT CAUSES YOU THE MOST STRESS IN YOUR JOB?

37.

WITH REGARD TO YOUR PERSONAL LIFE, WHAT DEMANDS DOES
YOUR JOB PLACE UPON YOU AND YOUR FAMILY?

38.

HOW WOULD YOU CHANGE YOUR "WORK SITUATION" AS A HIGH
SCHOOL PRINCIPAL IF YOU COULD?

ROUND-UP QUESTIONS
39.

WHY DO THINK THERE ARE SO FEW WOMEN IN ADMINISTRATION,
PARTICULARLY AT THE HIGH SCHOOL LEVEL?

40.

WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU GIVE TO OTHER WOMEN ASPIRING TO
BECOME A HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPAL?

41.

WHAT OTHER QUESTIONS AND INFORMATION MIGHT I HAVE ASKED
FOR THAT I DIDN'T IN THIS INTERVIEW THAT WOULD GIVE MORE
SPECIFIC DETAILS ABOUT THE PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL
LIVES OF WOMEN HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPALS?
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STUDENT AUDIT OF TAPES AND TRANSCRIPTIONS

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT I ______________________________
HAVE CONDUCTED AN AUDIT OF __________ TAPES CONCERNING
INTERVIEWS WITH WOMEN HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPALS IN
TENNESSEE.

LIKEWISE/ I DO HEREBY CONFIRM THAT TO THE BEST OF MY
ABILITY THE TRANSCRIPTIONS ARE ACCURATE REPRESENTATIONS
OF THOSE AUDIO TAPES, UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED.

I PLEDGE TO KEEP THIS INFORMATION CONFIDENTIAL.
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MEMORANDUM
East Tennessee State University
Student Activities Center

TO: Doris Van Huss
FROM: Deborah While
RE: Audit
DATE: April 2, 1996

I have completed the audit of the interview materials for your dissertation. I found no
discrepancies in any of the interview transcripts. I felt the summaries written in chapters four and
rive were true to the transcripts and the tapes. I also reviewed each question folder for each
participants response to that question. Each folder was complete.
Having seen a Tew” dissertations in my course of study, I am very impressed with the
research you did. You have added greatly to the body of knowledge in the area of women and
leadership. Congratulations, Dr. Van Huss!
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